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I. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of detecting wild or "spurious" observations has been of 
interest to statisticians and researchers for some time, and various 
criteria for the rejection of "outliers" have been suggested. Only 
recently, however, have statisticians begun to study the effect of the 
utilization of such rejection criteria on subsequent inferences concern­
ing parameters of interest. 
A spurious observation is generally defined as an observation from 
a distribution that is different from that of the remaining observations. 
This difference in distributional properties is one way of explaining 
the occurrence of one or more outlying observations in the sample. 
Spurious observations may be caused by a gross error in either the execu­
tion, measurement, or recording stages of the experiment. Or they may 
be due to some unusual, and perhaps highly important, phenomena, e.g., 
Fleming's recognition of the value of pénicillium (see Kruskal, I960). 
Still another possibility is that the sample (either in whole or in 
part) is drawn from a "longer-tailed" distribution (see Tukey, I962). 
Gross errors in the observations can easily double or triple the 
variance of an estimator. Thus appreciable gains in precision can be 
obtained by mitigating their effects. This may be accomplished by the 
use of such techniques as the "rejection rules" of Anscombe (i960) and 
Guttman and Smith (19^ 9), where one or more outliers may be removed from 
the formal analysis, and "weighted" or "modified" estimators, studied by 
Anscombe and Barron (1966) and Veale and Huntsberger (1969), where the 
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outlier is not simply jettisoned, but given a reduced weight-
When irregular phenomena cause the outliers, it is very important 
to retain them since, as Kruskal (1960) points out : "••• (an outlier) is 
a signal that says: 'Here is something from which we may learn a lesson, 
perhaps of a kind not anticipated beforehand, and perhaps more important 
than the main object of the study.'" When the cause of the outlier is a 
long-tailed distribution, various procedures for analysis have been 
recommended, e.g., the "modification rule" of Anscombe and Barron (I966) 
and "Winsorized" and "trimmed" means studied by Tukey and McLaughlin 
(1963), Tukey and Dixon (1968), and by Crow and Siddiqui (I967). 
Usually one cannot tell from the data which of these sources (gross 
error, irregular phenomena, or "long-tailedness") has caused the outlier. 
It is hoped that the formal analysis for the effective handling of gross 
errors in the data will not be markedly different from that used in deal­
ing with irregular phenomena or longer-tailed densities. Tukey (1962) 
has voiced optimism on this point and it appears from investigations to 
date that such optimism is not undue. The investigation which follows 
will focus on the problems of inference-making in the presence of spuri­
ous observations caused by either gross errors or unusual phenomena, 
where the "regular" observations and the spurious ones are assumed drawn 
from different gamma distributions. But whatever distributional assump­
tions are made, and whatever formal analysis is used, it is important to 
say something about the wild observations in the final report on the 
experiment. 
Kruskal (I96O) gave three levels of knowledge concerning spurious 
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observations which are outlined below: 
i) pre-data knowledge, 
ii) post-data knowledge, 
iii) no knowledge (aside from the observed sample). 
In (i) it is known before the observation is made that it is likely to be 
spurious, e.g., a certain measuring instrument may have been impaired or 
otherwise misused by an inexperienced experimenter. In (ii) it is 
"known" after an outlier is observed, that it was indeed spurious, e.g., 
one may check a laboratory workbook and infer that the experiment was 
poorly executed, the data we^ e sloppily recorded, etc. Kruskal (1960) 
points out the danger in this approach: "... it is easy after the fact 
to bias one's memory or approach, knowing that the observations seemed 
wild. In complex measurement situations," he continues, "we may often 
find something a bit out of line for almost any observation." Moreover, 
Anscombe (1966) has pointed out that more and more instrument output is 
being fed directly to a computer for analysis, which would preclude this 
"post-data" approach. In (iii) one has no knowledge, either before or 
after the experiment, concerning the spurious observation. This is the 
situation that has given rise to the various rejection rules and other 
procedures of analysis mentioned earlier. 
In the investigation that follows, three models are considered: 
(a) the "unidentified" model, (b) the "identified" model, and (c) the 
"generalized identified" model. In the unidentified model, (a), it is 
assumed that n-1 of the observations have an exponential distribution 
with scale parameter a while one (the spurious observation) has an 
h 
exponential distribution with scale parameter a/k , 0 < k < 1 , and no 
prior knowledge is assumed as to which of the observations is spurious. 
This model involves knowledge level (iii) described above. Since the 
problem of estimation of a under this model has been investigated by-
Kale and Sinha (1971 ) and Joshi (1972), it was decided to focus on the 
problem of testing hypotheses about a . 
The identified model, (b), involves the same distributional assump­
tions as the unidentified model except that it is known that a particular 
observation, say , is likely to be spurious, i.e., has an 
exponential distribution with scale parameter a/k . This model involves 
knowledge level (i). Both the estimation of, and the testing of hypoth­
eses about, CT are investigated. A modification of the above model 
where k > 1 is also considered. 
It is usually implicit in the development of procedures for handling 
spurious observations that the number of such observations is small 
compared to the total sample size. This is the case in both the uniden­
tified and the identified models where it is assumed that no more than 
one observation is spurious. However, in the generalized identified 
model, (c), it is assumed that multiple identified spurious observations 
from gamma distributions with known identical shape parameter and un­
known but ordered scale parameters, may be present in the "sample." 
Alternatively, in this general model, the data may simply be viewed 
as comprising m independent samples from gamma distributions with 
known shape parameter and unknown scale parameters a/k^ , cr/kg, ..., 
a/k^  , respectively, where 0 < k^  < ... < kg < k^  = 1. (Note that no 
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mention is made of "spurious observations.") The desideratum is to 
estimate a . Several of the estimators studied may be viewed as "pre­
liminary test" estimators, following Bancroft (19*4-4), and have some 
rather interesting applications in areas other than the treatment of 
spurious observations, such as improved estimation of (i) error variance 
in analysis of variance problems, (ii) expected life of a "standby" 
component of a system, and (iii) the smallest variance of m normal 
distributions. 
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATUEE 
The literature relevant to the subject matter of this thesis is 
concentrated in two main areas (corresponding roughly to the "unidenti­
fied" and "Identified" cases described in the introduction): (i) infer­
ence procedures based on a sample which may contain spurious observations, 
and (ii) inference procedures which utilize information from additional 
independent samples and thus may be better in some sense than those based 
solely on the initial sample. 
As stated in the introduction, until recently most of the work done 
on the subject of outliers has been concerned with the problem of detec­
tion (and subsequent rejection) of outliers. Anscombe (I960) presents 
an interesting historical account of the various detection techniques 
that have been suggested. 
In the same paper, Anscombe considered the problem of spurious 
observations in a different light. He suggested that rules for reject­
ing outliers should be considered as "insurance policies" rather than 
as tests of significance, and that attention be focused on the mean 
squared error of the resulting estimators. According to Anscombe, the 
"premium payable" is the percentage increase in the variance of the esti­
mation errors due to the utilization of the rejection rule when in fact 
no spurious observations are present. The "protection" is given by the 
reduction in the mean squared error when a spurious observation is 
present. The desideratum of course is a procedure that provides good 
protection at a low premium rate. It should be mentioned here that 
although Anscombe was the first to suggest viewing rejection rules as 
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"insurance policies," Dixon (1953) was apparently the first to draw atten­
tion to the importance of obtaining inference procedures which are not 
markedly affected by the presence of aberrant readings. 
Anscombe (i960) assumed that n-1 observations are from 
N(h, a^ ) while one observation is from N((j. + bo, a^ ) , where is 
known and b is an unknown real number. He considered the following 
estimator based on a rejection rule : 
1 = 1 ,  i f  | Z ^ 1  <  C a  ,  
= E X^ /n-1 , if \ZJ > Ca , 
i/m 
where is the residual with maximum absolute value and C is a pre-
assigned constant. Anscombe and Barron (1966) evaluated the premium and 
protection of the rejection rule, by calculating the mean squared error 
A 
of the estimator, |i , for samples of size three. 
Tiao and Guttman (I967) and later Guttman and Smith (1969, 1971) 
evaluated the premium and protection of rejection rules of Anscombe's 
type, among others, for larger sample sizes. Guttman and Smith con­
sidered the estimation of the mean of a normal distribution in the cases 
where the spurious observation is assumed drawn from (a) N(iJ.+aa, a®) , 
where a is an unknown real number, and (b) N(p, (l+b)a^ ) , where b 
is an unknown non-negative real number. The cases of known and 
unknown were investigated. In addition, they considered estimation of 
in cases (a) and (b) above. 
Bross (1961) criticized the use of routine (automatizable) 
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procedures for handling outliers which are based solely on the magnitudes 
of the residuals. He points out that in patterned experiments; the posi­
tion of the observation may be equally important in discerning whether 
or not it is an outlier. Tukey (1962), along with Kruskal (1960) and 
Huber (1964) suggested assigning a reduced but non-zero weight to the 
outlier by using a continuous weighting function (or an equivalent pro­
cedure ) • 
Anscombe and Barron (1966) studied the effects of using a modified 
least squares procedure (of the type suggested by Huber) for estimating 
the mean of a normal distribution where some of the observations are 
modified if necessary so that no residual exceeds a preassigned K in 
magnitude. They compare the mean squared error of the above "modifica­
tion rule" with that of the rejection rule, and suggest using them in 
combination. 
Veale and Huntsberger (1969) considered an estimator (for the mean 
of a normal distribution) of the form 
 ^u - À .5 
where \|;(Z^ ) is a continuous even function of , the residual with 
maximum absolute value. The authors suggested incorporating this esti­
mator into a rejection rule obtaining the following estimator: 
A 
X , 
w^ * 
if 
if 
l^ ml < C, 
l^ J >00 
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This "hybrid" procedure was found to be generally superior to the rejec­
tion rule for n=3 . 
Box and Tiao (1968) considered a Bayesian approach to the problem 
of outliers in the general linear model framework. In particular, the 
authors considered the case where the errors e^  e^ , ..., e^  are inde­
pendent random variables such that e^  N(0, cf ) with probability a 
and e^  ~ lî(0, 0^ ) with probability 1-a , where k is an unknown 
r e a l  n u m b e r  a n d  i  =  1 ,  2 ,  . n  .  
Tukey (I962) suggested that many outlier observations may be 
explained by longer-tailed parent distributions, e.g., a logistic or a 
mixture of two Gaussian p.d.f. 's with different variances. Tukey and 
McLaughlin (I963), Dixon (i960), and Tukey and Dixon (I968) have studied 
the properties of an estimator suggested by Charles Wins or in which an 
equal number of outlying values on each tail are replaced by the values 
of the nearest retained observations. Tukey and McLaughlin have also 
studied the effect of "trimming," i.e., removing equal numbers of lowest 
and highest observations and then proceeding as if the trimmed sample 
were a conçlete one. These investigations have demonstrated that such 
estimators ("Winsorized" and "trimmed" means) when conçared to the 
8ang)le mean, have high efficiency under Gaussianity and are considerably 
superior under a longer-tailed parent. 
Crow and Siddiqui (1967) studied the robustness of various linear 
systematic statistics with symmetric weights (e.g., Winsorized, trimmed, 
and linearly weighted means) for various symmetric unimodal densities of 
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varying degrees of "tail-thickness." The authors then attempt some 
recommendations for small samples when the form of the sampled distribu­
tion is unknown. 
The exponential distribution has been extensively studied by many 
authors primarily because of (i) the simplicity of its mathematical 
form, and (ii) its important applications to life testing. Epstein and 
Sobel (1953^  195^ ) derived the distribution theory for the order statis­
tic of a sam.ple from an exponential distribution. They also derived 
optimal estimation and hypothesis testing procedures for censored and 
truncated samples. Bhattacharya (1967) has investigated the life testing 
problem using a Bayesian analysis where the scale parameter is considered 
to be a random variable. A good reference in this area is provided by 
Sarhan and Greenberg (1962) and bibliographies on life testing and re­
lated topics have been provided by ^ fendenhall (I958) and Govindarajulu 
(196^ )-
Kale (1969) suggested a modification of the usual life testing situ­
ation in which n-1 of the observations have p.d.f. 
f(x; a) = i exp {-x/0} , x >0 ,'à'> 0 
while one of them (the spurious observation) has p.d.f. 
f(x; a/k) =  ^exp {-kx/a} , x > 0, a > 0 , 
where 0 < k < 1 . In addition, it is assumed that each is equally 
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likely to have p.d.f. f(x; cr/k) . The author used a semi-Bayesian 
approach where k is considered to be a random variable with a beta 
p.d.f. 
Kale and Sinha (1971) investigated the problem of estimating the 
expected life (a) for the above model where k acts as a nuisance 
parameter. They suggest estimators of the form 
, m-1 
=3 X(l) + X(m)] 
in order to guard against the possibility of an observation with a much 
longer expected life. They evaluated the mean squared error of the above 
estimator for n=3 and U, noting large gains over the sample mean when 
k < .5 and relatively modest losses when k > .5 (e.g., a 93^  gain in 
efficiency when k = .3, a 295$ gain when k = .2 , and a 20$ loss when 
k = 1.0 for n - h, m = 3)' Joshi (1972) obtained the exact formula 
for the mean squared error of the above estimator. 
Fuller (1970) has investigated the problem of estimation of a mean 
when the "tail" of the distribution is well approximated by the "tail" 
of a Weibull distribution. He considered estimators that are linear in 
the ordered observations where the weights are (i) determined prior to 
the observations, and (ii) dependent upon a "preliminary test of signif­
icance." The author proves the interesting result that given a sample 
from a Weibull distribution, 
F(y) = 1 - , Q:>0, \ >0, y>0. 
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the mean squared error of the "once-Winsorized mean," viz. 
1=1 X(i) + X(n_l) 
, 
as an estimator of the mean of the distribution is less than, equal to, 
or greater than the variance of the sample mean if the shape parameter 
a is greater than, equal to, or less than, unity. It is noted that the 
above "once-Winsorized mean" is identical to the estimator suggested by-
Kale and Sinha (1971) when m = n-1 . 
Procedures which utilize information from additional independent 
samples to obtain more precise estimates (or more powerful tests) tend 
to fall into two categories; (i) pooling procedures which incorporate 
one or more "preliminary tests of significance" (PTS), and (ii) proce­
dures which in a sense generalize the idea of a preliminary test estima­
tor and combine the information from the samples according to a 
continuous weight function. Such procedures (or combinations of them) 
are quite effective in dealing with spurious observations identified 
prior to the experiment. 
In (i) above, two alternative estimators are available for estimat­
ing the parameter of interest: one of them based on the initial sample, 
the other based on an additional independent sample. A test of signifi­
cance is carried out to ascertain whether or not the two estimates are 
estimating the same parameter. If the decision based on the PTS is that 
they are estimating the same parameter, the estimates are pooled; 
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otherwise only the estimate based on the initial sample is used. This 
procedure is used extensively in research in hope of obtaining a more 
precise estimate of the error variance in analysis of variance problems. 
Bancroft (19^ 4) was the first to study the bias and mean squared 
error of an estimator which incorporates a PTS. He considered the problem 
of estimating the variance, , of a normal distribution when one has 
available unbiased estimates s^  and s^  , based on independent samples 
of sizes and Ng from N(|j.p o^ ) and o^ ) , respectively. 
It is further assumed that . A PTS of cr^  = Og is conducted 
using an F test. If is accepted, [(ïï^ -l)s^  + (Ng-l)Sg]/(M^  + Eg - 2) 
is used to estimate ; otherwise s^  is used. Bancroft has shown 
this procedure to be biased. However, it appears (from his Table II) 
that for certain levels of significance, it has smaller mean squared 
error than . 
Singh (1971) extended Bancroft's results to the estimation of the 
largest of three ordered variances of normal distributions. The author 
suggested a procedure incorporating two successive preliminary tests and 
derived expressions for the bias and mean squared error of the resulting 
estimator. 
Hosteller (19^ 8) investigated the problem of estimating the mean, 
|j.^  , of a normal distribution on the basis of independent samples from 
0^ ) and N(ng, o^ ), where and are unknown, and is 
known. A PTS of is carried out by performing a Z test 
and depending on whether HQ is accepted or rejected, the samples are 
pooled or not pooled. Bennett (1952, 1^ 6) investigated the cases of 
Ik 
unknown and unequal (known or unknown) variances. Kitagawa (1950) 
has derived the distribution of the preliminary test estimator when 
is unknown, and simpler formulas for bias and mean squared error were 
obtained in certain cases by Han and Bancroft (1968). 
The application of preliminary tests of significance in the analysis 
of variance framework has been studied by Paull (195O). He recommends 
that the size of the PTS should never be lower than .25, and in certain 
situations should be even higher to avoid shifts in size and loss of 
power in the main tests. Bozivich, Bancroft, and Hartley (1956) studied 
the power functions of tests incorporating a PTS in AOV's for certain 
mixed and random effects models. They gave some recommendations as to 
the advisability of using such a procedure in different situations, and 
as to the choice of the level of significance of the PTS. 
Richards (1963) applied a PTS procedure to certain inference prob­
lems arising in life testing. He assumed the underlying model to be 
given by either f^ (t) or fg(t) , where: 
fl(t) = "I exp {-t/o} , t > 0, 0 > 0 
and 
= § exp {-(t-A)/0} , t > A, 0>O, A >0 , 
and 0 is the parameter of interest. The author conducts a PTS of 
Hg: A = 0 by a test statistic which has an F distribution under H^  . 
The inference procedures for 0 are based on f2^ (t) or f2(t) 
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according to whether is accepted or rejected. Properties of the 
resulting estimators and tests are then studied. 
In particular, Richards, and also Kale (1966), showed that an esti­
mator of e "based on a PTS of A = 0 (of a certain size) has uni­
formly smaller mean squared error than the maximum likelihood estimator. 
Arnold (1970c) noted that the maximum likelihood estimator is inappro­
priate since it is uniformly worse (m.s.e.) than the "best location and 
scale invariant ertimator. The latter estimator was then shown to he 
uniformly dominated (m.s.e.) "by an appropriate preliminary test estimator. 
Srivastava and Bancroft (1967) applied a PTS in estimating and test­
ing hypotheses about a population correlation coefficient when one has 
avadlable two independent samples from bivariate normal distributions 
with correlation coefficients and Pg , respectively. They found 
that, for large sangles, when it is known that p^  > Pg , estimates of 
pg formulated on the basis of a PTS of p^  = Pg are better than 
the usual unbiased estimates, for certain levels of significance. 
Arnold (1970a) gave a rederivation of this result requiring less compu­
tation. The author also gave the optimum level of significance of the 
PTS, noting that the corresponding estimator is in fact the TnaviTmim 
likelihood estimator. 
Kitagawa (1959) applied preliminary tests of significance to the 
problem of determining the number of independent variables to be in­
cluded in a predict and. He formulated sequential designs of experiments 
in which tests of significance determine whether further experimentation 
should be performed to obtain more data, or the experiment should be 
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terminated and estimates (of the regression or response function) be 
based on the data already obtained. The author gives an expression for 
the mean squared error of the predictand. 
Larsen and Bancroft (I963) and more recently Kennedy and Bancroft 
(1971) have investigated the successive application of significance tests 
in "building" a regression model for prediction. The "sequential dele­
tion" and the "forward selection" procedures were studied in terms of 
bias and mean squared error of the predictand when it is assumed that 
(i) the errors are normally and independently distributed, (ii) a "basic 
set" of r variables have been selected prior to the observations, and 
(iii) an "order of importance" for the remaining variables has been 
designated. Moreover, Larsen and Bancroft assumed known , while 
Kennedy and Bancroft considered the case where cr® is unknown. In both 
cases, on the basis of the numerical results, the "sequential deletion" 
procedure is recommended for use. 
Huntsberger (1955) generalized a procedure for pooling two indepen­
dent normally distributed estimators which incorporates a PTS. A 
weighted estimator for one of the parameters is obtained by using weights 
that depend upon the preliminary test statistic. The author showed that 
in the class of "admissible" weighted estimators, there does not exist 
one with uniformly smallest mean squared error. Various weighted esti­
mators were suggested and their efficiencies relative to the correspond­
ing preliminary test estimator calculated. The weighted procedure was 
shown to provide greater control over disturbances which may result from 
pooling than does the preliminary test estimator. Mehta and Gurland 
17 
(1969) have utilized this technique in estimating the variance of a 
normal distribution when one has in hand two independent samples from 
N(|ip o^ ) and o|) , where , and 0^  axe 
unknoim. 
Cohen (19^ 5, I968) has shown that in the general analysis of vari­
ance framework, estimates based on a certain type of PTS are inadmissible, 
while tests based on a certain type of PTS are admissible. However, 
Klotz, I#Iton, and Zacks (1969) have shown that in the one-way classifi­
cation, certain preliminary test estimators (e.g., the maximum likelihood 
estimator of the error variance), although inadmissible, have smaller 
mean squared errors than the usual unbiased ones and indeed perform quite 
well in comparison with some formal Bayes estimators that have been 
suggested. 
Moreover, Arnold (1970b) considered the problem of testing 
HQ: |i^  = 0 vs. / 0 , when sanqples from N(u^ , 0^ ) and N(|_L^ , o^ ), 
with cr^  known, are available. A typical testing procedure which incor­
porates a .25 level PTS of = Hg was con^ ared with the likelihood 
ratio test based on the saiqple from N(^ ,^ cf ) only. The author demon­
strated that losses in power from using the preliminary test procedure 
can be quite high while the regions where gains are achieved are not 
large. 
For an extensive bibliography of the literature relating to prelim­
inary tests of significance, one may refer to Bancroft (1964, 1972) and to 
Mehta (I968). For some applications and worked examples, see Bancroft 
(1965). 
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A method utilized by Stein (1964) in proving an inadmissibility 
result, was extremely useful in the investigation that follows- A slight 
variant of this method was utilized in deriving preference relationships 
among various estimators for the scale parameter of a gamma distribution. 
Also, the paper by Arnold (1970a) was quite helpful in this regard• 
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III. TESTS OF HYPOTHESES IN LIFE TESTING EXPERIMENTS WHEN 
ONE OBSERVATION MAY BE SPURIOUS: UNIDENTIFIED CASE 
A. Summary 
The statistical model utilized in this chapter incorporates the 
possibility of one spurious observation into the usual life testing 
specification. The problem of estimation of the expected life (a) of 
the item on life test has been investigated by Kale and Sinha (1971) 
and Joshi (1972). In this chapter the related hypothesis testing problem 
is considered. The standard procedure (likelihood ratio test derived in 
the homogeneous case) for testing H^ : a = OQ VS. H^  ^o > is 
studied and its undesirable property noted. An alternative test statis­
tic for the above hypothesis is suggested on heuristic grounds and the 
relevant distribution theory derived. The alternative procedure is 
evaluated by a "premium-protection" analysis which is analogous to that 
suggested by Anscombe (1960) for estimation procedures. 
B. The Statistical Model 
It is convenient to make the following 
Definition 3.1. A random variable (r.v. ) X is said to have a gamma 
distribution with parameters a and 3 if its moment generating func­
tion (m.g.f.) has the form 
mjj(t) = (1 - Pt)"G , |t| < 1/p ; 
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where p e and a e • In this case one writes X r(a, p). 
In addition, the notation g(x; a, p) and G(X; a, p) will be 
used throughout to represent the probability density function (p.d.f.) 
and distribution function (d.f.) of a r(a, p) r.v., where 
g(xj a, p) = —-—- , X > 0 
r(a)3« 
and 
X 
G(x; a, p) = J g(t; a, p) dt , x > 0 . 
0 
Consider an experiment in which n items are put on life test and 
the data consist of the recorded lives of all the items. In its simplest 
form this situation is described by assuming that the life of the i^  ^
item is a r.v. with p.d.f. of the exponential type, viz. 
(3.1) g(x; 1, a) =  ^exp {-X/CT} , x > 0 , a > 0 , 
and Xg^ , Xg, ..., X^  are independent and identically distributed. 
Various modifications of the above specification have been considered 
which incorporate complex designs such as truncation and/or censoring 
(natural or selective). Some of these modifications have been discussed 
in the literature review and the references are given in the biblio­
graphy. 
Kale (1969), and Kale and Sinha (1971) considered situations 
in which it is reasonable to assume that the data may not be homogeneous, 
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in which case (3-1) will not accurately describe the statistical phe­
nomena. They assumed that the sample Xg, . • •, X^  contains at 
most one spurious observation, whose expected life is larger than that 
of the others which form a homogeneous group. More precisely, it was 
assumed that one of the X^ , Xg, .., X^  has p.d.f. g(x; 1, o/k) , 
where 0 < k < 1 , while the others have p.d.f. g(x; 1, a) . Moreover, 
having no prior knowledge as to which one of the X^ , Xg, ..., X^  is 
spurious, it was assumed that 
P {X^  ru g(x; 1, o/k)} = l/n , i = 1, 2, ..., n . 
Under these assumptions, the joint p.d.f. of X^ , Xg, ..., X^  is; as 
shown by Kale (1969), 
(3-2) f(x^ , x^ ; k, 0-) 
= & -& exp {- E x./o} { S exp [(l-k)x /a]} . 
1=1 ^  i=l  ^
Kale and Sinha (1971) working with the above model, showed 
that the probability that the r^  ^component of the order statistic, 
X^ j.j > corresponds to the spurious observation is an increasing function 
of r . In addition, they showed that the mean squared error (m.s.e.) 
n 
of any estimator S a^  X^ j^ , where a^  / 0 , tends to infinity as 
k -4- 0 . The authors therefore reccmmend using (for m < n-l) 
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(3-3)  ^%(i) *(m)] ' 
•which has bounded mean squared error. Joshi (1972) gave simpler deriva­
tions of some of these results-
Alternatively, one may simply assume that 
(i) Xg, X^  are independent r.v.'s, 
(3'k) (ii) n-1 of the observations have p.d.f. g(x; 1, a) , 
(iii) one of the observations (it is not known which) has p.d.f. 
g(x; 1, a/k) , -where 0 < k < 1 • 
Now consider statistics which are symmetric in the observations, e.g., 
(a) the order statistic, (b) the statistic given in (3-3), and (c) the 
n 
statistic T = Z X. • Then, for specificity in deriving the distri-
 ^ i=l 1 
bution theory for the (symmetric) statistics of interest, one may assume 
that X^  , say, is the spurious observation. The distribution theory 
for this model (with symmetric statistics) is equivalent to that for 
the model given by (3-2) (see Part A of the Appendix). 
Both of the models just described could be classified as "unidenti­
fied" as defined in the introduction. The model given by (3*2) expli­
citly incorporates the assumption that each observation is equally likely 
to be spurious. The model given by (3.4) appears to be more general 
since it does not include any statement concerning the prior 
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probabilities of particular observations being spurious. Although the 
theoretical development and computations that follow are valid for 
either of the aforementioned models, the one given by (3«^ ) will be 
assumed. 
Procedures for testing Hg: o = vs. a > will be pre­
sented and evaluated by calculating the power and size of the tests. 
Without loss of generality, one may set = 1 . 
C. The Standard Test of a = 1 vs. a > 1 
and Alternative Procedures 
It is well-known that, when the observations are homogeneous 
(k = l) , the uniformly most powerful size a test for cr = 1 vs. 
a > 1 is given by the critical region 
(3-5) > "en 
where 
(3.6) P tT„ > = 1, a . 1} = 1 - n, 1) - a 
The performance (size and power) of the above test is now investigated 
in the heterogeneous case, i.e., when 0 < k < 1. 
It is convenient to first obtain an expression for the d.f. of the 
n 
r.v. T = £ X. . To this end, one observes that T = T + X , 
i=l  ^ n n 
2k 
n-1 
where T = I. X. r(n-l, a) , T and X are independent, and F 
i=l 
the convolution of and F„ . Thus, for t > 0 , 
 ^ n 
F? (tn) = j" Fx (tn " t) & FT^ t) 
n 0 
n^ -(t -t)k/a 
J [1 - e " ] f^(t) dt 
= - G ^ J etk/o f^(t) dt , 
I.e. 
-t k/a ^n / 
(3-7) = G(t^; n-1, a) - e J e^^/^g(t; n-1, a) dt 
 ^ 0 
The power function of the standard size a test ( 3 . 5 )  is given by 
(3. 8 )  p„(k, . )  .  PCT„>c„^ „} =  l - V = a , „ ) ,  
where is given by ( 3 . 7 )  and c^  ^ is determined by ( 3 . 6 ) .  
n ' 
Now, for any \ > 0 and any a > 0 
Thus, 
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lim P {T > X} > 11m = 1 ; 
k 0 'K n k —» 0 
and setting  ^= c# n ' observes that the size of the test given by 
(3'5) is unity. This undesirable feature, due to the fact that k acts 
as a "nuisance" parameter, makes the standard test of doubtful utility 
when a spurious observation is present. 
In searching for an alternative approach to testing Hg: o = 1 vs. 
cr > 1 , one may restrict attention to test statistics which are 
symmetric in the observations. Since one has no knowledge as to which 
observation is spurious, there is no reason for treating one observation 
differently than another. Otherwise one may, for example, throw out one 
particular observation, say > sud use the sum of the remaining ones 
as the test statistic. The size of this test is one, since, for any 
4-
c e R , when is not the spurious observation 
n 
sup P{2 X. > c |cr=l] = 1. 
k i=2  ^
It is well-known that any symmetric function can be written as a 
function of the order statistic, and conversely, if a function can be 
written as a function of the order statistic, it is symmetric (see, e.g.. 
Fraser, 1957)* Thus, among those procedures which are symmetric in the 
observations, the class of procedures which depend on the observations 
only through the order statistic constitutes an essentially complete 
class. So one may restrict attention to those test procedures which 
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depend on the observations only through the order statistic. 
As in the model given in (3'2), the probability that the r^  ^compo­
nent, , of the order statistic is spurious is an increasing func­
tion of r . (The proof for the model given by (3-^ ) essentially mimics 
the proof given by Kale and Sinha, 1971. ) With this fact in mind, 
m-1 
some heuristic procedures based on T = Z X/.\ + (n-m+l) X/ \ , 
m j_=i \ 
where m < n-1 , are considered. They will be shewn to have size bounded 
away from one. In the next section the relevant distribution theory will 
be developed. 
m-1 
D. Distribution Theory for T = E X/.> + (n-m+l) X/ \ 
m 
1. Characteristic function of T' (= T /c) 
m 
The model given in (3.^ ) is assumed in the calculations that follow. 
For specificity, it is additionally assumed that X^  , say, is the 
spurious observation. 
In obtaining the characteristic function (c.f.) of T^  , it was 
found convenient to work with new variables = X^ /^a , and to 
utilize the transformation 
(3-9) = (n-i+l)(Y(^ ) - ; i = 1, 2, ..., n , 
where = 0 . Assuming the model given by ( 3 . 2 ) ,  Joshi (1972) 
has shown the joint density of Z^ , ..., Z^  to be 
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(3-10) " '' 
k r ^ "Vl"V2 \ 
- [e + e 
-b^ Z^ -bgZg 
+ ... + e J , 
where 0 < z^ , ..., z^  < œ , and 
(3-11) Hr - . r = 1, 2, ..., n 
To see that (3.10) holds with model (3*^ ) as well, one observes that the 
joint p.d.f. of ••• is a sum of n terms correspond­
ing to n mutually exclusive and exhaustive cases of being the 
spurious observation, or formally 
%1)' ••• •••' 
= (n-1): g(y(i); 1, 1) ••• g(y(n-l)» ®^ (^n)' Vk) 
+ (n-1).' g(y(i); 1, l) ... g(y(n-i)> Vk) g(y(n)» 1, l) 
+ ... + (n-1)! g(y(i); 1; i/k)...g(y(n_i);i,i)g(y(n); 1,1); 
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as given by Kale and Sinha (1971)• Although the above authors 
assumed model (3*2), the same result obtains under model (3.4) by the 
argument given in Part A of the Appendix. Applying the transformation 
(3.9) to fy  ^ Y (y^ y y(n)) one obtains (3.10). 
(l)' ' (i^ ) 
m-1 m 
It is observed that T* = Z Y,+ (n-m+l) Y/ \ = 2 Z. • The 
i=l 1=1 1 
desideratum is an expression for the c.f. of . To this end, the 
joint c.f. of Z^ , Zg, ..., Z^ , denoted •••> t^  ^, is calculated 
as follows : 
(Pj^ (ti, ..., t^ ) 
r  i ( ^  - V i - ^ 2  \ 
= J J ® t s 
0 0 
 ^-V1-V2  ^  ^-V1-V2-•-Vn-, 
+ e +...+e )jTTdz. 
i=l  ^
k r p" , 
-  L  J  • • •  J  e  e  . . .  e  M  a  
0 0 
00 00 -(bj^ -it^ )z -(b -itp)zp -(1-it )z n 
+ J ... J e  ^  ^  ^e 2 2 2 g n n  ^d 
0 0 
0 0 1=1 ^ 
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" j.l 4=1 0 Vj+lo'' " 
V  ^ 0 -* n -, 
I s ïï (b -it )• TT (1-it )-l , 
j=l &=1  ^  ^ 4=j+l  ^
i.e 
• ; 
n ^  (b^ -it^ )(l-itg)... (1-it^ ) 
(bi-itiJCbg-itg/tl-itg)... (1-it^ ) 
* '"' ^  (bi-iti)(b2-it2)--.(b^ -it^ ) ^ " 
the joint c.f. of Z^ , ..., Z^ . 
Now, setting t^  = t , i = 1, 2, ..., n in (3.12), one obtains 
(3.13) 
(b^ -it)(b2-it)(l-it) .^ \n-2 
+ ... + ] , 
(b^ -itOCbg-it) ... (b^ -it) 
n 
the c.f. of T" = E Z. . Setting t. r: t, i ^  1, 2, ..., m and 
" i=l  ^ 1 
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tj = 0 , j = m+1, m+2, n , one obtains 
+ • • • + 
(b^ -it)(b_-it)(l-it)"'^ ~^  (b^  -it)... (b -it) 
(3-l'+) 1 in 
(b^ -it)...(b^ -it)b^  ^ (b^ -it)...(b^ -it)b^ b^ iih-2 
m 
the c.f. of T'= 2 Z. . In particular, when m = n-1 , 
 ^ 1=1  ^
( it ) (1-it ( bj^ - it ) (bg- it ) (1-it )"• 3 
(3.15) , 
1 + ^  
. , bn -, 
(b^ -it) ... (b^ _^ -it) ] ' 
n-1 
the c.f. of T' = Z Z. . 
i=l  ^
The expression for (p^ (t) given by (3*1^ ) may be rewritten as 
(3-16) E c^ /(l-b"Ht) ... (l-bp^ lt)(l-it)*"^  
r=l 
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n 
 ^ r^ +1 
(1-b^ i^t) ... (1-b^ i^t) 
where = k/nb^ ...b^  , the probability that is the spurious 
observation (see Kale and Sinha, 1971, pp. 756-57), r = 1, 2, ..., n . 
Thus, the c.f. of is a mixture of c.f.'s, viz. 
_ m n 
(Pj^ (t) = E c «P (t) + ( 2 c )<p^ (t) , 
r=l ^   ^ r=m+l ^   ^
J» 
where (p^ (t) is the c.f. of Z + (m-r)U^ ^^  , where ~ r(l, b^ )^, 
i = 1, 2, ..., r (< m) , ~ r(l, l), and U^, ..., are 
independent. 
2. Derivation of the p.d.f. of using the "inversion formula" 
The p.d.f. of T^  , denoted f^ (x) , may be obtained by the "inver­
sion formula" 
(3'17)  ^Je <p^ (t) dt 
—00 
(see, e.g., Cramer, 19^ 6). Substituting (3*1^ ) into (3*17) one obtains 
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CO m-l 
'à J 5f ^  
r=l (b^ -it )...(b^ -it)(l-lt) m-r 
 ^  ^Vi ^ vk+2 
+ ••• -^ ÎTTTTTîr^ î • 
m+l n 
To evaluate the above integral one may consider the contour integral 
-itZ 
(3.19) S — — dZ , 
Cg (b^ -iz) ... (bp-izjfl-iz)*-^  
where is a semicircular region below the horizontal axis in the 
complex plane, the radius (R) of which is at least unity, and r = 
1, 2, ..., m . It is evident that 
-ixZ 
lim I — dZ 
R —>• 00 (b^ -iZ) ... (by-iZ)(l-iZ)*"r 
(3.20) 
» _-itx 
=  -  r  —  d t ,  
(b^ -it) ... (b -it)(l-it)®"^  
since the limit of the integral over the semicircular arc is zero. (The 
coefficient (-1) in the RHS of (3.20) is due to the counter-clockwise 
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traversal of .) 
The integrand in (3.19) has r simple poles at Z = -ib. , 
J 
j = 1, 2, X , and a pole of order m-r at Z = -i . The residues 
at the poles are calculated as follows: 
(i) residues (a^ )^ at simple poles Z = 
. -ixZ 
a^ T = lim (Z + ib.) 
1 Z—» -ibj  ^ (b^ -iZ) ... (b^ -iZ)(l-iZ)"'"^  
-xb. 
i e  ^
% (b _b )(l_b.)*-r 
j6=l  ^ J 
(ii) residues (c at multiple poles Z = -i: 
'-1 ~ ^  , (m-r-l)! %^_r.l 
Z  — - i  ^ d Z ' " " ^  ( b ^ - i Z ) . . . ( b ^ - i Z ) ( l - i Z )  m-r 
^ (.1) (m-r-1)! X 
where 
e'^ "^  TT (b -iZ)-l , j = 1, 2, ..., r , 
dZ-J X=1 
and 
D^ ^^ (Z) = e-i*% TT (b -iZ)"^  . 
3^  
n n 
(Henceforth the following notation will be used: IT a, = TT a. . ) Apply-
^ 1=1 ^  
i^ J 
ing the residue theorem (e.g, Neheiri, l^ ol), one obtains 
-ixZ 
lim 6 — dZ 
R —» ~ Cg (b^ -iZ) ... (bp-iZ)(l-iZ)*-^  
(3-21) _xb. 
—À;,;;,  ^
A/j 4 J J 
and from (3.I8), (3.20), and (3.21) 
= - A  u-c ^  4-^) (-i)i 
r-l j-1 n (t -b.jfl-b.y-f 
4 J J 
+ 2TTi(l + 
m+1 m^fl^  m+2 
+... + 
m 
Z 
1  e 
-xbj 
mH' n j=l m 
Tf (b,-b,) 
Z j 
or 
(3.22)  ^z 
r=l 0=1 
r 
Z 
-xbj m^-r+1 
r 
IT (b 
Vj 
(m-r-l)! 
m-r 
(m-r-l) (-i)} 
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-xb 
4-# (1 +^ 4. , t  ^. ) 2 
" m^+1 '^ m+l^ iii+2 m^+l'"^ n j=l (% _% ) 
To calculate the derivatives D^ \^z) , note that if one sets 
D = e"^  TT (b -iZ)"^  , 
j=l J 
then 
( r)\  ^
log D" /(Z) = -ixZ - 2 log (b.-iZ) 
j=l  ^
and 
i  - t "  (Z) 
r 1 
-ix + i S 
j=l 
( z )  ;  
say. Moreover 
= D^ °)(Z) v(°)(Z) , 
D^ ^^ (Z) = D^ ^^ (Z) v(°)(Z) + D(°)(Z) v(l)(Z) , 
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D^ 3)(Z) = D^ ^^ (Z) v(°)(Z) + (Z) v(^ )(Z) + D^ °)(Z) V^ ^^ (Z) , 
and in general 
vj°) (Z) + ( ) D^""^^(Z) vj^) (Z) 
(3.23) 
+...+ ('';;;^ )D^ "-^ -^ )(Z)V^ ^^ (Z) + ... + D(°)(Z)v(^ -^ ) 
which may also he obtained hy "Newton's formula." To calculate the 
derivatives V^ '^ (^Z) , one notes that 
= - Z , 
j=l (bj-iZ)2 
Y^ \z) = - 2i Z 
j==l (bj-lZ)3 ' 
vp\z) = 6 z — 
j=l (b,-iZ) 
J 
and, in general, by a trivial induction 
(3.2k) v'"'(Z) = n! Z i—pr 
0=1 (bj.lZ)*+l 
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The formula (3.22) describes the p.d.f. of T^  for any k except k=l , 
the homogeneous case. 
The following special cases are of interest; (i) limiting p.d.f. 
as k —> 0 , (ii) case m = n-1 , and (iii) f^ "^ (x) for n = 3, 4 . In 
case (i), from (3.22) one obtains 
m • 
'I -j' 
-xb. 
lim # ( Sg! ) Z 
k —> 0 n  ^ k . , m 
or 
m *• 
(3.25) f^(x) = ^ Z ® ^ 0^  n . ^  m 
i4i ' 
where bl = . The above.p.d.f. may also be obtained by inverting 
the limiting c.f. 
In case (ii), from (3.22) one obtains 
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n n-1 
TT (b _b ) 
In case (ill), upon setting n=3 and 4 in the above formula for 
and sinçlifying, one obtains 
/ 2+k \ / 1+k \ 
• 6.--N - T . 
and 
/ 3"*"^  \ / 2+k \ 
f&x) , _ _9^  / ( — 
(l-k)2 (l-k)2 
( w 
6+6k \ 2 / r kx , k. n -x 
+ e - L -?-T + J e , 
(l-k)2 (l-k)2 
the densities for and , respectively. These formulas agree with 
those obtained by direct integration. 
The form of the distribution given by (3,22) is not particularly 
amenable to con^ uter evaluation. In the next section an alternative form 
of the p.d.f. of T' ^  is obtained using a transformation. 
n—i 
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3. Derivation of the p.d.f. of T' ^  using a transformation 
n-x 
The joint p.d.f. of Z^ , ..., given in ( 3 .10), may be rewritten 
as follows: 
j n 
- Z b z - Z z. 
It •? 1 •? Aa-1 (3.26) f , (2,,...,Z_) = S Z e 1-1 
It is convenient to utilize the following transformation: 
( 3 . 2 7 )  + ... + , i = 1, 2 ,  ..., n , 
I.e., = w^  - w^ _^  , i = 1, 2, ..., n , where w^  = 0, and the 
Jacobian is equal to unity. The p.d.f. (3.26) then becomes 
j 
...,W '"'^ n) = n G 
1 n j=l 
j-1 
. n - [,=. "i + ' 
= - E e 
j=l 
i.e.. 
rj-1 
„ - [ z Vi ^ + T.] 
(3.28) " yx 
ho 
where 0<w, < v < ... <w <» , c. = b. - b.,_ , i =1, 2, n-1 , 
—  1 —  2 —  — n 1  1  1 + 1  '  
and d. = b.-l , j = 1, 2, n • It is observed that the term 
corresponding to j=l in (3'28) is 
n ® n ® 
To avoid difficulties upon integrating (3'28) (to obtain the p.d.f. of 
that expression is written 
..1-, -J • s* *'•' ""'i • 
n-1 
The p.d.f. of T' - = S Z. = W  ^ is obtained as follows: 
n- J L  1  n - 1  
V n^-1 2^ -dw^  
° 5 J" ® % I • • • J" 
"n-l 0 0 
n-1 n-2 
(3.29) + Z e 1-1 + e ] ÏÏ dvr. 
J=2 i=l 1 
= g f ""t.. J Vdw. 
n .J J . - 1 
0 0 =^1 
i+l 
n" dw. 
1=1 1 
0 0 i=l  ^
Il + Ig + I^  , 
say. 
The integral is evaluated as follows; 
:i ' 5="""'' T"'- J"V" 
0 0 
f'-- a 
0 0 1 
I I /' [ ? - i (1 - e'"^ "3)] Taw, 
0 0 1 ^1 i=3 
= # /""••• /' [ J- - i (1 - /'A)] "fa 
0 0 1 d^  d^  1=4  ^
which yields, by induction 
k2 
-w 
I, = n-1 
w 
,n-3 
n-1 
n (n-3)!di 
w 
n-4 
n-1 w 
n-5 
n-1 
(n-4).'d^  (n-5).'d^  
w 
n-1 
,n-3 
(-1) n-1 
,n-2 (1 -
-d^ w T 
e 1 "-!)] 
I.e. 
<3.301 .. . Î . tiff 1 
"i=l (n-l-2)!d^  dj" 
The integral Ig is calculated as follows : 
k -„-i .-2 
:2 = :e £ I I ^ TÎ dw. 
j 2 0 0 
(3.31) 
k "*n-l 
= — e 
n 
n-3 
[ Z 
3=2 
:2 + «3 + Ir 
_n-l 
say, where 
+^3 
j-1 
*n-l *2 - + djWj] a_2 
= r ... r e ^ " ÏÏ dw , 
' 0 0 =^1 ' 
j - 2, 3; ... J n-1 , 
and 
63 = 0 , if n = 3 
= 1 , otherwise • 
(The Kronecker delta appears with the 3^ "^  term in (3.31) because when 
n = 3, the only term involved in calculating Ig is .) 
New 
4 = J ""••• I ^  e ^^=2 ^ ^ ^ aw. 
0 0 
J J ^   ^(1 -  ^ *\=3 ' ' ^ ""f dw. 
0 0^  1=2 ' 
J e "^=3 J T dw. 
0 0 1 1 i=2 ' 
w _ w. 
 ^ A_n _ /=2"3, 
0 0 °1°2 J" -
1^ 4 
Ci(Ci + Cg) " 
j-1 
•(c^ +c )w -c w ~ 
1 2 3)] g 3 3 e 1=4 1T dw. 
1=3 
w 
= J 
n-1 "4 
J c ( ^ C g  1^^ 2 
-C2W3 
1 -c,w • n-2 
TT dw. 
1=3 
/""••• ?[ (1 -
0 0 s. d. c '2°3 
*^9 " -
1 „ -<w=3H„ -Vh 
Clt^ l+CgJCCi+Cg+Cg) (1 - e )] e 
j-1 n-2 
- ( E c w.+d.w ) TT dw. 
i=5  ^^  i=l+  ^
w 
= J 
0 
n-1 
f r 1 
•^ J TvS-«pTv^ 3 
5^ 
1 + 1 -(Cg+c^ )w2^  
(Ci+CgjCgC^  c^ CgCc^ +c^ ) 
1 -(Ci+C2+Cg\ -04^ 4 
CiCCi+CgKCi+C^ +Cs; ®  ^ ® 
j-1 
- ( Z 0,w,+djWj) a_2 
e TT dw, , 
1=4 1 
since 
(Ci+Cg+C2^ 02+03)02 (Ci+CgJCgCg " c^ c^ Tc^ +cp" CiCc^ +CgKCi+Cg+Cs) 
(See Part B of the Appendix.) Continuing the iterations, one obtains 
. ''n-l 6^ 1 
1 = r ... r r 1 
2 ( Ci+Cg+Cg+C^  ) (Cg+Cg+C^  ) (Cj+C^  
, 1 ,  ^ , 1 -^('=3n>'5 
(Ci+Cg+CgJfCg+c^ jc^ c^  
1 -(Cg+Cg+C^)*^ 
CIC2(C2+C3)(C2+C3+CJ^ ) 
k6 
1 
(^°1+C2+C3^ (Ci+Cg+c^ +c^ ; ® 
; 'S'*™' •?... 
i=5 ^ 
since 
1. 
Kcg+cs+cj^  )(C3+Ci^  )cj^  
1 1 
(Ci+Cg+CsXCg+C^ C^sCj^  " (c^ +CgjOgOgfCg+C^ J 
1 
c^ ^^ TcpëpTcp^ '^ +cjjl " Citci+Cgjlc^ +Cg+Cgjcc^ +Cg+Cg+Ck) 
By induction (see Part B of the Appendix), it follqws that 
j_ r""-^  1 
2 J (=1+- • 
^"Vj+I 
(Oi+...+Cj_^ )(c2+...+Cj_iJ ... (Cj.2+Cj_i)Cj_iaj 
ifT 
(c^ +...+Cj 2)(c2+'..+Cj_2) ... (Cj_2+Cj_2)Cj_2Cj_i^ Cj_^ +dj) 
(c^ +...+Cj_^ )(C2+...+Cj_^ ) ... 
+ ... + iiil 
.(c2+...+d)w j' j+1 
(-l)J ,-(=!+''-+aj)"j+l n-2 
... (c^ +.. .+c. 
l=j+l 
Rewriting the above in terms of the b^ 's , one obtains 
Vl *j+2 
2^ - J • • • J f Tb^ -1) ... (b _i-l)lb -1) 
0 0 
(3.32a) 
kQ 
G" 
(_i)i 
^^ Ô-i+r^ d-i+2^ ^^ j-i+l"^ j-i+3^  •*• (tj-l+l'lj 
(-l)j-l e ^ ^ 
•" (b^ -bgjfbg-b^ ) ... (bg-bjXbg-i; 
(-i)J n-2 
(b^ -b^ )... ' 
I.e. 
0 0 TT (b -b ) TT (b -b ) TT (b -l) 
lt=l 4=1+1  ^ 1=1 
(3.32b) 
w 
= J 
n-1 
w 
J 
d+2 
0 0 
J 
z 
1=1 Ij 
n-2 
TT 
1=0+1 
dw^  
k9 
+ 
J^ n-l 7j+2 n-2 
J ... J ÏÏ dw 
ÏÏ (b.-l) 0 0 
1=1 
+ =22 ) 
say, where 
j+1 
and 
j^+i ~  ^
(The convention that IT a. = 1 when the indexing set I is engjty, is 
i e I 
followed here.) 
Now 
1=1 Q 0  ^
j 1 n-j-4 w"^ j-4-3 
(3-33) • \j îpi ( 
+ a-bj)-("-j-3) (1 . 3  ^
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by a trivial induction. 
The integral is given by 
n^-1 j^+2 
22 j I S ^^ j+1 * • • '^ n^-2 
ÏÏ ( 
i=l 
 (b^ -1) 0 0 
(3.34) 
J 
TT (b,-l)(n-j-2)! 
i=l  ^
Combining (3.32b), (3.33), and (3.3^ ) one obtains 
n^-j-4-3 
i 1 n-J-4 .. 
ig = %  ^  ^  ^
1=1  ^i j6=0 (1-b.)4 (n_j_4_3)! 1' 
(3.35) 
+ 
(1 b ')""^ "3 j 
IT (b.-l)(n-d-2): 
i=l  ^
Now, by the same procedure used to establish (3.32b), 
n-3 
„ , "n-l "2 - n-2 
(3.36) Ig » J ••• J e 1 'i"i > 
0 0 
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n-2 
n-2 
TT (b.-l) 
i=l 
and 
,n-l 
= e 
w 
n-1 
J ... I 
n-2 
- Z c.w. 
1=1 1 1 n-2 ÏÏ dw. 
1=1 ^ 
= e 
 ^  ^ iw: 1=1 
(3.37) 
TT (b -b ) TT (b -b ) 
k=l  ^  ^ 4=1+1  ^
n-2 
1=1 
= a --- - - t B_ A. ^  ^  
where 
\n.2 = (ta-ti)'! 
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(Note that in Aj = (l+k)/2 , not one, as in . ) Thus, 
•by (3.31), (3.35), (3.36), and (3.37), It follows that 
= 
k "^n-l 
n e 
n-3 j 
{ Z [ S A 
j=2 1=1 IJ h.-l 
n-j-4 
L 
4=0 
w 
n-Ô-X-3 
n-1 
(l-b^ ) (n-j-4-3)! 
1 „ , "nT^  
(3.38) 
I ÏÏ (b,-l)(n-J-2): 
i=l 
TT (b -1) 
i=l 
• t"? «i,.-. 11 
•••.-v.» 
Finally, by the same procedure used to compute (3.32b), one obtains 
n-1 
b w , Vl "2 n.2 
J - I 
0 0 1=1 
(3.39) 
1 .-"n-lVl r":^  .. -"=l-Vl'Vl 
1— 
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Therefore, combining (3.29), (3.30), (3.38), and (3.39), one obtains 
i+1 n-i-2 
n-3 j , n_j.4 
+ Z [2 A, . T-^  { Z 
J j=2 i=l j&=0 (l.-b,)4 (n-j-4-3)! 
(3.40) 
(l-b^ ) n-j-3 (1 -
W n-ô-2 
n-1 
TT (b,-l)(n-j_2): 
i=l " 
+ «3 [T A. _ . ] ) 
n i,n-2 n-2 
TT (b -1) 
i=l 
1=J_ 
'"I-VX^ VI 
n-2 
1=J. 
] . 
3k 
The above formula describes the p.d.f. of T' , (or ¥ ,) for any Wl . 
n-1 n-1 ' 
It is easy to show that the p.d.f. obtained by taking the limit of 
the density in (3.^ 0) as k —^  0 is identical with the p.d.f. given by 
(3.25). Moreover, the p.d.f.'s of  ^ for n^ 3 and 4 agree with 
those obtained by formula (3.22) with m = n-1 and n = 3, 4 . 
m-1 
E. Test Procedures Based on T = Z X,.\ + (n-nH-l)X/ \ 
m i—1 ( ' (^ ) 
It has been demonstrated (in Part C) that the test procedure based 
n 
on T = Z X• has the undesirable feature that its size is unity. This 
I=L^ 
follows from the fact that 
> M 1 
as k —0 for every constant \ and any cr > 0 . 
This property is also reflected in the limiting behavior of the c.f. 
of T^  , given in (3.I3). It is seen that 
<Pn(t) = lim (pj(t) = 0 
k —> 0 
for each t , and hence T^  converges weakly to an inçroper random vari­
able. Per contra, for any m < n-1 , T^  (= T^ /cr) converges weakly to a 
proper r.v. and P^  ^ (T^  > X) is bounded away from one as k —> 0 , for 
every X > 0 and any cr > 0 . To see this, from (3.1^ ) 
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b' ... b' 
(3.41) <pQ(t) - lira (pj^ (t) - ... (b'-it) ' 
k —y 0 1 m 
where b^  = . Now, (3-41) gives the c.f. of a r.v. whose p.d.f. is 
given by (3.25). It follows that  ^(T^  > K) , and therefore also 
PQ. ^  (T^  > X) , is bounded away from one as k —0 . Moreover, since 
the probability that is spurious is an increasing function of r , 
it was decided to focus on procedures based on , where m < n-1 . 
Setting = (n-i+l) , i = 1, 2, ..., n, (X^ ^^  = 0) , 
it is observed that when k=l , the joint p.d.f. of V^ , ..., is 
given by 
m 
- S V^ /CT 
(3.42) fv,,...,V (^ 1'''"'^ %) = "5 G ^  ^  
1' ' m cr 
m 
For the family of densities given by (3.42), is the complete 
sufficient statistic for cr . Thus the uniformly most powerful test for 
Hg: cr = 1 vs. H^ : cr > 1 , in the homogeneous case, is provided by the 
critical region T > c^  , where G(c ;m, 1) = 1 - a . 
m a,m '  ^ a, m' ' 
Let p^ (k, cr) denote the power function of the test based on . 
Then, for 1 < m < n-2 , it is easy to check that p^ (l, cr) < cr) 
uniformly for cr > 1 and thus the test based on T , is more powerful 
— n-i 
(when k=l) than a test based on T^  , for any m < n-1 . 
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Attention was focused on the homogeneous case (in selecting the value 
of m) since it was desired to minimize the "premium" or loss incurred in 
using an alternative procedure . On this basis it was decided that 
T , should be used as the alternative test statistic. 
n-J. 
Itore precisely, the premium of the procedure based on T , is de-N—_L 
fined as 
I'm ' f (Tn > > l) 
- ^  C'N.L > 
= 0( ; n-1, 1) - G( ^  ; n, 1) , 
i.e., the loss in power incurred by using the test based on T  ^ when 
n-1 
no spurious observations are present, rather than using the uniformly 
most powerful test based on . The "protection" or gain from using 
the test based on when a spurious observation is present is 
defined as 
PT = F > =A:,N^  < 1, "• = D 
- ^  < 1, <T - 1] 
1) - PN-1^ '^ 
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i.e., the reduction in the probability of a Type I error achieved by using 
T T rather than T as the test statistic. (The definitions of pre-
n-1 n 
mium and protection given above are analogous to those given by Anscombe 
(i960) for the problem of estimating the mean of a normal distribution 
when one or more spurious observations may be present.) 
Finally, it may be noted that the premium and protection correspond 
to the line segments {(k, a): k = 1, a > 1} and {(k, a): 0 < k < 1, 
cr = 1} , respectively, in the (k, a) plane. One might also consider 
the interior of the (infinite) rectangle, i.e., the set {(k, a); 
0 < k < 1, a>l} , and investigate 
% - ^  > CO,N|0 < K < 1' ° 
- F [TN-L > CA,N-L|0 < % < 1' " > • 
the difference in power between the two tests. 
F. Numerical Results 
Exact values of p^  and p^  were obtained for n = 3 and 4 at 
values of k = 0.l(.l)l.0 and for n = 3(1)12 at k = 0 . For other 
combinations of n and k , exact values are difficult to obtain. 
It is required to compute 
= 1 - F , (c) , 
n-1 
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given values of n , k , and c . Examining the c.f. of  ^as 
given by (3-16), with m = n-1 , one observes that 
n-1 
P(T; > C) = S [1 - (C)] + [1 - (O)] , 
r=l r n-1 
where F is the d.f. of a random variable W , which may be viewed 
r  ^
as a sum of r independent random variables with corresponding densities 
g(x; 1, bu^ ) , i = 1, 2, r , and (n-r-l) independent random 
variables each with p.d.f. g(x; 1, l) • Generalizing the method of 
Patnaik (19^ 9)) F„ (c) may be approximated by the integral 
"r 
c 
J g(x; 6j.) dx , 
0 
by equating the first two moments of and the r(vy, 6^ ) r.v. as 
follows : 
6 v„ = E b. + n-r-l 
i=l 1 
and 
2 .-2 6 = S b + n-r-l 
1=1 1 
This yields 
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V. 
[ 2 + N-R-L]2 
1=1 ^ 
r 2^ 
E b. + n-r-1 
1=1 ^ 
and 
6, 
R _p 
Z b. + n-r-1 
1=1 ^ 
R " R _1 
Z b. + n-r-1 
1=1 
The above approximation was compared with the exact formula for all 
combinations of n and k for which exact values were obtainable. In 
all these cases the approximation proved, satisfactory. Tables 9-8 and 
9.9 (see Part C of the Appendix) Illustrate these results, which are in 
general agreement with the work of McCullough (I961). 
The power (of tests based on T^  and. T^  premium, and. protec­
tion have been computed and are presented in tabular fashion in Part C of 
the Appendix. Tables 9.I and 2 give values of p^ (k, cr) for a = .01 
and .05, respectively, and various combinations of n , k , and cr . 
Tables 9-3 and 9. ^  provide values of (^k, cr) for a = .01 and .05, 
respectively, and various values of n , k , cr . Table 9-5 gives exact 
values of p^ for a = .01 and .05 and various values of n and cr . 
Table 9.6 gives values of p.^  for a = .01 and .05 and various combina­
tions of n and k . Table 9-7 gives values of p^  for a = .05 and 
various values of n , k , and a . 
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G. Discussion 
Upon Consulting Tables 9.5, 9.6, and 9.7 in Part C of the Appendix, 
one finds that the test procedure based on provides good protection 
for possibly tolerable premium levels. For example, when n = 4, the 
maximum premium (for o: = .05) occurs at cr = 3, where p^  = .0893 • For 
a = 3, the maximum power loss occurs at k = 0, where p^  = .1^ 65 . The 
protection at k = 0 is .7483, the maximum protection for n = 4. When 
n = 10, the maximum premium (at a = .01) occurs at cr = 2, where p^  = 
.0403. The maximum protection (n = 10) occurs at k = 0, where p^  = .9073. 
The protection decreases with k , but for a = .05 and k < .3, p^  exceeds 
p^  . The size of the test based on T^  ^  (when a = .05) ranges from 
about .20 to about .25, for the values of n considered, as contrasted 
to the size of the test based on T^  , which is onê. 
Another approach to the problem of testing hypotheses about cr is to 
first conduct a preliminary test of significance of H, ; k = 1 at the ou 
n-1 
level, say. One may use the critical region > c^  , where 
c^  is determined by a size condition. Depending on whether is 
accepted or rejected, o- = CTQ is rejected (in favor of H^ ; cr > cr^ ) 
n n-1 
if X^  > Cg , or 2^^  X^ j^ > c^  , respectively, where Cg and c^  
are determined by the choice of the significance levels of the main tests. 
Although intuitively appealing, such procedures have been shown to be 
generally less powerful, in certain fairly typical cases, than the "best" 
test of the same size which does not utilize the "questionable" observa­
tions (see Chapter IV, Part E, and-Arnold 1970ti). 
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It should be noted that the procedures discussed in this chapter are 
also valid for testing the hypothesis cr < CTQ VS. cr > CTQ . 
Moreover, it may be of interest to test cr = CTQ against either of 
the following alternatives; (i) <j < CTQ , and (ii)  ^ . 
In (i) above, the standard test of significance level a , when k = 1 
(the likelihood ratio test), is given by the critical region < a , 
where G (a; n, OTQ) = a . Since 
1 ' 
one obtains 
lim P (T < X )  <  lim (1 - = 0 , 
k 0 n - k-^0 
for any constant \ > 0 and any cr > 0 . Hence, the limiting power of 
the standard test for any fixed values of cr and a , is zero. Based on 
the results of the premium-protection analysis of  ^, a reasonable 
alternative test procedure, of significance level o:' , is to reject 
if < a' , where G(a'; n-1, cTQ) = a'. 
In (ii) above, the standard test when k = 1 (the UMP unbiased test) 
rejects HQ when either < b^  ^ or > bg , where b^  and b^  are 
determined by the choice of the level of significance. The size of the 
above test is easily seen to be unity. Based on the results of the fore­
going analysis of  ^, a reasonable alternative procedure for testing 
HQI 0" = CTQ VS. cr  ^ (Jq is to reject if either  ^< b^  or 
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T _ >b' , where b' and bi are determined by the choice of the level 
n-l c. J. c 
of significance. 
It might be of interest to investigate the performance of the pro­
cedures based on T , and T when the outlier is due to a longer-N—X N 
tailed distribution (e.g., the Weibull) rather than due to spurious 
phenomena. It may be noted that the statistic  ^is simply the 
numerator of the aforementioned "once-Winzorized mean" (p. 12). Kale 
and Sinha (1971) have shown that such an estimator of the expected life 
in life testing problems, provides "robustness" when a spurious observation 
may be present. Fuller (1970), in a different context, has shown that such 
an estimator of the mean of a sampled population offers "robustness" when 
the underlying distribution may have Weibull "tail characteristics." 
These results give weight to Tukey's statement that similar techniques 
appear to be effective against both "wild shots" (spurious observations) 
and outliers produced by longer-tailed statistical phenomena. Based on 
these investigations, it may not be unrealistic to expect that T^  ^  will 
provide good protection (e.g., size control) when the underlying distribu­
tion is Weibull, rather than exponential. 
In addition to the industrial applications of life testing techniques, 
the procedures investigated in this chapter may be applicable in the 
following situations; (!) testing hypotheses about the expected length 
of the interval between successive telephone calls (Joshi, 1972), and 
(ii) in cancer research when one wishes to test a hypothesis about the 
expected "elapsed positive reaction time" for a number of white mice in­
jected with a common drug (Hamelin, cl970)* 
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Problems which involve "spotty data" (outliers due to spurious 
phenomena or long-tailed distributions) tend to be, in varying degrees, 
mathematically or computationally intractable. This unfortunate situation 
may be mitigated by the proper use of an approximation technique, such as 
the one employed in the foregoing investigation. The use of the generali­
zation of Patnaik's approximation was crucial in evaluating the test 
procedures considered in this chapter. Regarding the general advisability 
of the use of approximate knowledge in data analysis, Tukey offers the 
following maxim: "Far better an approximate answer to the right question, 
which is often vague, than an exact answer to the wrong question, which 
can always be made precise." 
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IV. ESTIMATION AND TESTS OF HYPOTHESES IN LIFE TESTING 
EXPERIMENTS WHEN ONE OBSERVATION MAY BE SPURIOUS: 
IDENTIFIED CASE 
A. Sxunmary 
In this chapter, the possibility of one spurious observation identi­
fied prior to the experiment, is incorporated into the usual life testing 
specification. This is in contrast with the situation considered in the 
preceding chapter where the identity of the spurious observation was 
assumed unknown. 
Two cases are considered: (i) 0 < k < 1 , and (ii) k > 1 . In 
each case, various estimators of the "expected life" (cr) are considered, 
e.g., the maximum likelihood estimator, and the "never pool," "always 
pool," and "sometimes pool" estimators. The sometimes pool estimators, 
n-1 n n-1 
viz., (i) min { S X./n, E X./(n+l)}, and (ii) max { Z X./n, 
 ^ i=l  ^ i=l  ^ i=l  ^
Z X./(n+l)} , in oases (i) and (ii), respectively, are found to perform 
i=l 1 
quite well (m. s.e.) relative to the other estimators considered. Note 
that the sometimes pool estimators may be viewed as preliminary test 
estimators. 
Moreover, in case (i), the problem of testing the hypothesis H^ : 
cr = CTQ VS. H^ : u > Cq is considered. A procedure which incorporates 
a preliminary test of significance of H^ : k = 1 is studied. The size 
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of this PTS procedure is computed for the case n = 2, and its power is 
compared with that of an equal size likelihood ratio test which does not 
utilize the possibly spurious observation. Contrary to what one might 
expect, the PTS procedure is shown to be generally less powerful than 
the likelihood ratio test for various levels of significance of the 
PTS, from .25 to .90. 
B. The Statistical Model and the Preference 
Criterion for Estimators 
In the preceding chapter it was assumed that no information was 
available (other than the sample) as to which of the observations is 
spurious. Per contra, in the present chapter, it is assumed that the spur­
ious observation is identified, i.e., singled out from the others, prior 
to the performance of the experiment. More precisely, it is assumed that 
..., Xjj-l identically distributed random variables, each with 
p.d.f. g(x; 1, a) , has p.d.f. g(x; 1, a/k) , where 0 < k < 1 , 
and Xj^ , ..., X^  are independently distributed. In addition, the case 
where k > 1 is considered. 
The above model may be interpreted as describing (i) a single "sample" 
with one observation identified as (possibly) spurious, or (ii) two inde­
pendent samples comprising one and n-1 observations from r(l, or/k) 
and r(l, cr) , respectively. (Note that in (ii), no mention is made of 
"spurious observations.") 
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The parameter a ("expected life") is estimated assuming squared 
error loss. The risk function in this case is mean squared error (m.s.e.) 
which is the criterion of preference that will be applied to competing 
estimators. 
Definition ^ .1. Let X be a random variable whose distribution 
depends upon 0 e © • An estimator A (= 0(x)) of a parametric function 
X(0) is said to be preferred to an estimator B , written A & B , if 
and only if 
EQ[(A - \(0))2] < EQ[(B - \(0))2] , 
for every 0 e © , with strict inequality for at least one point in G • 
Definition h.2. If A is not preferred to B , and B is not pre­
ferred to A , it is said that the estimators A and B are not com­
parable. In this case one writes A ^  B . 
Finally, if A 0 B , it is said that A uniformly dominates B . In 
this case B is said to be inadmissible and would be eliminated from con­
sideration as an estimator for the parametric function in question. 
C. Estimation of a; Case 0 < k < 1 
1. Summary of the estimators 
Since 0 < k < 1 , a "natural" (though "conservative") estimator of 
a is given by 
s? 
(1) 
which has minimum variance among unbiased estimators based on X^ , ... 
. Employing a method developed by Goodman (1953),  ^ can be 
shown to be uniformly dominated by 
/p\ n—1 
(4.2) ( 1 = Z X /n , 
' i=l 
n-1 
which has minimum mean squared error among constant multiples of Z X. 
i=l  ^
and is also the best scale invariant estimator of a . 
These estimators are called "never pool" estimators, since they 
utilize information from just X^   ^. Although biased, the 
estimator given by (4.2) has smaller m.s,e. than, that given by (4.1). 
Intuitively, one might feel that by utilizing information contained in 
the spurious observation (X^ ) , a further reduction in m.s.e. might be 
effected. 
The opposite extreme of the never pool estimator is to combine 
Xp ..., with X^  as if they were selected from identical distri­
butions (i.e., k = 1). One possible estimator of this type is given by 
(It. 3) . i; V" ' 
' i=l 
which is the minimum variance unbiased estimator when k = 1 (the homo­
geneous case). In this case, Goodman's modification yields the following 
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improved (m.s.e.) estimator 
(4.4) 1 = 2 X /(n+1) 
" 1=1 ^ 
n 
A simple calculation (see Appendix, Part D) shows that 
t(^ ) O m(3) 
VI,I ^  VIA 
These estimators are called "always pool" estimators and although 
(4) 
Tj; T , has minimum mean squared error among constant multiples of 
n 
Z X. for k = 1 , it yields poor estimates in general when 0 < k < 1 • 
1=1 
It will be shown later (Chapter V, Part B ) that the maximum likeli­
hood estimators of or and k are given by 
A n-1 n 
(4.5) a = min { 2 X./(n-l), Z X./n} , 
i=l  ^ 1=1  ^
and 
A n-1 
(4.6) k = min { Z X,/(n-l) X , 1} • 
1=1  ^ " 
These estimators may be interpreted as preliminary test (PT) estimators 
in the following manner. First test k = 1 using the best similar 
n-1 
test, rejecting H, if Z X. < (n-l)X If H, is rejected, one uses 
 ^ 1=1 1  ^
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n-l n-1 
( E X /(n-l), Z X /(n-l)X ) , 
1=1  ^ 1=1 1 " 
while if is accepted, one uses 
n 
( Z X /n , 1) 
1=1 ^ 
to estimate (0, k) . The size of the preliminary test is seen to be 
(4.7) (1 + )-(N-L) 
which for n = 2 is l/2, and for moderately large n is close to e ^  • 
A / c ^  
Henceforth, the m-l.e. a given in (4.$) will be denoted  ^^  . 
Although maximum likelihood estimators possess desirable large sample 
properties, they are sometimes inadmissible (m.s.e.)* For example, in 
estimating the variance of a normal distribution (unknown mean) based on 
a sample of size n , say X^ , ..., X^  , the m.l.e. is of the form 
A -I H 
= - S (X. - X)2 . 
» 1=1 1 
Two competitors are 
"Î = m J, (^1 -
and 
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1=1 1=1 
where HQ is a fixed real number. Although these estimators (A^  and 
oTg) lack intuitive justification, it is known that 
 ^a?  ^a' 
A 
(stein, 196^ )* It should be noted, however, that the estimator is 
not admissible, since "admissible estimators are limits of Bayes solutions 
and so must be analytic (functions)" (Stein, 196^ -). It would appear that 
similar procedures might yield improvement over the m.l.e.  ^^  * 
]5i the homogeneous case, the estimator  ^, given by (k^ 4), 
(o\ 
uniformly dominates  ^, given in (^ .3)« Similarly, when k < 1 , 
the estimator , , given by (4.2), is preferred to - , given 
in (4.1). Since k is unknown, a reasonable procedure might be to sub­
stitute the estimates (4.2) and (4.4) for (4.1) and (4.3) in (4.5), 
obtaining an estimator of the form 
n-1 n 
(4.8) min { Z X,/n , E X./(n+l)} 
i=l  ^ i=l  ^
which will henceforth be denoted , . 
n-1,1 
Another approach is to consider the following class of estimators 
of a : 
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n-1 
(4.9) T(a, b) = a E X, + bX , 
i=l 
where a e , b e , and try to find (if possible) the point (a, b) 
that minimizes the m-s-e. of T(a, b) . Now 
E(T) = (n-l)aa + ba/k 
and 
V(T) = (n-l)a^ a^  + b^ a^ /k® , 
and thus 
E(T - a)2 = V(T) + [E(T) - a]2 
= (n-l)a^ a^  + b^ a^ /k^  + [(n-l)a-l]^  
+ b^ o^ /k^  + 2 [(n-l)a-l] ba^ /k 
= f(a, b) , 
say. Taking the derivatives of f and equating them to zero, one obtains 
 ^= 2(n-l)acT^  + 2 [(n-l)a-l] (n-l) 
+ 2(n-l)ba2/k = 0 
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and 
 ^= 2ba^ /k^  + 2ba^ /k^  + 2[(n-l)a-l]o2/k = 0 , 
which yields 
a = 1/(n+1) 
b = k/(n+l) . 
Hence, if k is known, the minimum m.s-e- estimator of the form (^ •9) is 
n-1 
T^ (k) = 2 X^ /(n+l) + kX^ /(n+l) . 
If k is unknown, it may be estimated by 
A n-1 
k = min { 2 X^ /n , 1} , 
(cp. (^ .ô)), obtaining 
(4.10a) 
A n-1 . n-1 
T (k) = Z X /n , if i 2 X. <X^  
i=l " i=l  ^
n . n-1 
= 2 X /(n+1) , if i Z X, > X. , 
i=l  ^ % i=l 1 " 
which is equivalent to  ^ given in (4.8). 
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Note that (4.10a) may be viewed as a PT estimator where the size of 
the PTS is 
(1 + 
which is equal to 2/3 when n = 2, and is close to e ^  for moderately 
large n • 
One is thus led to consider the class of estimators (^c): 
c G , where 
n-1 n-1 
if c Z X, < 
i=l 
(4.10b) 
n n-1 
S X./(n+l), if c S X. >X 
i=l  ^ i=l 1 * 
For a given c , (^c) is called a "sometimes pool" estimator. Note 
that the above class includes _ as a special case (c = l/n) , the 
(2 ) 
never pool estimator,  ^, as a special case (c = O) , and the 
always pool estimator, -, as a limiting case (c œ) . N""-L y JL 
It should be pointed out that although neither of the above two 
approaches guarantee optimal properties,  ^will be shown later in 
this chapter to be superior to , , and to possess certain optimal 
n-1,1 
properties within the class .(c): c e (Part C, Sections k and 
5 ) .  
A "hybrid" estimator, given by 
7k 
.(7) * (4.11) = min { £ X /(n-l), E X /(n+l)] 
i=l  ^ i=l  ^
(R) 
is shown to be superior to  ^, but is not comparable with either 
, or , (Part C, Section 5). 
n-1,1 n-1,1 ' 
2. Mean squared error of T(C) 
n-1,1 
n-1 
To simplify the notation, let X = 2 X. and Y = X . For ease 
i=l  ^  ^
of calculation and without loss of generality, one may take a = 1 , so 
that X ~ r(n-l,l) and Y ~ r(l, k"^ ) . 
Now 
J J ( ^ - 1)^  ^ (^X) ^ Y^ Y) DX ÂY 
0 cx 
00 CX 
+ J ( ^  - 1)^  fy(y) dx dy 
0 0 
J J ( E fx(X) ^y(Y) dx dy 
0 0 
00 cx 
+ J J (( ^  " ( n " 1)^ ) fx(x) ^ Y^ y) dx dy 
0 0 
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where 
I = r DD - r (2N+i)X2 AS + r 
J /„.-I\2 J _2/_.NY2 J (n+l)2 n^(n+l)® (n+l) 2 
dG 
(i .^l2a) + J da - J* ^ dG , 
5 
= Z I , 
1=1 ^ 
in which the following conventions are used: 
dG = f^ (x) fy(y) dx dy , 
and 
00 cx 
J h dG = J J h(x, y) f^(x) fy(y) àx dy 
0 0 
After numerous manipulations, one obtains 
[ = > c^ n(n-l) _ 2c(n-l) 
 ^ (n+l)2(l+ck)^ ^^  ^ k(n+l)2(l+ck)" 
+ 2 
K2(N+L)2(L+CK)*-L K2(N+L)2 
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I - _ (2n+l)n(n-l) ^ (2n+l)n(n-l) 
 ^ N^ (N+L)^  N^ (N+L)^ (L+CK)^ ^^  
I _ 2(n-l) _ 2cn(n-l) _ 2(n-l) 
^ k(n+l)^ (n+l)2(l+ck)^^^ k(n+l)^(l+ck)^ 
T = 2(n-l) 2(n-l) 
^ - n(n+l) - n(n+i)(i+ck)" ' 
and 
I . + —2c(n-l) 
5 k(n+l) (n+l)(l+ck)^ k(n+l)(l+ck)^"^ 
Therefore, the mean squared error of (^c) is given by: 
m.s.e. (c) = - + ( + 
" n(n+l)= k2(n+l)2 
(4.12b) 
+ 2(n-l) _ 2 _ c^nfn-l) 
k(n+l)2 (n+l)2(l+ck)**l 
2c(n-l) 
n-1 K(N+L)2(L+CK)^  K2(N+L)2(L+CK) 
^ (2n+l)(n-l) _ 2cn(n-l) 
N(N+L)2(L+CK)*+L (N+L)2(L+CK)"+L 
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2(n-l) _ 2(n-l) 
k(n+l)2(l+ck)^  n(n+l)(l+ck)^  
2c(n-l)  ^ 2 
(n+l)(l+ck)* k(n+l)(l+ck)^ "^  
Remarks. The above term in braces is zero when c = 0 . In this 
case the sometimes pool estimator reduces to the never pool. The m-s.e. 
(2) 
of 2 l/n , which checks with the above expression when c = 0 • 
In the limiting case when c —> 00 , the sometimes pool estimator reduces 
to the always pool. The m.s.e. of T^ ^^  ' is 
n-l J1 
1 
n+1 
2(L-K)2 
k^ (n+l)' 
which checks with the above expression when c —> œ . 
3. Proof that (^c) is preferred to T^ ^^  p for 0 < c < ^ 3" /n 
In comparing the mean squared error of ^^ c) , c e R* , with 
(2^  ' 
that of T^ _^  ^  , the following lemmas are useful: 
Lemma 4.1. If {a^ , ..., a^ ) c R satisfy 
j 
Z a < 0 , j = 0, 1, ..., n , 
i=0 
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then 
i Z a.x <0 , 
i=0 
for every x e (O, l] . 
Proof. The method of proof is that of mathematical induction. When 
n = 2, the assumptions of the lemma become : 
(1) a^ < 0 
(2) A^  + A^  < 0 
(3) + A^ + BG < 0 . 
Four cases are considered; 
(i) 1^ >0, ag > 0 
(ii) ®-l < 0, ag > 0 
(iii) 1^ >0, ag < 0 
(iv) 1^ < 0, Bg < 0 
When X = 1, in each case one 
+ A^ X + A^  = + A^  + A^  <0 , 
by ( 3 )  above. 
Taking x e (O, 1) , in case (i) one obtains 
SGX^  + A,X + A^  < A^  + + EQ < 0 , 
by (3). In case (ii) it is seen that 
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(4.13) a,gX^  + a^ x + a^  < (a^  + a^ )x + a^  , 
since < X and > 0 . Assume that a^  + a^  < 0 . Then 
(4. l4a) (sg + aj^ )x + a^  <0 , 
by (1) above. Now suppose a^  ^+ > 0 . Here one obtains 
(4.l4b) (eig + aj^ )x + a^  < a^  + a^  + a^  < 0 , 
by (3). Thus, in case (ii), 
SGX^  + A^ X + A^  <0 , 
by (4.13), (4.l4a), and (4.l4b). In case (iii), it is seen that 
+ A^ X + A^  < A^ X^  + (A^  + A^ ) <0 , 
by (2). In case (iv), the result is immediate. This couplet es the proof 
for n = 2. 
Now assume that the result is true for n = k. The desideratum is to 
prove that it is true for n = k + 1, i.e., that the statements 
j 
S a. < 0 , j = 0, 1, ..., k+1 , 
i=0 
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jointly imply that 
K+1 . (4.15) E ax < 0 
i=0 
The statements 
J 
Z a. < 0 , j = 0, k 
i=0 
imply 
K I 
Z A. X < 0 , 
i=0 
"by assumption. If a^ ^^  < 0 , the desired result obtains immediately. 
If a^ ^^  > 0 , assume the contrary of (4.15), i.e., for some x , 
=K , , \ . -0 a. 
VI ^  - ( IT + + -E + "T+Î ) 
X X 
Now 
JO > *0 
XK+1 - " XK ' 
and thus 
81 
But 
\ + =-0  ^ + % 
- "IP" ' 
so that 
V. . X X 
and so on, obtaining finally 
a. + ... + a- + a 
Vl - •  ^ X ) - ' i\ +'•'+%) , 
I.e., 
\+l + • • • + > 0 , 
which contradicts the as8tmg)tion 
K+1 
Z a. < 0 . 
i=0 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose x is a real variable and f(x), g(x), and 
h(x) are real valued functions of x , such that g(0) = 0 , h(0) = a , 
a e R* , g and h are differentiable at x = 0 , and f(x) = g(x)/h(x) . 
Then 
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g'(0) < 0 
if and only if 
f'(0) < 0 . 
Proof. Since g and h are differentiable at x = 0 , f is also 
differentiable at x = 0 , and 
f.(0) = h(0) g'(0) - g(0)h'(0) 
h=(0) 
g'(0) 
a 
The result follows since a > 0 by assumption. 
It is convenient to introduce the following notation; 
(i»-.l6) D^ (c, k) = m.s.e. T^ j^ ^ (c) - m.s.e. T^ ^^  ^  , 
where T^ ^^  ^  and (^c) are defined in (4.2) and (4.10b) respec­
tively. The main result of this section is now stated and proven. 
Proposition 4.1. The function D^ (c^  k) satisfies 
D^(c, k) < 0 , 
for all k e (O, l] , if and only if 
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0 < c < /T /n . 
Proof. The lowest common denominator of the expression (4.12b) 
n(n+l)^  (l+ck)^ ^^  . 
Let 
(4.17a) D*(c, k) = n(n+l)2 (l+ck)^ ^^  D^ (c, k) , 
so that 
(4.17b) 
D*(c, k) = - n^  (n-1) k^  - 2cn (n-1) k 
- 2c^ n (n-l) k^  - 2n - 4nck - 2nc^ k^  
+ 2n (n-l) k^  + (n-1) k^  - 2cn^  (n-1) k^  
- 2n (n-l) k - 2n (n-1) ck^  - 2n^ k^  
+ 2K^  - 2N^ CK^  + 2CK^  + 2EN\^  
- 2cnk^  + 2c®n\^  - 2c^ nk^  
+ 2n (n+1) k + 4n (n+l) ck^  + 2n (n+l) c^ k^  
n+1 T . . 
+ S ( . ) c k [(n-1) k^  + 2n - 4nk] . 
i=0 
m 
Let be the coefficient of in (^ .lyb), where i = 0, 1, . 
n+3 , i.e.. 
n+3 
D*(c, k) = 2 a. k^  . 
i=0 
It is easily verified that 
(i- ) 8,Q = a 2^  = Sg = 0 , 
(ii) a_ = (n^ -l) [ c] , 
(4.18) 3 3 
(iii) = (n-l)( Jts ) + 2n( hn( ) c'-l 
Consequently, from (^ .17a) and (4.l8), 
D**(c, k) 
(4.19a) D (c, k) = 
n(n+l)2 (l+ck)"+l 
where 
N-I-3 . o 
(4.19b) D**(c, k) = 2 a. k^-^ 
i=3 
Using Lemma 4.2, it is seen that 
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ÔD^ (c, k) 
< 0 
k=0 
whenever 
AD^ (C,K) 
âk 
< 0 
k=0 
The above inequality holds whenever 
2^ 3 
(„2.i) [ £L^  . c] < 0 , 
i.e., since c e (by the definition of whenever 
(4.20) 0 < C < /T /N 
Now by (4.19b), one obtains 
\(C, 0) = 0 . 
Thus, for D^ (c, k) to be negative for every k , it is necessary that 
aDn(c, k) 
ÔÏE < 0 
k=0 
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which is satisfied whenever (4.20) holds. This proves the necessity of 
condition (4.20). 
By Lemma 4.1, sufficient conditions for D*(c, k) to be negative 
for k e (O, l] and c e (O, /n] are as follows: 
j 
(4.21) Z a < 0 , j = 3, n+3 . 
i=3 
When j = 3, it is clear that (4.20) implies that 
a^  = (nf-l) [ - c] < 0 , 
since c e pf . When j = 4, from (4.10) 
+ 8^  = (n^ -1) [ c] + (n-l) ( ^2^  ) c^  
+ 2n( ) c"* - "+1 ) c3 
= (n^ -1) c [ . ay + ^  . 1] . 
Condition (4.20) implies 
8ï 
and 
=f(n-2)c _ if < 0 
4^3 3 
which in turn implies 
< 0  .  
When j = 5, from (4.l8) 
= (n^ -1) C - c] + (n-l)( )c^  
+ 2n( )c^  - 4n( )c3 
+ (n_l)( )c3 + 2n( jc? _ 4n( 
. (n^ -Dc [ - S%§h! 
+ ( - f )C= f - 13 . 
Condition (4.20) implies 
(i) ^  - 1< 0 , 
(il) - ^  < 0 , 
and 
(ill) c - < 0 , 
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which, in turn, ingilies 
<0 . 
(Note that (i) shows that the sum of the terms involving c and is 
negative, (ii) shows that the coefficient of is negative, and (iii) 
 ^ 5 demonstrates that the remaining terms, involving c and cr , sum to a 
negative quantity,) 
From (4.l8), when 5 < j < n+3 , one obtains 
j H 3 
Z a = (n^ -1) [ - c] 
i=3 j 
(4.22) + Z [(n-l)( )cf-2 + 2n( )c 
r= A • • " 
- 4.( 
Condition (4.20) implies that the sum of the c and c^  terms is nega­
tive (by (i) above). The c^  term is also negative (by (ii) 
above). In addition, (4.20) implies that the coefficient of , say 
b^  , is negative, since from (4.22) 
\ = 2n( ) - 4n( ) + (n.l)( ) 
= (-n-l)( ) < 0 , 1 = It, J-2 
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Finally, (4.20) implies that the remaining terms (involving and 
c^ ) in Z a. sum to a non-positive quantity, since, from (4.22) 
i=3 
.1-1 = cJ-l [b + b c] 
= qj-l [-2n( ) + 2n( )c] , 
which is negative whenever 
(n-j+2)c < j , j = 6, n+1 , 
which is clearly iiiç)lied by (4.20). When j = n+2 , there is no term 
involving c^  and the only remaining term is 
-2„( 
When j = n+3 , there are no remaining terms. Thus, 
J 
Z a. < 0 , j = 6, ..., n+3 , 
i=3 
and the conditions in (4.21) are satisfied. This proves the sufficiency 
of condition (4.20) and thus completes the proof of the proposition. 
Remarks. Proposition 4.1 implies that T^ ^^  ^ (c) uniformly 
(p\ ' 
dominates  ^, i.e.. 
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(4.23)  ^IZL 
•whenever c e (O, >/~3~ /n] . Moreover, it follows that 
(U.2U) • 
h. Optimal "cut-off" point c 
Now that it has been demonstrated that, for c e (O, y~3~ /n] , 
it is natural to inquire into the existence of an "optimal" value of c , 
i.e., one that provides uniformly smallest mean squared error for 
n^-1 i/c) * That such an optimal "cut-off" point c e (O, /n] does 
not, in general, exist, is seen by investigating D^ (c, k). The follow­
ing lemma (a slight variant of Lemma h.2) is useful in this investigation: 
Lemma ^ .3. Suppose f\(x), gj^ (x) , hu(x) , i = 1, 2, are real 
valued functions of a real variable x , such that g^ O^) = ggfO) = 0 , 
hj^ (O) = hg(0) = a > 0 , f\(x) = g^ (x)/h^ (x) , and g^  ^ and h^  are 
differentiable at x=0, i = 1, 2 . Then 
f{(0) < f^ (0) 
if and only if 
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gi(o) < g^Xo) . 
The proof is trivial and is omitted. 
Recall that 
D_(c, k) = ii 
D**(c, k) 
" N(N+L)^ (L+CK)"^  ^
1=3 
n(n+1)^ (1+ck 
(cp. (4.19a,b)), where a^ , a^ ^^  are given in (U.l8). Now 
AD**(C, K) 
9k 
NFC^  (OF-L) [ 2-2- _ C] , 
k=0 
and, if l/n < c < y/'J' /n , it follows that 
> 
ôD^ (l/n, k) 
ÔK 
k=0 k=0 
since the above inequality is equivalent to 
= [ SY -1] > I T- 2/3] , 
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which holds when c > l/n . 
Now, by Lemma 4.3, it follows that 
(4.26) 
9D^ (c, k)  ^ôD^ (l/n, k) 
ôk ôk 
k=0 k=:0 
Thus, there must be a point, , in a neighborhood of k = 0 such 
that 
Now, it is intuitively evident (and is proven in Part E of the Appen. 
dix) that D^ (c, 1) is monotonically decreasing, i.e., for {c, c*} (= 
(O, /T /n] and c' < c , 
Therefore, from (4.27) and (4.28) with c' = l/n , it is evident that 
there must be a "crossover," i.e., a point of intersection, between the 
curves D^ (l/n, k) and D^ (c, k) where c e (l/n, /3" /n] and 
k e (O, l] . The following proposition has thus been demonstrated; 
Proposition 4.2. For any n , there does not exist a c* e 
(0, /n] such that T^ |^ ^ (c*) uniformly dominates T^ ^^  ^ (c) , 
for every c e (O, /3" /n] , c ^  c* . 
The above proposition is illustrated, for n = 2 , in Table 4.1 and 
Figure 4.1 below. 
(4.27) DN(C' KO) > O^) ' 
(4.28) D„(c', 1) > D^ (c, 1) . 
Table 4.1. Values of (-IjDgfc, k) for various combinations of c and k 
k 
c — 
0.1 0.2 0 .3  0.4 0.5 0 .6  0 .7  0 .8  0.9 1 .0  
.100 .00158 .00305 .00441 .00567 .00683 .00790 .00889 .00980 .01063 .01139 
.200 .00294 .00550 .00770 .00960 .01123 .01261 .01378 .01475 .01555 .01620 
.250 .00351 .00647 .00895 .01102 .01273 .01412 .01525 .Ol6l4 .01683 .01733 
.300 .00400 .00728 .00995 .01212 .01385 .01521 .01627 .01705 .01761 .01798 
.400 .00467 .00836 .01124 .01348 .01517 .01644 .0173^  .0179^  .01831 .01846 
.500 .00491 .00872 .01166 .01389 .01556 .01677 .01760 .01814 .01843 .01852 
.600 .00466 .00836 .01127 .01353 .01525 .01653 .01744 .01804 .01840 .01855 
.700 .00386 .00727 .01015 .01253 .01444 .0159^  .01707 .01788 .01844 .01876 
.800 .00249 .00546 .00838 .01102 .01328 .01515 .01664 .01779 .01863 .01920 
.866 .00125 .00388 ,00688 .00978 .01237 .01457 .01637 .01779 .01886 .01964 
9^ 
.75 .25 1.00 .50 
IT 
.020 
Figure 4.1. Graph of k) for selected values of c 
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Figure 14-.1 suggests that c = l/2 may be optimal (n = 2) among 
c e (O, 1/2] . In fact, it is shown in the next chapter (Part B, 
Section 3) that c = l/n is optimal for c e (O, l/n] . 
Alternatively, one may define as "optimal" the value of c s 
(0, /3~ /n] for which the integral 
is a minimum. (Recall that D^ (c, k) < 0.) When n = 2 , using (4.18) 
and (4.19b), it is calculated that 
1 
(4.29) J* Djc, k) dk 
0 
(4.30) DgCc, k) c\^  + (3c^ -8c^ )k^  + (4c^ -3c)k 
l8(l+ck)3 
Thus 
J Dgfc, k)dk = ^  J 
(l+ck) 0 0 
(l+ck) 
which, after integrating and combining terms, yields 
(4.31) J'D2(C,K)DK 
1 13c^  + '^  c + 2c^  
8 log(l+c) . 
0 (1+c)® 
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Differentiating (4.31), multiplying the derivative by (l+c)^  , and 
setting the resulting quantity equal to zero, yields the equation 
(4.32) + 4C - 3 = 0 . 
The value c = I/2 is seen to be a root of (4.32). By Descartes' rule 
of signs, this is the only positive root. Upon investigating the deriva­
tive of (4.31), it is found that c = I/2 yields a relative minimum. 
Since c e by the definition of (^c) , c = l/2 is the "opti­
mal" value for n = 2 . 
When n = 3 > the calculations are similar but much more tedious. 
In this case, differentiating the integral 
1 
J Dgfc, k)dk , 
0 
multiplying by (l+c)^  , and setting the resulting expression equal to 
zero, yields 
(4.33) + l8c^  - 13c2 + 20c - 6 = 0 , 
which has a root at c = I/3 • Depressing equation (4.33) by synthetic 
division, one obtains the equation 
3c^  + 7c^  - 2c + 6 = 0 , 
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which admits no positive valued solutions. Thus, c = l/3 is the 
"optimal" value for n = 3 • 
Calculations for n > 3 are quite difficult. It is conjectured 
that, in general, c = l/n provides the "optimal" cut-off point, in the 
sense that it yields a minimum value for the integral (U.29)* 
Finally, it has been noted (p. 73) that (^c) may be viewed 
as a PT estimator. In this context. Proposition h.2 demonstrates that 
there is no optimal level of significance for the PTS of the hypothesis 
Hg: k = 1 . However, if one restricts the selection of c to the inter­
val (0, l/n] , the optimal level of significance (corresponding to c = 
l/n) is given by 
(1 + L/N)-(*-L) . 
This level of significance also corresponds to the (conjectured) "optimal" 
c value in the sense of minimum value of the integral (4.29). 
5. Other preference relationships among the T^ i^ ,, i = 1, ..., 7 
N—.LJX 
It has been shown (Section l) that T^ }^ _ uniformly dominates 
T \ , , and that T^ ^^  , is preferred to T^ )^ (Part D of the 
n-x,± n-1,1 n-1,1 
Appendix). In addition, it was shown (Section 3) that for any c e 
(O, v/3" / n] , T^ }^ .(c) uniformly dominates T^ ^^  . , and that, in 
particular, T^ ^^  is preferred to T^ ^^  ^  . Since T^ ,^ , is pre-
n-J.,x n-1,1 n-1,1 
ferred to  ^, it follows that 
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In the next chapter (Part B, Section 2) it will be shown, as a special 
case of a more general result, that 
In this section, it will be demonstrated that 
by proving that 
and using (k.2^ ). To prove this, the mean squared error of , 
n-1,1 
(defined in (4.5)) is calculated. 
As in Section 2, for ease of calculation and without sacrificing 
n—1 
generality, one may take a = 1 , so that X (= 2 X.) ~ F (n-l,l) and 
1 1=1 
Y (= X^) ~ r (1, k ) . Now 
= E - 1]® 
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CO 00 
J  f  (  ^: ï  - V " " )  
0 cx 
CO cx 
+ J J ( ^  - l)^ f%(x) fyCy) fix dy 
0 0 
00 00 
X 
=  J  F  (  E : Ï  - F X ( X )  V Y )  ^  
0 0 
(4.38) 
00 cx 
. + J" J {( ^  - 1)^  - ( ^  - 1)2] f^ (x) fy(y) dx dy 
0 0 
where c = l/(n-1) . 
It is noted that the first integral in (^ .38) is equal to 
m.s.e.  ^ = l/(n-l) , 
while the second integral may be evaluated by exactly the same means as 
was the integral I in (^ .12a). The calculation yields 
m.s.e. 1(5) . i + _2_ (i_k) + gn-1- (n-l)^ c^  - 2(n-l)^  c 
n-1,1 n n(n-l) (l+ck)»+l 
(4.39) + 2cn(n-l)k - 2c(n-l) - 2(n-l) - 2nk 
N^ KFL+CK)" 
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+ 2nk - 2 
N%^ (L+CK)^ "^  
where c = 1/(n-1) . After numerous manipulations, one obtains 
m.s.e. T (5)  ^ 1 
n-1,1 n 
(4.KO) 
nk(l 4. ^  f nk(l + -~ 
n-1 
N^ K^ FL + ^  N^ K' ,2I,2 n k 
Now, define the function D^ (k) , 0 < k < 1 , as follows: 
D„(k) = m.s.e. T (5) 
n-1,1 - m.s.e-
C(2) 
W,I 
From (k-4o), it follows that 
B„(k) = 2 
nk(l + ^  )" 
2 
N% 
n 
n-1 
n 
S ( 
1=3 
K 
i—2 
(N-L)L 
] (1-k) 
N^ (L 
n-1 
> 0 
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The following proposition has thus been proven: 
Proposition k.3. The estimator T^ ^^  ^  uniformly dominates  ^
I.e., 
m(2)  ^ (5) 
n-1,1  ^ n-1,1 
It will be shown in the next chapter (Part B, Section 4), as a 
special case of a more general result, that 
(1^ .1.1) • 
( 7 ) 
where T^ i^ ^  hybrid estimator defined in (4.11). However, 
, is not comparable with either T^ ?^ , or T^ }^ , . This will 
n-1,1 n-1,1 n-1,1 
be demonstrated by consideration of the case n = 2 . A straightforward 
calculation yields (n = 2) 
(k.k2) m.s.e. T(7) = ? + + 20%= 
' 9(1 + 2k)2 
Consequently, 
(4.^ 3) lim m.s.e. T^ l^ = 1 , 
k —> 0 
while at k = 1 , 
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(4.44) m.s.e. = 11/27 
When n = 2 , 
(4.45) m.s.e. = l/2 . 
Therefore, comparing (4.43), (4.44), and (4.45), one finds that, in 
general, 
(1,A6) FILL,! ^ • 
Now, from (4.12b) with n = 2 and c = l/2 , it follows that 
9 + 8k + I 
(4.47) m.s.e.  ^
18(1 + § )2 
Consequently 
(4.48) lim m.s.e. = l/2 , 
k 0 
while at k = 1 , 
(4.49) m.s.e. = I3/27 
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Therefore, comparing (4.43) and. (4.44) with (4.48) and (4.49), it may be 
stated that 
(7) i, .(g) (^ .50) 
C4) 
Finally, it is easy to see that the always pool estimator  ^^  is 
not comparable with any of the other estimators considered (except 
. , which it dominates uniformly). The mean squared error of T^ ^^  , N—J-^ -L N—X^ -L 
is given by 
n-1,1 (N+L): 
When n = 2 and k = 1 , 
m.s.e. T^ j^ = 1/3 , 
which is smaller than the mean squared error of any other estimator con­
sidered, at k = 1 . However, from (4.^ 1) , 
(4) 
lim m.s.e. T^   ^  ^
—» 0 N-L'L 
Thus, in general 
(U.52) . I=1,2,5,6,7. 
1* 
The other always pool estimator, 
(Q) 
tain estimators. The m.s.e. of T , 
n-1 
of expression (4.38) as c —> a> , or 
(3) 
T^ _£ ^  , is comparable with cer-
 ^ may be found by taking the limit 
by direct methods, to be 
(4-53) m.s.e. T^ ^^  . =  ^  ^[1-k] , 
"-I'L (NK)2 
which is always at least l/n . Consequently, one may state the follow­
ing proposition: 
(2) f  n* ' 11M 4 ir *5 v\ o + e* rn\-J / Proposition U.U. The estimator T , , uniformly dominates T ,, 
n-1,1 n-1,1 
i.e 
• > 
(h.5k) F • 
From (U.25) and the above proposition, it follows that 
(4-55) 1 & Tp^ . 
n-1,1 n-1,1 
The preference relationships are diagrammed in Figure 4.2 below. 
Among the estimators considered, is the only one that uni-
(r) 
fonnly dominates both the maximum likelihood estimator, T^  ^^  , and the 
(2 ) (best invariant) never pool estimator, 1 1 ' on the results of 
this section and those of Sections 3 &nd 4, it would appear that T^ ^^  ^  
is the best performing estimator among those considered. 
Ttfl tSi 4 
(3) r f l )  
'n-1,1 4. 
Figure U.2. Preference relationships among the  ^
preferred to B.) ' 
Y (à) 
ln-1,1 
r(5) 
"n-1,1 
ji?) 
Tn-1,1 
1, . . , 7 .  (a—^  B means A is 
io6 
D. Estimation of a: Case k > 1 
1. Summary of the estimators 
The case k > 1 considered here corresponds to the life testing 
situation where one obseiiration (identified prior to the experiment) has 
an expected life smaller than that of the other observations. Except for 
this modification, the assumptions given in Part B are retained. 
In this section, the estimators (analogous to T^ ^^  ^  , i = 1,...,7) 
are denoted  ^, i = 1,...,7 • It may be noted that the never pool 
and always pool estimators have the same form as in the case 0 < k < 1, 
i.e.. 
,(1) 
n-1,1 
n-1 
£ X,/(n-l) , 
i=l ^ 
(4.56) 
.(3) 
n-1,1 
n 
i=l 
2 X^ /N 
.(4) 
n-1,1 
n 
S X^ /(n+l) . 
The maximum likelihood estimator, analogous to T^  ^^  , is given by 
> 
n-1 n 
(4-57) max { Z X./(n-1), E X./n} 
1=1  ^ i=l  ^
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The analogue of , the sometimes pool estimator, is given by 
(K.58) U , = max { E X./n, S x,/(n+l)] . 
i=l  ^ 1=1  ^
n-1 n 
{7) 
The hybrid estimator, corresponding to T^ _^  ^  , is defined as 
fr,s n-1 n 
(4.59) uy.^ , = max { E X,/(n-l), L X /(n+l)} . 
n-J.,± 1=1 1 i=l  ^
As in the case 0 < k < 1 ,  ^ uniformly dominates , • 
— n-1,1 *' n-1,1 
However, the preference result for the always pool estimators (Appendix, 
Part D) does not carry over to the case k > 1 . It will be shown that 
(IJ-) 
T T and 1 are not comparable. 
n-1,1 n-1,1 
(2) ('^) 
Interestingly, the result that T^  ' , is preferred to T^ /^ , is 
HRXYX N""X^ X 
reversed in the case k > 1 , i.e., 
"n-1,1 €1,1 • 
Moreover, it is easy to verify that  ^ uniformly dominates , 
n-x,± n-±,± 
The sometimes pool estimator,  ^, will be shown to uniformly 
dominate each of the estimators , , and _ . In 
n-1,1 n-1,1 n-1,1 
addition, , and 1/"^  ^. uniformly dominate . , but are 
n-1,1 n-1,1 n-1,1 
uniformly dominated by , • Finally, it will be shown that , N^ X^ X N—X ^ X 
is not comparable with either , or , . n-i.,x n-±,i. 
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The above results will be developed in Section 2. In Section 3; a 
correspondence will be made between the results of Section 2 and those of 
Bancroft (19^ )^ on the problem of estimation of the larger variance of 
two normal distributions. 
2. Mean squared errors of the estimators i = 1, •••, 7> and their 
preference relationships 
Recall that the mean squared errors of the , (= ,) , 
N—J-JX N-J-^ -L 
i = 1, 2, 3, are as follows: 
ik.60) m< s< 
(4.61) m.s.e. ,(2) 
"IXL = L/N, 
(4.62) m.s.e. Ï  ^[1-lt] , 
and 
m.s.e. U (k) _ _2_ 
n-1,1 " n+1 
2(L-K)2 
k^ (n+l)' 
which may be written 
(4.63) m.s.e. U (4) 
n-1,1 
n+3 
(n+1): 
2(l-2k) 
(n+l)2 
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New define (in a fashion analogous to that of (4.10b)) 
/_\ n-1 n-1 
(4.64) /c ) = Z X /(n-1), if c Z X >X 
n-x,x i=l 1 ^ 1=1 ^ " 
n n-1 
= 2 X,/n , if E X, < X , 
1.1 ^ 1 i.l " n 
(4.65) 
n-1 
2 X /n 
i=l 
n-1 
if Z X, > X 
n n-1 
Z X,/(n+l), if c Z X < X^  , 
1=1  ^  ^1=1 1 * 
frj\ n-1 n-1 
(4.66) U^ '/ ,(c ) = Z X,/(n-l), if c_ Z X, >X 
J 1=1 1  ^1=1 1 n 
n n-1 
Z X /(n+1), if c. Z X, <X 
1=1  ^ J 1=1 1 * 
One may easily compute the following mean squared errors 
, 1 (N-L)CI 
m. S.e. / n(c, ) = :r + 
n-1,1 1 n-1 n(l+kc^ )*+^  ^
ik.67) + + i r + 
N^ KD+KC^ )" N2K2(L+KC^ )"-^  N(L+KCI)*+L 
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 ^ 2(n-l) 2^   ^ 2 
N^ CL+KC^ )"^  N(N-L)(L+KC^ )"^  ^ NFL+KC^ )^  
2c^ (n-l) 
N(L+KC^ )^  NK(L+KCJ^ ) n-1 ' 
( 6 )  ,  .  1 N(N-L)C2 
*'8'*' Un-1,1 °2 - n (n+l)2(l+kC2)*+l 
2Cp(n-l) 
+ £ + 
(N+LÏ^ KFL+KCG)^  (N+L)^ K^ (L+KC2) 
(K.68) + , GIN^ L] 
(N+L)2(L+KC2)^  ^ (N+LJ^ KFL+KCG)" 
(n-l)(2n+l)  ^ 2(n-l) 
NFN+LJ^ TL+KCG)^ *^  NFN+LJFL+KCG)^  
SKGFN-L) 
n-1 
(N+LXL+KCG)^  (N+LIKFL+KCG)*-! 
and 
,(7) \ _ _1_  ^ RI{N-L)C^  
'3' 
m.s.e. Un_l,l(°3) n-1 (n+l)2(l+kc,)'^ '^  ^
2c (n-1) 
(1+.69) + r + 
(n+l)^ k(l+kc^ )'^  ( n+1 )^ k^  ( l+kc ^ )" ^  
Ill 
 ^ ecgntn-l)  ^ 2(n-l) 
(N+L)^ (L+KC2)"^  ^ (N+L)2K(L+KCG)^  
LTN2 
(n-1)(n+1)^(l+kc^(n+1)(l+kc^)* 
GCGFN-L) 
(N+LJFL+KCG)^  (N+LIKFL+KCG)""^  
Remarks. When —V œ , 1 = 1, 2, 3, the estimators ^(c^) 
and .(c.) reduce to the (unbiased) never pool estimator  ^, , 
n—j-^ x 0 n*"x^ -L 
"While T , reduces to the (invariant) never pool estimator -, • 
n-1,1  ^ n-1,1 
It may be noted that, from (4.6?) and (4.69), 
lim m.s.e. t(°t) = lim m.s.e. (^c-) = l/(n-l), 
C^  —> 00 CG Œ ^ ' ^ 
while, from (k.68) 
lim m.s.e. (^c-) = l/n 
Cg —• 00 n-x,x 
(cp. (4.6o) and (U.6l)). 
When c^  = 0 , i = 1, 2, 3 , the estimator reduces to 
the always pool estimator . , while ,(c_l and t(Co) 
n-x,j. n-x,± c n-x,J. j 
reduce to the always pool estimator , . One may note that, from N""JL^  X 
(4.67) and (4.68), 
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CL-T] , 
and 
m.s.e. u(6) ,(0) . -all- + SflzW-
(n+l)2 (n+l)2k= 
= m.s.e. u(%) j^O) 
(cp. (4.62) and (4.63))» 
Now, setting = l/(n-l), Cg = l/n , and = 2/(n-l), one obtains 
after several manipulations, 
(4.70) m.s.e. r 
"-I'l nk(l + k/(n_l))» 
2(l-nk) 
n^ k^ (l + k/(n-l))""^  
(4.71) m.s.e. = i + (^n-l) 
"-I'l n(n+l)k(l + k/n)" 
+ 2(l-nk-k) 
(n+l)®k®(l + k/n) n-1 
and 
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(U.72) m.s.e. + 
n-1,1 n-1 (n+l)k(l + 2k/(n-l))" 
2(l-iik-k) 
(n+l)2kf(l + 2k/(n-l)) n-1 
Various preference relationships, analogous to those obtained in 
Part C, are now developed and are summarized in the following 
Proposition 4.5. If  ^, i = 1, 7 , are defined as in 
(14-.56-59), then 
(a) 9 
€li 
(b) 9 
(c) 9 
i-h 
(d) 9 
"n-1,1 
(e) 9 i-l,i 
(f) 
eu 
9 
"i-Ll 
(g) 9 
€1,1 
Proof. Recall that, in the present case, it is assumed that k > 1. 
Result (a) follows immediately upon inspection of (4.6l) and (4.62). 
Result (b) follows since the inequality 
111*. 
m.s.e. , - m.s.e. , < 0 
n-1,1 n-1,1 
holds whenever 
2k^  > (n-l)(l-2k) , 
which is true for k > 1 . 
Result (c) obtains since the inequality 
m.s.e. T - m.s.e.  ^ < 0 
n-1,1 n-1,1 — 
is equivalent to 
- nk® + k + n- l < 0, 
which holds with strict inequality when k > 1 . Similarly, (d) and (e) 
follow since the statements 
m.s.e. T - m.s.e.  ^ < 0 
n-1,1 n-1,1 
and 
m.s.e. , - m.s.e. , < 0 
n-1,1 n-1,1 
hold whenever 
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n(l-k-k^ )-k < 0 
and 
-2k(k-l)-n(2k2-l)-l < 0 , 
respectively. 
Result (f) follows since 
m.s.e. - - m.s.e. , > 0 
n-1,1 n-1,1 
holds -whenever 
2 ( -\ ) + - nk® + 2(n+k-l) > 0 
1 = 3  N - 1  
Finally, result (g) obtains since 
m.s.e. T - m.s.e. . > 0 
n-1,1 n-1,1 
is implied by 
n^  + 9n^  + 7n - 1 > 0 
(Appendix, Part F). This completes the proof. 
From Proposition 4.5, it follows that 
 ^"n-1,1 
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and 
( L ^ . A )  ^  " 1 1 1 , !  
As was stated in the summary (Section l), the preference result for 
( h )  
the always pool estimators, namely, that , is preferred to ' , , 
does not carry over to the case k > 1 . Investigation of the case n = 2, 
at k = 1 and when k —y œ , shows that 
Similarly, one may easily show that 
"1-1, 1  * €1, 1  
and 
(I..77) # 411,1 
Hence, the only estimators that have not been proven inadmissible 
"i-l.l' "n-1,1' "I!l,l ' Of the::' "l!l,l "i-1,1 
are preferred to , , while . and , are not comparable. 
n-1,1 n-1,1 n-1,1 
Moreover, the above three estimators )^ are 
n-1,1 n-1,1 n-1,1 
not (pairwise) comparable. 
That . and  ^ are not comparable is illustrated (case 
n-1,1 n-1,1 
n = 2) in Table k.2 below. 
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Table 4.2. Mean squared errors of and for various values of k J. ^  JL J. ^  -L 
K  
1 2  4  
,X4) 
m.s.e.  ^ •333 •389 .458 .556 
m.s.e.  ^ .352 .403 .458 .500 
The fact that , and , are not comparable is illustrated 
n-1,1 n-1,1 
(case n = 2) in Table 4.3 below: 
Table 4.3. Mean squared errors of and for various values of k 
IF-L 
k 
1 1.626 2 CO 
(3) 
m.s.e. / .500 .382 .375 .500 
B
 
01
 
(D
 
H
 —
 
1 
1 
.352 .382 .403 .500 
The preference relationships which have just been demonstrated are 
diagrammed in Figure 4.3 below. 
The fact that has smaller m.s.e. than when k > 1.627 
makes it at least a reasonable competitor of  ^ for the estimation of 
cr. (Similar results undoubtedly hold for larger n. ) This fact calls 
into question the appropriateness of squared-error loss in this case. 
u%. 1 I |f2) U n l . l  
7) 
.1 
3 (1 
Figure 4.]. Preference relationships among the i = l, 
preferred to B. ) ' 
uS.i 
H 
S. 
uSi 
7. (A —• B means A is 
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Squared-error loss functions have been criticized as being "out of 
balance" for the scale estimation problem, in that the maximum loss for 
underestimating the scale parameter is finite, while the maximum loss 
for overestimating is infinite (Brown, I968). Admittedly, it may not be 
intuitively reasonable to use an estimator which always includes the 
possibly spurious datum rather than an estimator which never uses it or 
one which sometimes uses it. It is not clear, however, what loss function 
would be more appropriate for this problem. 
3. An application; estimating the larger variance of two normal popula­
tions 
The technique of incorporating a preliminary test of significance in 
the estimation of the larger variance of two normal populations has been 
considered by Bancroft ( 19^ 4^ 4). Let ..., ~ N(|a^ , t^ ) and 
..., ZjJj ~ N(|i2, T|) , where and are unknown, and • 
Then it appears, from Bancroft's Table II (\ = l), that the PT estimator 
(which is the "restricted m.l.e." of , Thompson, I962) 
*1 _ *1 ^2 S (z. - z)^ 2 (z. - z)2 + S (z: - z')2 
>1 - t 
has smaller m.s.e. than the (unbiased) never pool estimator 
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^1 
S (Z - Z)2 
~2 i=l 
"^1 " —ÎR-TÏ— 
This relationship may be verified for certain sample sizes, namely 
odd and = 3 > by utilizing the results of the preceding section. 
To see this, it is helpful to make the following 
Definition 4.3. If X ^  r (v/2, 2) , X is said to have a chi-square 
distribution with v degrees of freedom. In this case one writes 
. 
Now, let 
2n-l 
V = Z (Z - Z)2 
1=1 
and 
3 
w = z (z: - z')z 
i=l 
where n > 1. Then 
and 
W/T| ~ x| 
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n-1 
Thus, V has the same distribution as 2 2 X. , where X., X -, ~ 
i=l  ^  ^
r (1, cr) and W has the same distribution as 2X^  , where X^  ~ 
r (1, o/k) , and = a , t| = o/k , k > 1 . Then by Proposition 
the maximum likelihood estimator. 
is preferred to the (unbiased) never pool estimator, 
as an estimator of (or a). 
Moreover, by Proposition the sometimes pool estimator, viz., 
2n-l 2n-l 3 
A z (Z - Z)2 s (Z, - Z)2 + L (Z! - Z')2 
i - — f . — STT# }. 
is preferred to the (invariant) never pool estimator, namely. 
2n-l 
T 
'1 2n 
which , in turn, is preferred to (m.l.e.)* 
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It has not been determined whether or not such results hold for 
even and an arbitrary number of observations. Nevertheless, it is 
interesting to observe that, at least for certain sample sizes, the 
maximum likelihood estimator is inadmissible. 
A similar correspondence could be made between estimation of or in 
the case 0 < k < 1 and the estimation of the smaller variance of two 
normal distributions. Since the results for this case are readily gener­
al! zab le to multiple spurious observations (and to gamma distributions), 
the details of this correspondence are presented in a later section 
(Chapter V, Part D, Section 2). 
E. Test of Hg: cr = vs. cr > cTq, Incorporating a 
Preliminary Test of Significance of k = 1 
1. Summary of procedures for testing cr = o-g vs. H^ ; a > 
The problem of estimating the expected life, cr , utilizing a pre­
liminary test of significance, has been investigated in Parts C and D 
(e.g., T^ ]^ . and , , i = 5, 6, y). in the present section an 
analogous PTS technique for testing the hypothesis cr = CTq vs. 
H^ : a > cTQ is investigated. Without loss of generality, set 0-^ =1. 
Procedures for testing hypotheses which incorporate one or more pre­
liminary tests of significance have been investigated by various authors, 
e.g., Paull (1950), Bozivich, Bancroft, and Hartley (1956), Richards 
(1963), Kale and Bancroft (1967), Cohen (1968), and Arnold (1970b). 
Several of these investigations were discussed in Chapter II. 
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In this section, as in Part C, it is assumed that X^ , .... X  ^~ 
1' ' n-1 
r(l, cr) and X^  ~ r(l, cr /k ) ,  where 0 < k < 1 and X^ , ..., X^  are 
independent. The folio-wing PTS procedure is to be evaluated: 
(i) Perform a preliminary test of k = 1 vs. 0 < k < 1 
at some specified level of significance, say ; 
(ii) Test HQ: cr = 1 vs. H^: cr > 1 using a statistic which 
depends upon the outcome of the preliminary test. 
More specifically, the UMP similar (and unbiased) size test of 
k = 1 vs. 0 < k < 1 is provided. (A UMP test of the above 
hypothesis does not exist.) The critical region is found to be 
n-1 
where 
C 
1 -
The above test is also found to be a (generalized) likelihood ratio test 
providing 
°1 > L/(N-L) , 
or equivalently, 
12k 
It may be observed, that, when (i) = l/(n-l) and (ii) = l/n , the 
above test is equivalent to the PTS which is inherent in (i) the m,I.e., 
T^ T^ , , and (ii) the sometimes pool estimator, T^ ^^   ^ . 
n-1,1 '  ^ ' n-1,1 
If is accepted, the critical region of the (main) test of 
Hq: CT = 1 vs. a > 1 is given by 
n 
S X .  >  C ,  
i=l 
while if is rejected, the critical region of the test of HQ VS. 
n-1 
Z 3L > C , 
i=l  ^
where Cg and c^  are determined by the sizes (o^  and say) of the 
above (main) tests. (Often, in practice, and are taken to be 
equal, e.g., Og = = .05.) 
An expression for the power, denoted cr) , of the overall test 
procedure is obtained in Section 3. The size of the (overall) test is 
given by 
sup i|,(k, 1) = Ok , 
0 < k < 1  ^
say. The power of the test procedure incorporating a PTS is then compared 
with that of the UMP size test of Hq which does not utilize the 
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possibly spurious observation. This comparison is made for the case 
Although the above test procedure incorporating a (UMP unbiased) PTS 
is intuitively appealing and may\even be admissible (cp. Cohen, I968), 
it is empirically shown, for n = 2, to be less powerful than the best 
(UMP) test of the same size which uses only the observation from r(l, a). 
This rather surprising result, although obtained for a special case, calls 
into question the advisability of routinely using tests which incorporate 
a preliminary test of significance. 
2. Uniformly most powerful unbiased test of k = 1 vs. 0 < k < 1 
It is desired to obtain an "optimal" test of k = 1 vs. 
0 < k < 1 , to be used as a PTS upon which the test of a = 1 vs. 
H^ ; cr > 1 will be based. It is not difficult to show that a UMP test 
for vs. does not exist. However, a UMP similar size test 
does exist and its critical region is given by 
n = 2. 
n-1 
(4.78) =1 XI < %% , 
where 
(4.79) 1 - «r'" c 1 > 
as stated in the summary (cp., e.g., problem 5.2, p. 428, Rao, 19^ 5)• The 
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derivation of (4.78) is outlined in Part G of the Appendix. Moreover, 
the above test is seen to be UMP unbiased since it has a continuous power 
function and 
n—1 
~ ^C7,L ^°1 ^ \/CR^ 
n-1 
= FR,K (=1 %L/F < K XH/R) 
II—1 
with strict inequality when k < 1 . Hence, the power of the test is 
always greater than the size, , and consequently, the test is UMP 
unbiased (Lehman, 1959). 
In addition, the above test is a likelihood ratio test, provided 
> l/(n-l). Using (4.$) and (4.6), a straightforward calculation yields 
the following likelihood ratio: 
(4.80) A 
max f^  (x; 1, cr) 
max f (x; k, a) 
k,cr -
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n-1 
if Z X. > (n-l)X 
i=l " 
n-1 
n-1 n 
[1 + X / Z X ] 
" 1=1 ^ 
n—1 
, if S X. < (n-l)X 
i=l n 
The rejection region of the likelihood ratio test is given by 
n-1 n 
Cl + V2 Xi] 
(4.81) 
n-1 
V,\ ==1 
< C (< 1) , 
Since the function 
i=l 
n-1 
2 X. < (n-l)X 
i=l " 
H(T) = * 
(I+T)" 
assumes its maximum at t = l/(n-l), and is monotonically decreasing for 
t > l/(n-l), the critical region given by (4.8l) reduces to 
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n-1 
%: / % X, > C , 
" 1=1 1 
I.e. 
n-1 
c Z < )[ , 
1=1 
providing c > l/(n-l). It may be noted that when c = l/(n-l), the above 
critical region corresponds exactly to that of the PTS Inherent In the 
(5) 
in.I.e., 1 i • Moreover, the PTS inherent in the sometimes pool 
estimator, T^ ^^  , is not a likelihood ratio test, since l/n < l/(n-l). 
3- Power and size of the PTS testing procedure and a power con^ arison 
with the likelihood ratio test 
The PTS test procedure under investigation may be summarized as 
follows : 
(1) Test k = 1 vs. 0 <k < 1 using the critical 
region (4.78) of size ; 
(2) If H^ : k = 1 is accepted, cr = 1 is rejected in 
favor of cr > 1 if 
n 
(4.82) Z X. > c 
1=1 
where Cg is chosen to satisfy the size condition 
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(4.82a) J g(x; n, l)dx = ; 
°2 
(3) If H^ : k = 1 is rejected, cr = 1 is rejected in favor 
of 0- > 1 if 
n-1 
(4.83) Z X, > c_ , 
i=l  ^
where c^  is chosen to satisfy the size condition 
(4 .83a) J g(x; n-1, l)dx; = a 
=3 
Setting 
n-1 
E 
i=l 
S = 
T = Xn ' 
it follows that the power of the above test procedure, denoted cr) , 
is given 
(4.84) i|((k, a) = P {S + T > cglc^  S > T} P {c^  S > T} 
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+ P {s > c^ lc^  S < T} P S < T} 
= P {s + T > Cg and S > T} 
+ P {s > and 8 < T] 
= PI + PG , 
say. Some single integrations yield 
OG 
= J J g(s; n-1, cr) g(t; 1, a/k)ds dt 
CG CG-S 
1+CJ^ 
-KCG/A C 
_ J ,-(L-.)S/. ^N.2 
r(n-l) a 
1+CI 
r(n-l) 0-
°2 
1+C^ 
4- r E-:/" AS 
r(n-l) o-"-^ ci 
.  I  ^ . .  ,  r(n-l) a"-" CG 
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and 
(4.86) 
00 CO 
Pg = I f S(s; n-1, cr) g(t; 1, cr/k) ds dt 
CY 0,8 
r(n-l) a 
The power is then obtained by substituting (4.8$) and (4.86) into (4.84), 
For the special case n = 2, the power is given by 
(L+KC^)C2/A 
 ^k -^ 2/°' 
1-k ® 
(4.87) 
2^(k, a) =•— e 
1 -(H-KC^)CG/O-(L+C^) 
1+KCI 
^ -(L+KC^)CYO-
1+KC^ ® 
In studying the behavior of the above test in the case n = 2, the 
following values (which are not atypical) of are considered; .25, 
.50, and .66. (it may be noted that the latter two values correspond to 
the levels of the preliminary tests inherent in the maximum likelihood 
and the sometimes pool estimators, , and , , when n = 2.) 
' n-1,1 n-1,1 '  ^
The corresponding c^  values are 3, 1, and l/2, respectively. The 
sizes, and ay , of the miain tests are typically taken to be equal. 
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In the investigation that follows it was decided to set 0^  = 0:^ =: .05. 
In this case, c^  and c^  are determined (cp. (4.82a) and (4.83a)) by 
the following equations: 
-CG 
(c2+l)e = .05 
e = .05 , 
which yield c^  = 4.7^ 39 and c_ = 2.9957 . 
The size of the (overall) test is given by 
(4.88) a. = sup (^k, 1) . 
0 < k < 1 
In the case n = 2, one finds that sup^  \|i(k, 1) = .0967 when cc^  = .25 , 
and sup^  ^ k^, 1) = .05 when = .50 and .66 . The suprema are 
achieved at the points k = .21 and k = 0 , respectively. Arnold (1970c) 
has shown that under quite general conditions, tests incorporating a PTS 
are biased. The test considered here falls within the framework of this 
result, and therefore cannot be uniformly more powerful than an unbiased 
size test. 
The power of the (size ctj^ ) PTS procedure is now compared with that of 
an equal size likelihood ratio test which does not utilize the possibly 
aberrant observation (X^ ) . The critical region of this test is given by 
n-1 
(4.89) L X > c. , 
i=l 
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where is determined by the size condition 
00 
J g(x; n-1, l)dx = , 
% 
which in the case n = 2 yields c^  ^
to 0=2^  = .0967 and .05). The power 
in the case n = 2 is given by 
= 2.3360 and 2.9957 (corresponding 
function of the likelihood ratio test 
-c./cr 
(^ .90) *^(k, cr) = e 
This test is unbiased. 
The constants and c^  ^, i = 1, 2, 3, 4^  for the procedures 
investigated are summarized in Table 4.4 below; 
Table 4.4. Constants involved in the power comparison for n = 2 
1^ «2 3^ «4 °1 =2 =3 % 
.25 .05 .05 .0967 3 4.7439 2.9957 2.3360 
.50 .05 .05 .0500 1 4.7439 2.9957 2.9957 
.66 .05 .05 .0500 1/2 4.7439 2.9957 2.9957 
Since the power functions, \(i and \lf* , of the two tests under inves­
tigation are continuous, and since the preliminary test procedure is 
intuitively quite appealing, one might expect that there would exist a 
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region (non-void) in the (k, cr) plane where the PTS procedure is more 
powerful than the likelihood ratio test. If that region is large, then, 
despite its Mas, the preliminary test procedure must be seriously con­
sidered as a reasonable alternative to the likelihood ratio test. 
In this particular case (n = 2) it is easy to compute the difference 
in the power of the tests, namely 
(4.91) D(k, cr) = (^k, a) - t*(k, cr) . 
Values of D(k, cr) , for the three values of and for various values 
of k and cr , are presented in Tables 9.10, 9.11, and 9.12, in Part H 
of the Appendix. 
It appears, from the tables, that the preliminary test procedure is 
uniformly less powerful than the likelihood ratio test, at least for n = 2 
and the values of cc^  , , and o;_ considered. Moreover, uniform 
results obtain for '75 and .90 ("borderline" preliminary tests). 
These uniformity results may hold only for n = 2. Nevertheless, it is 
interesting to observe that at least in a special case, the PTS procedure 
(which may not be inadmissible) has uniformly less power than the likeli­
hood ratio ("never pool") test. This surprising result, in conjunction 
with the findings of Arnold (1970b), calls into question the advisability 
of routinely using tests based on a preliminary test of significance. 
It should be noted that in the above analysis the Neyraan-Peaxson 
criteria was used for evaluating competing tests of a given hypothesis. 
A different method of evaluation has been used in the papers of Paull 
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(1950), Bozivich, Bancroft, and Hartley (1956)> and Kale and Bancroft 
(1967). These authors consider various (fixed) values of the nuisance 
parameter, T| , calculate the size, o:^  , say, of the PTS procedure for 
each T| , and then compute the power of an size "never pool" (e.g., 
likelihood ratio) test. This power function is then compared with that 
of an equal size PTS procedure. This method of comparison may certainly 
be used when there is some prior knowledge about the nuisance parameter 
T] . Indeed, if the prior knowledge is "vague" (nonquantitative), such a 
method might be superior to the Neyman-Pearson criteria used herein. 
Contrariwise, if the prior information is quantitative, e.g., that T] 
lies within a certain interval or possesses a known prior distribution, 
(Mosteller, 19^ 8, and Han and Bancroft, I968), such information could be 
incorporated into the model initially, and an iiiç)roved procedure (e.g., 
maximum likelihood estimator or likelihood ratio test) derived. 
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V. ESTIMATION OF THE SMALLEST OF m ORDERED SCALE PARAMETERS OF m 
GAMMA DISTRIBUTIONS WITH KNOWN SHAPE PARAMETER: GENERALIZED 
IDENTIFIED CASE (MULTIPLE SPURIOUS OBSERVATIONS) 
A. Summary and the Statistical Model 
In the present chapter, the model considered in case (!) (O < k < l) 
of the preceding chapter is generalized to include the possibility of 
multiple spurious observations from different gamma populations with 
ordered scale parameters and known (common) shape parameter. More pre­
c i s e l y ,  i t  i s  a s s u m e d  t h a t  ~  r ( y ,  c / k ^ ^ )  ,  i  =  1 ,  . m  ,  
y is known, 0 < k^  < ... < k^  < k^  = 1 , and the X^  ^'s are independent. 
The case m = 2 is treated in Part B, the general case in Part C. This 
model will be referred to as the generalized identified model. 
Generalizations of estimators T^ ]^ . , i = 1, 7 , are given and N—JL^ J-
preference results similar to those of the preceding chapter are derived. 
(The preference criterion given in Definition 4.1, p. 66, is henceforth 
retained.) As in the special case (y = 1, m = 2, = n-1, Ng = l) con­
sidered in the preceding chapter, the sometimes pool estimator (general­
ized) appears to be the most appealing of the procedures considered. 
It is shown in Part B that the generalized maximum likelihood esti­
mator and the generalized sometimes pool estimator are not comparable. 
This is in contrast to the special case considered in the preceding 
chapter where the m.l.e. was found to be uniformly dominated by the 
sometimes pool estimator. Moreover, the generalized m.l.e. is found to 
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be uniformly dominated by the generalized hybrid estimator, which is not 
comparable with the generalized sometimes pool estimator. In addition to 
the generalizations of  ^, i = 1, ..., 7, a "sequential" technique 
analogous to that considered by Singh (1971) is investigated and found to 
be uniformly dominated by the generalized sometimes pool estimator. 
In Part D, various applications of the preference results of Parts B 
and C are considered. These include improved estimation of; (i) the 
expected life in life testing when multiple identified spurious observa­
tions may be present, (ii) the expected life of a "stand-by" component 
of a system, (iii) the smaller (smallest) variance of two (m) normal 
populations, and (iv) error variance and other variance components (when 
applicable) in many commonly used experimental design models. 
B. Estimation of a: Case m = 2 
1. Summary of the estimators 
All of the estimators considered in this case have analogues in 
Chapter IV. For example, assuming kg < 1 , the minimum variance unbiased 
never pool analogue to  ^ given by 
N. 
,(1) ^ 
while the best invariant never pool analogue of i given by 
\ 
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,(2) ^ 
On the other extreme, one may act as if kg = = 1 , in which case the 
(P ) 
minimum variance unbiased always pool estimator, corresponding to 
is given by 
<5-3) XY + S XGJ]/Y(N,+NG) . 
(I4.) 
while the best invariant always pool estimator, analogous to ^^ 11'^ ® 
given by 
The preference results for the never pool and always pool estimators 
(2) 
carry over to the more general case, viz., T^   ^is preferred to 
to  ^. juthough 
has minimum mean squared error among constant multiples of 
NI NG 
H X . + S X- , for k = 1 , it yields inefficient estimates in 
j-1 j=l 2 
general when 0 < k^  < 1 . 
The maximum likelihood estimators of a and kg are given by 
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NI NG 
(5.5) a = min { S X /yïï , [S X + Z X ]/y(N + K )} 
.1=1 .1=1  ^ .1=1 J 
NI NG 
(5.6) kg = min [Ng Z Xij/Ni Z Xg^  , 1} 
j =1 j =1 
These estimators may be viewed as preliminary test estimators, as were 
the m.l.e.'s in Chapter IV. In this framework, one first tests Hi: kg = 1 
using the best similar (unbiased) test, rejecting H, if 
N, N, 
j 
S X / Z X^ . < N_/N_ . If H, is rejected, one uses 
=1 1=1 ^ 
NI NI NG 
( Z X /yN . N S X /N Z X ) 
j=l j=l  ^j=l 
to estimate (a, kg); if Hi is accepted, one uses 
NI NG 
( [ Z X + Z X ]/y(Ni + N ), 1) 
j=l j=l  ^  ^
to estimate (a, kg) . The size of the preliminary test is given by 
(5.7) r  JuS \  (  ^  )  ^  — D X .  P J. ^ \ X J r(N,) r(Np) ^ N, ^ N« N^+N. 
1  ^  ^  ^ (1 + =2 x) 1 
"1 
iko 
( 6 )  
The sometimes pool estimators, , .(c) , become 
X 
N. 
E X 
(c) = ^ —— 
YN^+1 ' 
N, N. 
if c 2 X < S X , 
j=l j=l ^  
(5.8) N, N. 
_ 
1 " .1=1 
YTN^+NGJ+L 
N. 
, if c Z X > Z X , 
j=l ^  j=l ^  
c e F • As in the earlier development, one of these, namely 
(^o^ o/CyN^ +l)), is singled out and called the sometimes pool esti-
mator. It will be denoted and may be written in the form 
1^ 2^ 
(5.9) _ = min{ Z X /(yN +1), [ Z X + Z X ]/[y(N +N )+l]} . 
MI'WG/Y 4=1 J-J J=I J=I 
N, N, N. 
Note that may be viewed as a PT estimator where the size of 
™2*Y 
the PTS is 
f ( % )"' 
YIG ^ 
YN^^+L 
NG-1 
N 
(1 + «î =) 
dx 
Moreover, it may be noted that the class of estimators given in (5*8) 
lUl 
Includes the never pool estimator , as a special case (c = O), 
^ -"O } f 
/ 2^ \ 
and the always pool estimator „ , as a limiting case (c —> œ) . 
It will be shown that 
within this 
(c) G rji(2) 
for c G (0, yNp/yN,+l] , and that is optimal  
1 ' 2 ^ 
class. In contrast to the special case considered in the preceding chap­
ter, and are, in general, not comparable. 
(i) 
The analogue of the hybrid estimator,  ^, is given by 
NI NG 
EX E X + E X 
which is shown to be preferred to the m.l.e., but is not comparable with 
2. Derivation of the m.l.e. , k^ ) of (a, k„), and proof that 
1' 2'"^ 
uniformly dominates the unbiased estimator 
In obtaining maximum likelihood estimators (m.l.e.'s) of a and kg 
it is helpful to set o/kg = r and to calculate the m.l.e.*s of a and 
A A A 
T , say a and t • Then kg , the m.l.e. of k^  , may be obtained by 
li)-2 
calculating a/^  . 
The method used to derive the m.l.e.'s of a and T may be broken 
down into two stages, as follows: 
(1) For each (fixed) a find the corresponding value of ? , 
say, at which the likelihood function attains a maximum; 
(2) Search along the curve C = [(a, 7^ ): cr > 0} for the point at 
which the likelihood assumes a maximum. This point, by defini­
tion, is the maximum likelihood estimator. 
The likelihood function is given by 
L(A,T) 
[r(y)] N. YK 
^1 
• ^ XII/* 
0=1 ^  ^1 
TT 
j=l 
y-1 
% 
(5.12A) 
Cr(y)] NO YN 
"a 
- ^ XGJ/T 
. 3=1 ^  2^ 
TT 
J=L 
y-l 
2j 
when T > > 0 (zero, otherwise) and the logarithm of the likelihood is 
% N2 
(5.12b) 4(0,7) = C-ILy log o- E X../o - N y log T - 2 X^^ /T 
j=l ^  j=l  ^
where C does not depend on a or t • As described in stage (l) above, 
Ih3 
cr is now considered a fixed value, say cr* . The desideratum is to maxi­
mize the function T) for each cr* . The derivative of the func­
tion J&(CR*, T) is given by 
(5.13) 5J£((R*, T) 
"2 
m 
VJhen cr* < 2 x^ ./yN^  , ôj^ /ôt > 0 for a* < t < Z x  ^./yN„ 
j=l  ^ j=l 
and 
N, N„ 
ôX/ÔT < 0 for T > 2 x_./yN„ . Thus, T = E ./yN„ yields 
3=1 ^ j=l 
the 
N. 
maximum likelihood for cr* < Z Xp ./>W« . When a* > Z x_ ./ylL , 
~ j=l <-3=1 
ôx/ôT < 0 for T > cr* . Hence, t = cr* yields the maximum likelihood 
N. 
for cr* > Z j^/y^  . Therefore, the m.l.e. for (cr, T) must lie 
3=1 
somewhere on the curve C given by: 
C = {(o-, T^ ): a > 0} , 
where 
N„ 
, if cr < 
V 
if 
J=1 
Ihk. 
(See Figure $.1.) 
(P(yO) 
^2 
Z 
i=l 
0 yN. 
Figure 5.1. The curve C = {(cr, T ) : cr > O] in the parameter space (J 
(shaded) 
Now, allowing cr to vary, when 0 < a < Z x ./yNp (T 
Z X /yNp) one obtains 
0=1 J 
(5.14) 
ÔA(ar, T )^ 
90 
"l 
cr _2 
and when 2 Xg ./yNg < cr (T  ^= a) one obtains 
j=l 
N, 
(5.15) 
ô (^cr, T )^ (N^+N2)y 
N„ 
Z X + S X 
j=l j=l  ^
Ik^ 
It is necessary to partition the sangjle space into sets A and B 
defined as follows: 
Ni Ng 
A = {(Xp 2 )^: j^/^ 2 3 
(5.16) 
\ ^2 
B = {(^ r 2 )^:  ^ j^/^ 2  ^
Two cases are now considered: case 1, where (x^  e A , and case 2, 
Aere (%!, %,) s B . 
Case 1. (See Figure 5.2.) First note that Z x, ./N, > Z ./N„ 
j=l  ^ j=l ^  
(Pq,0) (Pg.O) 
= 
P-, = 
^2 
"i 
P_ = 4^13 -
2 ytN^+Ng) 
Figure 5.2. Curve C for case 1 ((Pg^ Pg) is the point 
hood) 
of maximum likeli-
Ih6 
Ng *1 *2 ari 
implies S x /yN < [ Z x + S x ]/y(N,+N ) < Z x. ./yK • 
0=1 0=1 0=1 ^ j=l 
^2 
From ($.14 ); it is apparent that 4(0, E x^  ./ylC) is monotonically 
0=1 J 
^2 
increasing (m. i.) in a for a e (0, Z x^ ./yN^ ] • Moreover, from 
j=l J 
^2 
(5*15)^  one deduces that 4(0, a) is m. i. for S x^ ./yN^  < cr < 
j=l  ^
"1 "2 
[ Z X + Z x„.]/y(N,+N^ ) and monotonically decreasing (m.d.) for 
j=l j=l  ^
Ni Ng 
a > [ Z  X. + Z x_ .]/y(N,+N_) . Therefore, in this case, the likeli-
3=1 0=1  ^
Ni Ng 
hood assumes a maximum at the point ([ Z x^ . + Z x^ .]/y(N,+N„) , 
j=l  ^j=l  ^
Ni 
[ Z X + Z X ]/y(N,+Np)) . 
j=l  ^j=l 
Case 2. (See Figure 5*3«) From (5.llv), one deduces that 
^2 ^1 
i(cr, Z x^ ./yN^ ) is m.i. in cr for o" e (O, Z x. ./yW. ), and m.d. for 
j=l j=l  ^
Ni 
2 x^ ./Nn < cT < Z Xp./Np . From (5. 1^ ), it is manifest that 4(0, a) 
J=1 j=l 
^2 
is m.d. for a > Z x„./Np . Thus, in this case, the likelihood assumes 
j=l  ^
Ni Ng 
a maximum at the point ( Z x /yN,, Z Xg./yBL) 
j=l  ^ j=l  ^
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(Pi; P.) 
(Pi,0 
w. 
2 
Pn = 
j=l 
2 
J=1 
cr 
Figure 5-3- Curve C for case 2 ((l^ ,Pg) is the point of maximum likeli­
hood 
Thus, the m.I.e. is given by 
/\ "i "2 "1 "2 
("•' 3!2jVr(Hi«g), [ 2 X f Ï Xg ]/y(N]+M )) 
0—L J—1 j=l j=l 
"1 «2 
0=-L J=1 
Ni Ng 
0=1 j=i 
"1 "2 
Z X, . 
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A A A 
and since k„ = cr/ T , one obtains 
(o-, kg) = ([ Z + S XgjWN^+Ng), 1) 
j=l J=1 
(5 .IT)  
Ni Ng 
if Z X /N > Z Xg /N 
j=l ^  j=l ^  
J—X J—J- J—X 
if Z X-./N. < z Xp./N. 
j=l ^  j=l ^  
This may be written in the form 
(5.18a) mln( } , 
"l "s 
(5.18b) k = min {IL Z X,,/K Z X?. , l} 
j=l  ^j=l 
It has been noted (in the summary) that these estimators may be viewed as 
preliminary test estimators. 
A 
Henceforth, the m.I.e. cr given in (5.l8a) will be denoted 
m(5) 
\,N2,y • 
Ik9 
The proof of the result 
(5-19) i%,y ^  i%y ' 
is facilitated by introducing the following 
Definition $.1. A random variable is said to have a translated 
negative binomial distribution with parameters y and p if its m.g.f. 
is of the form 
—:£ ) , t < log , 
+ 
where 0 < p < 1 , q = 1-p , and y e F . In this case, one may write 
X ~ TNB(y, p) . 
A somewhat more general result (than (5.19)) is obtained by using 
the following two lemmas, the first of which is a slightly modified ver­
sion of a lemma due to Arnold (1970a): 
A 
Lemma 5-1- Suppose that given an auxiliary vector r.v. L , 0^  and 
A 
0(0^ ) are independent estimators of parameters 0^  and 0^  respectively, 
A 
where 0(0g) is an arbitrary positive-valued function of a positive r.v. 
A 
In addition, assume that 0^  is (conditionally) unbiased. If there 
exists a function 0* such that 
(i) E [Cm C^eg)) - Gg]2 I L} < (<) E {[0(0^) - 0^]^ I L) , 
(11) ipPtffSg))) < [^(Sg)! , 
then 
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A A 
2 
) E {e^ iZf*(0(02)) - < (<) E {03^ 0(02) - G^ 0g) 
for all (0^ , 0g) . 
Proof. It is evident that 
E [0^ 0*((Z((02)) - 0102]% = EE {[0^ 0*(îZ((02)) - 0^ 62]^  | L} 
= EE {[0^0*(îZl(02)) - 0^0*(0(02)) 
+ @if(f((Q2)) - e^ Gg]^  I L} 
= E {E [(0^  - 9^ )^  I L]E[(0*(0(0g)))2 I L]} 
+ 02 EE {C0*(0(02)) - 03]^  I L} , 
A A 
by the unbiasedness of 0^  and the (conditional) independence of 0^  and 
0*(0(0)) . By (i) and (ii), it follows that 
E {ei0*(0(e2)) -
< E {E[(0^  - G^ )= I L] E [[^ (Gg)}^  I L]} 
+ Gj EE ([0(6g) - 6g]= 1 L} 
EE ([@^ 0(@g) - 03^ 0(02) + 0^ 0(Gg) -
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= E . 
This completes tbe proof. 
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that N r- TNBCy, p) and that given N = n , Z 
has a r(n, a) distribution. Then Z ~ r(y, a/p) . 
Proof. By the assumption that the distribution of Z given N = n 
is r(n, a) , the m.g.f. of Z is given by 
Efe^ Z) = EE {e^  ^I N] 
= E {(1 - octy^ ) 
= [- log (1 - at)] 
[ p(i - ot)"^  y 
1 - (l-p)(l - at)"l 
= u- 2 t]-y , 
the desired result. 
In order to verify (5-19), the following somewhat more general 
result (which will be utilized more fully in Part D) will be proven. 
Preposition 5.1. Let 
S = S X ,  i  =  1 ,  2 ,  
j=l 
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where the X.,'s are distributed according to the generalized identified 
^ J 
model for m = 2 (Part A, p. 136). Moreover, let 
®1 ~ ^1 + Sg , 
an unbiased estimator of 0^  = (N^ +Ng/kg)'ya, and 
A S, 
81 + Sg ' 
®2 = (N^^+Ng/kg)-^  , 
A A 
where (^Gg) is an arbitrary positive-valued function of 0^  . Then 
E (9^ (^0(02)) - 9^ 9^ ]^  < E {0^ 0(02) - 9^ 9^ ]^  , 
A 
,-l for all (0^ , 9g) , with strict inequality unless 0(02) = [^ (N^ +Ng)] 
Proof. By Lemma 5*2, one can act as if there exists an auxiliary 
r.v. L ~ TI(B(yNg, kg) , independent of , such that given L , 
A A 
Sg ~ r(L, cr) . Thus, given L , 0^  (= + Sg) and 0g (= S^ /(S^  + Sg)) 
are independent (cp., e.g.. Problem 7-9, P* I88, Wilks, I962). It 
A A 
follows that 0^  and 0(0g) are (conditionally) independent estimators 
n A 
of (Nj^ +N2/k2)ya and (N^ +Ng/kg) y , respectively, and 0^  is 
unbiased. 
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Since the maximum value of (Nj^ +Ng/kg)"^ "^  is attained when 
kg = = 1, it follows that 
1^0(62)) - Ggl < 10(82) - @21 , 
and thus 
E 110*- 62]= I L} < E I L) 
Moreover; since min {x, y) < x , for x,y e , 
10*(0(©p))| < |0(6p)| 
An application of Lemma 5.I yields the desired result. 
Remark. If one sets 
A 
 ^ A 0 
*(*2) = 5^ 
(5.19) follows directly from Proposition $.1. 
3. Proof that (c) uniformly dominates for c e 
(0, yN2/(yN^ +l)]; and optimal choice of c. 
It is convenient to first prove a proposition parallel to and moti­
vated by a result in Stein ( 196!+ ). 
1^ 
Proposition $.2. Let 
*1 
S. - 2 X.. } i = 1, 2 , 
j=l 
where the X^ '^s are distributed according to the generalized identified 
model for m = 2 (Part A, p. 136). Furthermore, let  ^ be an arbitrary-
positive -valued function of a positive variable, and let 
(p(X ,^ Xg) $( ) (^ 1 ^2  ^
Then, for any  ^, the estimator <p* , given by 
(P*(Xl, %,) = t*( ) (8i + Sg) , 
where 
has the property that 
E Xg) - o]2 < E [(pCXj^, Xg) - a]2 , 
for all y (known), kg c (O, 1], a > 0 , with strict inequality when 
^*(v) f (^v) . 
Proof. Since estimators of the form 
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8. 
(5.20) <p(X ,^ Xg) = ,|,( /g )(S  ^ + Sg) 
are invariant under scale change, it may be assumed, without loss in 
generality, that a = 1 . It is evident that ~ r(yN^ , l) and 
8g ~ r(')/Ng, . By Lemma 5-2, one can act as if there exists an 
auxiliary r.v. L ~ TIB(yNg, kg) , Independent of S^ , such that given 
L, Sg ~ r(L, 1) . Now 
E [(p(X^, Xg) - 1]' 
= ® S7  ^)(8i + Sg) - 1]^  
8, 
(5.21) = EE {[^( g—^ )(8i + Sg) - 1]2 I L} 
= E {E[f ( ) I L] E [(8i + 8g)2 I L] 
8. 
- 2E [^ ( + g ) I L] E [(Si + Sg) I L] + 1} , 
since, given L , 8^ /(8^  + Sg) is independent of S^  + Sg . But 
E(Si + Sg I L) = + L 
and 
E [(S^  + Sg)2 I L] = (yN^  + L)(yN]^  + L + l) , 
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which in combination with (5.21) yields 
E [<p(X3_, Xg) - 1]: 
S, 
E {E[f ( + g ) I L](yN^  + L)(yN^  + L + l) 
2E [^( g ^g ) I L](yRi + L) + 1} f] 
1^"2 
f] 
1 + Sg ' E {E[(yN^  + L)(rH^  + I. + !)(*( ) - y. A + 1 
* yN, + L + 1 ^ I ^ ' 
The desired result obtains, since 
( 8^ + Sg ) " yN^ + L + 1 + Sg ^ " yN^ + L + 1 ' 
for all 8^ /(8^  + Sg) and L = yNg, yNg+1, 
Remark. If one sets 
iir(W)  ^yN^+1 ' 
one obtains 
<p(Xi, 4) -
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Xg) " 
and by the above proposition, 
itk'y ^ 'hk'y • 
Instead of \jt* , one may consider 
L(W) = i|;(w) , if *(W) < a , 
y(Nj_+N )^ + 1 '  ^  ^ ' 
and the corresponding estimator <p*(X^  ^ " Note that if one sets 
f(w) = ^ yN^+1 ' 
one obtains 
P(Si' Sg) -
(5-23) 
,(2) 
\,\,y , 
and 
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S 8/(8 + S ) 
Xg) = , if + i < » ' 
8i + Sg 81/(81 + 8g) 
(5-*) - y(N,+Ng) + 1 ' yN  ^ + 1 >  ^ ' 
where (c) is defined in (5.8) and 
1' 2' 
(5-25) c = [yN^a + a]"^ - 1 
and In this case, it is manifest that if a > [yN^  + l]"^  ,  ^
E [<Pa(Xi> Xg) - 1]= = E [<p(X3_, Xg) - 1]^  . 
Thus, in order to improve (m.s.e.) over the never pool estimator 
((pCX^ , Xg)) , one must take a < [yN^  + 1]"^  = a^  , say. By (5.25), this 
is equivalent to taking c > 0 . 
It will now be demonstrated that if 
^0 y(N^+Ng) + 1 - *  ^ yN  ^ + 1 " *1 ' 
then 
E [<(Xi. Xg) - 1]= < E i<PiX^ , Xg) - 1]2 , 
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where ip and (p* are defined in ($.23) and (5*2^ )• Furthermore, it will 
be demonstrated that 
^0 yCN^+Ng) + 1 
is optimal within the set {a | a^  < a < a^ } , in the sense that 
(5-27) E [<P* (Xi, Xa) - IT < E [<(4, 4) - 1]= , 
for all y (known), kg e (O, l] , and a e [a^ , a^ )^ . To see this, 
consider an arbitrary a e (a^ , a^ ) • The two estimators (p* (X^ , 
and (p^ (X^ , Xg) agree when 
Si 
+ 8g )  ^  ^
and also when 
Si 
K R + R )  ^81 + 82 
But when 
Si 
^0 Si + 8g ) < a , 
it follows that 
i6o 
and 
8  ^ + Sg ) 8  ^ + Sg ) " 
and consequently, 
8  ^ + Sg  ^ ~ yNj_ + L + 1 - '" î^^  8  ^ + 82  ^ " yN  ^ + L + 1 ' 
for all 8^ /(8^  + 8g) and L = yBg, yN^ +l, ... , which implies (5.27). 
The corresponding "optimal" c value (CQ) is found, using (5.25) 
and (5.26), to be 
=0 = (y»i»o + =0)"^ - 1 
y^ 2 
yN  ^ + 1 ' 
Thus, the following proposition has been proven: 
Proposition 5-3- The estimator T^ ^^  (c) uniformly dominates 
/g) Wl'Wg'? 
the estimator T^  when 0 < c < yN /(yN,+l) , and the optimal 
1 ^ 2 ^   ^
choice of c , in this class, is yWg/(yWj^ +l) . 
l6l 
Remarks• In the special case where y = 1 , m = 2 , = n-1 , 
and Ng = 1 ) the "optimal" choice of c for c e (O, l/n] is l/n . 
4-
That an optimal value of c , c e R > does not in general exist, was 
demonstrated in Proposition 4.2 (p-92). 
h. Other preference relationships among , 1 = 1, •••,7 
It has been shown that T^ ^^  ^ is uniformly dominated by 
(o) 2' 
T^   ^ and by T^ f „ (Sections 1 and 2). In addition, it was 
shown (Section 3) that for any c e (O, 'yNp/(yN,+l)] , T^  ^ (c) 
(2) (6) 1' 2' 
uniformly dominates T^  , and that T^ . is optimal within 
"2* 2  ^ ^2* 2^y 
that class. Since T^ i^s preferred to T^ )^» , it follows that 
 ^ Ni,Ng,y 
(5-28) 4'!N,,y  ^
Moreover, the preference result for the always pool estimators carries 
over to the general case, i.e.. 
(5-^9) i%y ^  
The proof is straightforward and is given in Part I of the Appendix. 
( p z )  A A 
Recall that the m.l.e., , may be written 0^ |^ *(O„) , where 
"2' 2'^  X d 
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and, as before, 
S, = Z X , i = 1, 2 . 
j=l 
Now consider the function defined by 
(5.30) •"(^ '(êg)) = mln [^ 9^ ) , +' ^  } , 
and the corresponding estimator 
(5.31) <p*(X3_, Xg) = . 
By Proposition 5-2, 
E [ipg(Xi, Xg) - < E - o-]2 , 
for all y (known), kg e (0, 1] , and a > 0 , with strict inequality 
when \|r* 0* • 
The estimator (p* may be written as follows : 
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v);(XrX2) = 
yN +1 
( -3#;- ) Si < Sg ' 
+ ^2 yNp+1 
yCKj^ +Ng) + 1 ' ( yN  ^ ) > Sg , 
I.e., 
Ni Ng 
E Xl1 % Xl1 + % Xgl 
(5.32) <p*(Xj^, Xg) = ^%(N^+Ng) ?1 
This estimator is called the "hybrid" estimator (since it combines (i) the 
best unbiased estimator, and (ii) the best invariant estimator when 
/ Y ^  kg = l), and is denoted ' . Thus, the m.l.e. is inadmissible, and 
d 1' 2^^  ^
the following proposition has been proved. 
r T1 
Proposition The hybrid estimator, jj y > uniformly domin-
f R ) 12 
ates the m.l.e., T„ „ 
By methods similar to those utilized in obtaining expressions (4.12b) 
and (^ .39)^  one may calculate that for the case y = 1 , = 1 , Eg = 2 
(writing k instead of kg) , 
m.s.e. n) = § —0  ^
' ' 2(l+k)3 8k(l+k)^  8k2(l+k) 
(5.33) 
+ 7  ^ + + /j" I , 
8k= 2(l+k)S 
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m.s. .a. (T(5) ) = I . _8 . _iÊ ^ 
' '  ^ 3(l+2k)J 9k(l+Zk)2 3k2(i+2k) 
(5.3 )^ 
+ _2_. A + _Ji + ^ 
3k 2 9k 3(i+2k)2 3k(l+2k) 
It is observed that 
(5.35) lim m.s.e. , ) = l/2 , 
> 0 k 
and 
(5.36) lim m.s -
k —> 0 
while at k = 1: 
e. (45)^ )^ . 1 , 
(5.37) m* s•o < = 15/32 = .468 
and 
(5.38) m.s.e. (Ti^ 2,l) = 33/81 = .40? 
Thus, in general 
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(Recall Definition 2. ) Moreover, since for any k e (O, 1] , 
(5.40) m.s.e. (T^ ^^  ^ ) = l/2 , 
it follows that 
It may be noted that results (5.39) and (5.'+l) are in contrast to results 
for the corresponding estimators in Chapter IV (cp. (4.36) and (4.3?)). 
For the case where y=l,N^ =l,Ng=2,a simple computation 
yields 
(5.1*2) m.s.e. = 9 -  ^  ^' 
It follows that 
(5.^ 3) lim m.s.e. (T^ )^ ) = * , 
k —* 0 
and when kg = 1: 
(5.44) m.s.e. (T^ 2^,1^  " l/3 
Consequently (cp. (5.4o)), 
l66 
(5-^ 5)  ^ ' 
In addition, comparing (5-35), (5.37), (5.^3), and ($.44), one may con­
clude that 
i%r ^ 4'jN ,^y • 
The above results also contrast to results for the corresponding estima­
tors in Chapter IV (cp. (4.5^ ) and (4.55)). It may be noted that the 
always pool estimators, and , are not comparable -with 
2' 2"' 
any of the estimators considered, except each other. 
As in Chapter IV, the only estimators, of the seven considered, which 
have not been shown to be inadmissible (by exhibiting a dominating estima­
tor) are ' snA 
appears to be the most appealing since it is the only one that uniformly 
(2) (7) dominates T„ , the best never pool estimator. However, 
NpNg,-)/  ^ M ,^N2,y 
remains a candidate since it is the only one that uniformly dominates 
the m.I.e. 
The preference relationships are diagrammed in Figure 5.4 below. 
C. Estimation of cr: m Gamma Populations with Ordered 
Scale Parameters and Known Shape Parameter 
1. Summary of the estimators 
The estimators considered in this part are generalizations (or slight 
modifications thereof) of the estimators investigated in Part B. Both the 
y (4) 
• N - . N J.Ï  
j ( 2 )  
'N,.N„Jf -f 
•r(6) 
• N i . N j . y  
t(3) 
* N „ N a ,  
J T(5) . 
.y 
%(/) 
'n,.n„ 
Figure 5.4. Preference relationships among the i = 1, ..7. (A —^  B means A is 
preferred to B. ) 1' 2'"^  
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best unbiased and the best invariant never pool estimators remain the 
same as in Part i.e., 
and 
respectively, where, extending the notation used in Part B, 
Ki 
(5.49) S = Z X. . , i = 1, . .., m 
0=1 
The best unbiased always pool estimator when = 1 , i = 1, .•., m , 
becomes 
m 
E S, 
yS N 
i=l  ^
while the best invariant always pool estimator when = 1, i = 1, ..., m, 
becomes 
m 
y S N.+l 
i=l 
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It is convenient to introduce the following notation: 
(5.52) min {A.} = min {A., A } . 
1 i^ l X n 
The generalized m.l.e.; given by 
J 
(5-53) "V-'V'' ° 
y Z N. J 
i=l  ^
and the generalized sometimes pool estimator, given by 
i=l  ^
are shown to possess the following property: 
(5'55) o rri(i) 
i ~ 5> 6 ; j = 3, ..., m . The generalized hybrid estimator, given by 
J m 
(5-56) ?!/)... m - min ( { -1^  }" ' } , 
m 
y S N, y S N.+l 
i=l i=l 
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( k )  
is shown to be preferred to the generalized m.l.e., w . • 
Ni, •.. ,\,y 
A sequential pooling procedure analogous to that considered by Singh 
(1971) is defined as follows: 
.^ if 
S, + 8_ S, Nt 
—7—— ^  . i f  —  >  — = •  
+ Ng) ' 8 Ng 
S + S N + N 
( 5 - 5 7 )  and q  ^ < ~r-^  , 8 N 
8% + Sg + 83 _ 81 
+ Ng + N3) ' Sg ^ Ng 
s + s N, + N_ 
This estimator is shown to be uniformly dominated by the generalized 
f 5 ) 
m.l.e.,  ^ • A modification of the above procedure (denoted 
1 ^ 2 ^  3 ^  
N -J shown to be uniformly dominated by • 
1 ' 2 ' 3 ' ' 1 ^ 2 ^ 3 ' ' 
The estimators , i . 5 ,  6, 7 , and  ^. 
J = 5, 6 , may be viewed as preliminary test estimators incorporating 
multiple tests of significance. These results may be regarded as 
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providing a theoretical basis for the practice of "sometimes pooling" in 
certain scale estimation problems. 
2. Generalized m.l.e. and the proof that is 
1  ^' ' ' •* j 
preferi-aa to 
In Part B, the m.l.e. of (a, k^ ) was derived for the case m = 2 . 
Similar calculations (though much more tedious) yield the following m.l.e. 
of (a, kg, k^ ) for the case m = 3: 
A A A  N p 8 _  N _ 8 .  
(a, kg, k^ ) = ( ^  ) ' if 
(5-58) 
s (Ng + N^)S^ 
 ^ + Sj) ' N^tSg + Sj) ' ' " 
, "l =2 , "2 =1 , "l 
s; ^ 5g' s; > ag » 
8i+ Sg ^ *3(81 + Sg) ^ 
" ( + Ng) '  ^  ' (% + NgjSg ) ' if 
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S + S + S 
^ y(N^ + Ng + Ng) > 
8l _ »1  ^ 8i + Sg Ni + Ng 
 ^ > Ng — > — 
Si %! 8 N 
- s; <  ^' s; >  ^
"l > ^1 
} 
Sg + 8, Bg + N, ' 
(This result may be implicit in the results of Brunk (I958, I965) and. 
Van Eeden (I958). 
A A A 
Note that the m.l.e. (a, kg, k^ ) may be interpreted in terms of 
repeated tests of significance as follows. First test kg = 1 using 
the critical region S^ /Sg < N^ /Ng • If is rejected, test Hg: kg=k2 
using the critical region Sg/S^  < Ng/N^  • If Hg is rejected, the sam­
ples are not pooled and the estimate is given by 
, fl. % % , \ «vyTvr ) Iff a ' w a ' 
' *l8g ' NiSg 
If Hg is accepted, another hypothesis, H^ : kg = k^  = 1 , is tested 
using the critical region Sj^ /(Sg + S^ ) < Nj^ /(Ng + N^ ) • If H^  is 
accepted, the three samples are pooled, yielding the estimate 
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8n + 8 + S 
(5-59) ( .Vm  ^ . M , 1, 1) • y(N  ^ + Ng + Ng 
If is rejected, the samples of size Ng and are pooled yielding 
the estimate 
(Ng + (Ng +  ^
^ ' N (^Sg + Sg) ' K^CSg + Sg) ) ' 
If is accepted, test H^ : kg = = 1 using the critical region 
(Si + 8g)/82 < (N^  + Ng)/N^  . (Note that this critical region differs 
from that used to test previously.) If is accepted, the three 
samples are pooled, yielding (5'59)' If is rejected, the samples of 
size N^  and Ng are pooled, yielding the estimate 
, 8l + Sg , , 
 ^ + Ng) ' '• ' + WgJSg ' • 
Moreover, note that, for m = 3, the m.l.e. of a may be written 
A S- S- + Sp S, + S„ + S„ 
(5-60) a = mm { ^  , ' y(N^  + Ng + N^ ) ^ ' 
In general, one may consider the estimator 
17*+ 
(5.61) n(5) = min C 
J 
j 
y 2 
1=1 
m 
N. 
} , 
j=l 
which is called the generalized maximum likelihood estimator (or general­
ized m.l.e.). In the present context, it is convenient to prove the 
following generalization of Proposition 5.1. 
i^ 
Proposition 5»5» Let 8. = E X.. , i = 1, ..., m , where the 
j=l 
X..'s are distributed according to the generalized identified model Ij 
(Part A, p. 136). Moreover, let 
3 
and 
A 
9. 
j-1 
j 
j = 2, , m . Furthermore, let 
0. (u) = , 
j = 2 ,  ..., m-1 , and 
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0*(u) = min [0.(u), l/y Z N.} , 
 ^  ^ i=l  ^
j =1, ..., m-1 , where 0^ , . ., are arbitrary positive-valued 
functions of positive r.v.'s. Then, using juxtaposition of functions to 
denote composition. 
for all 0 <  ^k j < ... < = 1 , CT> 0 ,  w i t h  s t r i c t  i n e q u a l i t y  
unless 
• • • '  -W~ • 
Proof. By Lemma 5.2, one can act as if there exists auxiliary r.v.'s 
~ TNB(yN^ ^^ , , where is independent of {S^ , ..., S^ , 
i^+2' , i = 1, ., j , and such that given L (= (L^ , ... , ly)). 
Si a) , i = 2, ..., j+1 . Thus, given L , 0^  Gg, 
A 
and ®j+2 are independent (by a generalization of the result stated in 
A 
Problem 7.9, p. I88, Wilks, I962). It follows that 0, . , and 
A  ^
0j 0j_2 ••• ^ 2*^ 1^ ®2^  G-re (conditionally) independent estimators of 
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J+1 J+1 A 
ya E N./k and [y E N./k ] , respectively, and 0 is un-
lz-1  ^  ^ i=l  ^  ^
biased. 
j+1 1 
Since the maximum value of [y 2 N./k.] is attained when 
i=l  ^
k_ = 1 , i = 1, j+1 , it follows that 
1 -^0- ... -^0 (^9 )^ j+1 , 
y z N,/k 
i=l  ^  ^
A A 
< ... --i?r 
y s N A 
i=l 
and thus 
-W L] 
y 2 N /k 
i=l  ^  ^
A A 
< K ... I 
y 2 N /k 
i=l  ^  ^
Moreover, since min {x, y] < x , for x, y e , 
10-0- ... 0^x(2,)| < 10,(0- ... 
An application of Lemma 5-1 yields the desired result. 
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The preference relation 
j =2, ..., m-1 , is an immediate consequence of the above proposition, 
if one sets 
A 
yN, 
and 
0^ (u) — u J i - 2j '••} j • 
3- Generalized sometimes pool estimator, t1^  ^ „ , and proof that 
The result obtained for the sometimes pool estimator T^ .^ will 
1' 2'^  
now be extended to m (> 3) samples (or equivalently, m-1 types of 
spurious observations). Define 
j 
(5-S3) T ' ' 
y z N.+i 
1=1 
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the generalized sometimes pool estimator. It is convenient to first prove 
a proposition which generalizes Proposition 5.2. 
i^ 
Proposition 5-6. Let S. =SX., i=l, ...,m, where the 
j=l 
X.,'s are distributed according to the generalized identified model 
(Part A, p. 136). Moreover, let 
and 
j-1 
E 
i=l i^ 9. = j 
j = 2, ..., m . Furthermore, let 
•f(u) = , 
j = 2, ..., m-1 , and 
j+1 
*j(u) = min l/(y Z N^ +l)] , 
i=l 
j =1, ..., m-1 , where ..., \|t^  are positive-valued functions of 
positive r.v.'s. If the estimators T. and T* are defined by J J 
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" ®i,j+l ^ j(^ j-i h 
i = «ij+if+ri- ^ 
where juxtaposition of functions denotes composition, then 
E [Tj - o]2 < E [Tj - a]2 , 
for 0 < < ... < = 1 , j = 2, ra-1 , a > 0 , with 
strict inequality when \|;j(u) ^  ^j(u) . 
Proof. Since estimators of the form 
"j 
are invariant under scale change, it may be assumed, without loss in 
generality, that a = 1 . It is evident that 8^  ~ r(yN^ , k^ )^ , i = 
1, •••, j+1 • By Lemma 5*2, one can act as if there exists auxiliary 
r.v.'s ~ TNB(yN^ ^^ , k_^ )^ , where is independent of {S^ , ..., 
i^+2' ®j+l^  ' i = 1, j , such that given L (= (L^ , - " 
®i ~ 1) . Now 
=  • • •  )  
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A A 
= E E ... - 1]=I ii 
( 5. 6Î4- ) 
= E {E E ... 
A A 
-  ^ 1] E ... •|*tî(e2)9j+i) I L] +1) , 
since, given L , 0^  Q^ , ..., and are independent. But 
G(Gl,j+l I i ' = rNj, + 
A 
E(0' 1 4+1 I & ) = (yN, + s L ) (yW + E L. + 1) 
X i=l 1  ^ i=l ^  
which in combination with (5-6^ ) yields 
E[Tj -1]2 = E{E[^ 2(*J2i ••• + 
A A 
- 2E[ijij(\|,... ^^y|i*(Q2)0j^  ^ I L] (yïïj^  + E L )^ + l} 
E[E[(7^  ^ + + Z^L.+ 1) ... 
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1 + 1 ] t 
yN + S L. + 1 yN, + S L.+ 1 
1=1 ^  i=l ^  
The desired result obtains, since 
A A 
*/• , ** [•*(•« ... 1— 
yN + E L. + 1 
i=l 
A A 1 
- ••• • —3— 
yK + Z L. + 1 
i=l 
for all Gg, ..., , and where i 
Ij • • •> j • 
The preference relation 
is an immediate consequence of the above proposition, upon setting 
A 
A 0, 
+l(®2) =  ^
and 
u 
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The results (5-62) and (5.65) are perhaps not surprising. Neverthe­
less, they are of interest since they suggest more enthusiastic pooling 
than is sometimes customary in analysis of variance (see Part D, Section 3)* 
•^ Other estimators of a based on repeated tests of significance 
A 
The definitions of S. , 0. , f^*(u) , and 0*(u) given in Propo-
J J J J 
8 it Ion 5*5 will be retained throughout this section, with 
= 3% 
and 
Ç^ j(u) = u , j =- 2, • • •, m^ l * 
Juxtaposition will, as before, denote composition of functions. 
The generalized hybrid estimator, T.^  „ , is defined as 
follows : 
j m 
n 4^ r; , 4^ Î • 
y Z N ^  y S  N . + l  
i=l i=l ^  
The above estimator may be written in the form 
vcci-c<^r(v . 
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where 
= min {u, — } . 
y S N,+l 
i=l 
A 
Mimicking the proof of Proposition .5.6 (with j = m and = l) it may be 
concluded that 
 ^ - .p 
< ® ••• ' 
for 0 < k < k <^...<k-=l and a > 0 , with strict inequality 
m — m-1 — — 1 ' 
when ,);*(u) ^  u . 
Now, since 
(5-67) VCi---' 
the generalized m.l.e. is seen to be inadmissible. This may be rephrased 
as 
(7) 
Proposition 5 . 7 .  The generalized hybrid estimator, T„ „ , 
uniformly dominates the generalized m.l.e., T„ „ 
There are other sometimes pooling procedures which arise quite 
naturally in analysis of variance. For example, Singh (1971) investigated 
1% 
a pooling procedure for estimating the largest variance of three normal 
populations. A procedure for estimating a , analogous to the aforemen­
tioned, may be defined as follows: 
3(5) = , 
Si + S2 
yi\ + Ng) ' if > 
(5.68) 
Si + Sg + 
+ Ng + N )^ ' if !i > 
The above estimation procedure is shovm to be uniformly dominated by the 
f 5 ) 
maximum likelihood estimator, „ 
To see this, consider the following cases: 
Case 1. If S^ /n^  < (S^  + Sgj/CN^  + Ng) and S^ /(S^  + Sg + 8_) 
< Ni/(Ni + Ng + N^ ) , then 
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T(5) _ g(5) _ i  
Case 2. If S^ /N^  < (8^  + + N^ ) and 8^ /(8^  + 82 + 8 ) 
> N^ /(Nj^  + Ng + Nj) , then 
„(5) * ^2 + 
y(N  ^ + Ng + K3) ' 
gb) _ a_ 
N ,^N2,N ,^y yN  ^ ' 
Case 3. If 8^ /N^  > (S^  + 82)/(N^  + Ng) and (8^  + 82)/(N^  + Ng) 
< (8^  + Sg + Sgj/fNi + Ng H- N^ ) , then 
t(5) _ 3(5) . Si + Sg 
N^,Ng,N^,y y(N^ + Ng) 
Case 4. If S^ /n^  > (S^  + 8g)/(N^  ^+ Ng) and (S^  + 8g)/(N^  + Ng) 
> (Sj_ + 8g + Sgj/fNi + Ng + N^ ) , then 
t(5) _ „(5)  ^ ^2 * 
\,Ng,N ,^y ''N ,^Ng,N2,y y(N]^  + Ng + N )^ ' 
Thus 
^^^Ng^N .^y ®1,3 ' 
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where 
p**(02, ©3) = max {0^ (02' y(Nj_ + Ng + N ) ^ Case 2 above , 
A 
= 0**0^ (02) , Otherwise . 
It may be observed that 
and 
< |p^ (^Gg)| . 
By the argument used to prove Proposition 5*5^  it may be concluded that 
E 2 - 0]2 < E [8^ 3^ pg%(êg) - 0]= , 
for 0 < < kg < = 1 and a > 0 , with strict inequality when the 
set of points satisfying 
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!l , Sj + Sg + 8, 
 ^ + «2 + H ' 
f 5 ) has non-zero probability. Consequently, „ -kt uniformly dominates 
®N ,N ,H ,y • 
( 6 )  
By a similar argument, the sequential estimator , given 
1/ 2/ 3/ 
by 
3(6) _ _A_ ^1 < 25J2 
- yN^+1  ^ Sg yNg 
Si + 82 
y(N  ^ + Ng) + 1 ' 
(5-69) 
yN. +1 
and 
Si + Sg  ^ y(% + Ng) + 1 
S, yN, 
81 + Sg + 8_ Sj_ yN^+1 
y(N  ^ + Ng + Ng) + 1 ' ÊÇ > 
81+8. y(NT + Np) + 1 
and  ^  ^
may be shovm to be uniformly dominated by  ^ • These results 
1' 2' 3'^  
are summarized in 
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f "5 ) 
Proposition 5. 8 .  The sequential pooling procedures S,; „ . 
and S„ are inadmissible, and moreover, 
2' 3' ^  
(i) & 0(5) 
(ii) 
I / NifNgjNg/y * . 
One might try to investigate analogues of and „ 
2^ 3' ^  1' 2^ 3'' 
for the case of n (> 3) populations. It may be remarked that inadmissi­
bility cannot be verified in the simple manner possible for k = 3- There 
is also some question as to what is the most natural generalization of the 
sequential procedure to the case of m (>3) populations. The preference 
relationships are diagrammed in Figure 5-5 below. 
D. Applications: Scale Estimation in Life Testing, 
Normal Populations, and Analysis of Variance 
1. Improved estimation of expected life 
The theoretical development presented in Chapters IV and V is of more 
than "just" academic interest. Such procedures are used extensively by 
applied statisticians and researchers in an effort to obtain better esti­
mates and tests. For example, to estimate the expected life of a particu­
lar item, suppose "lifetimes" are observed and, in addition, 
observations (supposedly on the same item as above) are available from 
another source. It is suspected that the latter (Ng) observations may 
T(2) 
lN„N2,Jf 
t O )  
(6) 
Ni.Nj.r 
7(7) 
i 
(6) 
N„N2.N3,r 
: 
C(6) 
*^N,,N2,N3.r 
j ( 7 )  
i 
(5) 
N,,N2,y 
(6) 
N, N„,if 
(5) 
N„Nj,N3,r 
i 
C(5) 
^N,.N2,N3,* 
Figure 5.5. Preference relationships among the , i = 1, .., ifi' ' ' ' y 
SI „ , i = 5, 6. (A —V B means A is preferred to B. ) 
T 
• N ,  N„,r 
i 
(5) 
N, N„,r 
7 ,  5 = 2 ,  m ,  a n d  
00 
vo 
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be contaminated (spurious) in that they may contain a positive bias. This 
could come about if the supplier (of the suspect data) has an interest in 
securing an inflated estimate of the expected life. Or, it may be that 
the Ng observations were taken at an earlier time and due to changes in 
the production process (e.g., "planned obsolescence"), it is felt that 
the expected life of the item has been reduced. Another possibility is 
that the measuring or recording apparatus has been impaired and conse­
quently yields positively biased data. Such contamination, however, may 
be negligible, in which case the two samples should be pooled in order to 
obtain a more precise estimate. 
In the situation described above, the generalized identified model 
(for m = 2) may not be unrealistic. In this case, by Proposition 5*2, the 
sometimes pool estimator, , is preferred to the never pool esti-
In contrast to the above examples, all of the data may be "trust­
worthy," but prior information and physical considerations may enable one 
to stratify the data into two independent and possibly different groups. 
It is assumed that the observations which form the first group have smaller 
expected life than those in the second group. The desideratum is to 
estimate the smaller expected life. 
For example, in cancer research a number of white mice are injected 
with a common drug and their "elapsed positive reaction time" observed 
(cp. p. 62). It is assumed that mice have reaction time cr , say, 
while a few (Ng) of the mice, because of their physical characteristics, 
are assumed to have reaction time a/k , 0 < k < 1 (a, k unknown). An 
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estimate of a is desired. 
Another possible application involves industrial life testing experi­
ments where observations are taken on a system (or system component) 
in a laboratory, while observations are available from an actual, 
real world test. Because of the supposedly optimal conditions of the 
laboratory and the absence of various environmental "shock" factors found 
in the real world, the expected life of the component as tested in the 
laboratory may be assumed to be greater than the expected life of the 
component in the real world. The desideratum is to estimate the expected 
life in the real world, i.e., the smaller expected life. 
For a third possible application, consider a system (e.g., an air­
plane or a space vehicle) in which a certain component (e.g., an engine or 
cooling unit) consists of a "primary" unit, which is ordinarily used, and 
a "stand-by" unit, which goes into operation (via a switching device) 
should the primary unit fail^ . The primary unit may be considerably newer 
than the stand-by, which may have been stored for an extended period prior 
to its use. Under these conditions, it may not be unrealistic to assume 
that the stand-by unit has a shorter expected life than the primary unit. 
One has available observations on the stand-by unit and Ng obser­
vations on the primary unit. An estimate of the expected life of the 
stand-by unit is desired. 
In each of the above three examples, assuming the generalized identi­
fied model (m = 2), the PT estimator is preferred to the never 
 ^Thanks go to Bruce Bowerman for suggesting this example. 
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(2) 
pool estimator T„ , as an estimator of the smaller expected life 
(a). If an estimate of the larger expected life is desired, the sometimes 
pool estimator is preferred to the never pool estimator 
^2'^ A A V 
•when y = 1 and = 1 . For > 1 , the m.l.e. a/kg (cp. (5.18a) 
and (5.18b)) may be used, but its properties (vis-à-vis never pooling) 
have not been well established. 
2. Improved estimation of the smaller variance of two normal distributions 
The results of Chapters IV and V may also be used to obtain an im­
proved estimate of the smaller variance of two normal populations. (The 
corresponding result for m (> 2) populations is an obvious generaliza­
tion. ) 
Let ~ N(p^ , t|) , i =1, N^ +1 , and ~ ^(pg' t|) , 
i =1, ..., Np+1 , where the Z. and ZÎ are independent. Furthermore, 1 J 
let 
N^+1 
(5.70a) V = S (Z. - Z)2 
1=1 ^ 
and 
Ng+l 
(5-70b) W = Z (Z' - Z')^  • 
i=l 1 
Then, V/T  ^~ and W/T| ~ • Thus, V has the same distribution 
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^1 
as 2 2 , where X^  ~ r(l/2, a) , and ¥ has the same 
1=1 Ng 1 
distribution as 2 E X^  ^, where X^ ,^ ..., X^  ^~ r(l/2, a/k) , and 
Tj = tJ , = a/k , 0 < k < 1 . Then by Proposition $.1, the "restricted" 
m.I.e. of Tj (Thompson, 1962), given by 
*2 _ . f V/g + W/2 
2T1  ^ N /^2  ^ N /^2 + Ng/2 J 
N^+1 N^+1 Ng+l 
z  ( z .  -  z ) 2  2  ( z  -  z ) 2  +  z  ( z :  -  Z ' ) 2  
= .in ' 3 ' 
has (uniformly) smaller m.s.e. than the (unbiased) never pool estimator, 
given by 
N^+l 
Ag 
1  ^
V/2 i=i 
E (Z, - Z) 2 
1 
1 N /^2 
I.e., 
(5-71) si A 
Moreover, by Proposition 5*2, the sometimes pool estimator, viz.. 
19^  
^2 _ . f V/2 V/2 + W/2 
4" !^  ^ N /^2 + 1 ' (N  ^ + ^ )^I2. + 1 J 
N^+1 N^+1 Ng+1 
z (z - z)2 % (z. - z)^  + z (z: - Z')2 
m - î n  f  1=1 1=1 1=1 "• 1 
I + 2 ' N + N + 2  ^ ' 
is preferred to the (invariant) never pool estimator 
si 
N^+1 
Z (Z 
1=1 ^ 
Z): 
+ 2 
i.e., 
(5-72) 
A 
k^l 3^1 
The above results and those of Chapter IV, Part D, Section 3, giving 
uniformly smaller m.s.e.'s for PT estimators, are in general agreement 
with the results of Bancroft (19^ )^ as summarized in his Table II for his 
parameter \ = 1 . 
Mehta and Gurland (1969) suggest using a weighted estimator of the 
type suggested by Huntsberger (1955). Consider estimators of the form 
(5.73) A jj _ + [1 - A] 2(N - 1) ' 
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where V and W are defined in (5.70a) and .(5.70b), = N - 1 , 
and 0 < A < 1. Following Huntsberger, the m. s.e. of such an estimator 
assumes a minimum when 
A = N - 3 - (N - 1) + (N + 1) 
N + 1 - 2k"^  (N - 1) + k"^  (N + 1) 
where k = • Mehta and Gurland suggest replacing k (which is 
unknown) by [c + dF]"^  , where c and d are suitably selected con­
stants and F = V/W . The resulting expression for A may be considered 
a function of F and is denoted r^^ F^) . 
Since for certain values of c and d , t^^ F^) can assime negative 
values with positive probability, it may be wise to use only the positive 
part of \1i-|_(F) . Moreover, since 
vTw ' . 
A 
a weighted estimator of the form (5.73) and denoted may be written 
(5.7^) VTW ) )] 2^ ' 
where 
•s' vTw ) = *l(F) , « ti(F) > 0 
= 0 , otherwise. 
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Alternatively, one may write (5.?'+) as 
^ l^ = Y + \j )(V + W) , 
where 
3^^  V + "W  ^ V+W^ V + W"^ 2^ "^ ^ 2^  V + W ' 
which is a positive-valued function of a positive r.v. 
N-1 
and 
j=i " 
Now, V has the same distribution as 2S^  = 2 Z , 
N-1 
W has the same distribution as 2 S ^  = 2  Z X_ . , where X. . ~ r(l/2, cr), 
j=l 
Xgj r(l/2, cr/k) , j = 1, N-1 , = a , t| = cr/k , 0 < k < 1 , 
and the X^ '^s and the Xgj's are independent. Thus, the estimator 
(5.75) )(Sl + Sg) ' 
where 
A 
2 has the same distribution as « By Proposition $.1, it follows that 
the estimator given in (5-75) is uniformly dominated by 
+ 8g )(Si + Sg) , 
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where 
Therefore, the estimator 
si = "i" rfw ). H I +1 ) 
= min {ili^ ( , 2(N - 1) ^  (^  + W) 
uniformly dominates 
^Ti = iJtjC Y + w )(V + W) , 
i.e., 
(5.76) gî  ^ 5î • 
A similar result may be obtained for a modified estimator of the 
form 
Am - . 
using Proposition 5.2. The weighting functions are somewhat more cong)li-
cated however, and since the argument essentially mimics the preceding one, 
it is omitted. 
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The weighted estimator has been shown to be inadmissible by 
A 
exhibiting a dominating estimator, viz., . It should be noted that 
A 
the estimator is slightly different from that considered by Mehta 
and Gurland, since only the positive part of the weighting function 
A 
was used in . Moreover, Mehta and Gurland did not restrict their 
parameter space to 0 < k < 1 (which corresponds to t|/t^  > 1). How­
ever, they emphasize this case (in particular the case 1 < T|/T^  < 10) 
in their Table 1. 
Among the PT estimators studied in this section, it is known that 
(5.77) 2^1 4?! 
A A 
(cp. ( 5 . 3 9 ) ) -  Furthermore, it is conjectured that and are 
A 
not cougar able with . 
The above PT estimators may be useful in certain applied problems. 
For example, suppose that two experimenters are taking observations and 
that the first experimenter is more experienced than the second (Mehta 
and Gurland, I969). Assuming that the observations are drawn from normal 
populations, it may not be unreasonable to further assume that the vari­
ance (t^ ) of the first population is less than or equal to the variance 
A 
(Tg) of the second population. In this case, the PT estimators , 
, and , might be appropriate for the estimation of , 
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3• Improved estimation of variance components in analysis of variance 
In the analysis of variance (AOV) for certain commonly used experi­
mental designs, a natural ordering, or partial ordering, of variances 
(expected mean squares) of normal distributions obtains. Since the error 
variance is typically the smallest expected mean square, an improved 
estimate (over the usual unbiased one) may be obtained by utilizing the 
PT procedures investigated in Part C and elucidated for variance estima­
tion in the preceding section. Moreover, in the case of random or mixed 
effects models, other variance components may be estimated with smaller 
mean squared error using procedures which incorporate preliminary tests 
of significance. A statistical model for the types of analyses of vari­
ance for which the aforementioned PT procedures yield improved estimates 
of variance components is now defined. 
Let the sum of squares, degrees of freedom, mean square, and expected 
mean square, corresponding to the i^  ^row of the analysis of variance be 
denoted , f^  (> l) , (= 8^ /f^ ), and (= E(MJ )^) , i = 1, ..., k. 
Let 
(5.78) S./E. ~ XJ. ; 
and 
(5-79) Ej = z "I + bjKf , 
J-J-
i = 1, ..., k , where 
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(5.80) 
— 0 f if i e {if ^1' ' ' ' > 0^] > 
> 0 , otherwise , 
for some <= {2, ..., k] , and 
(5.81) 
a^ j = 0 , if j > i or j = i / [1, ...,0^ 1 
= 1 , if j = 1 , 
> 0 , if j = i G 
> 0 , otherwise , 
and K? > 0 , a? > 0 , i = 1, ..., k . Moreover, the matrix P is 
defined by the equation 
(5-82) 
E, 
E. 
E. 
cr 
i.e., P is the matrix formed by deleting the rows of A corresponding 
to the which contain a positive b^  . It is assumed that P is non-
singular so that unbiased estimates of the (j| , i = 1, , 
may be obtained by calculating 
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(5.83) 
M, 
M. 
M. 
i.e., linear combinations of the  ^ i = 1, • 
The above formulation defines a "mixed model" where some of the 
effects are random and some are fixed. The CT? , i = 1, ••., , 
are variance components arising from the random effects, while the K? , 
i = 1, ..., k (i / 1, ..., j_^ ) , represent the variance contribution 
due to the fixed effects. If t = 0 , the above formulation reduces to 
a "fixed effects" model; if t = k-1 , the above model becomes a "random 
effects" model. Many commonly used experimental design models have the 
above AOV properties. These include many experimental design models with 
equal numbers in the subclasses, e.g., crossed classification models (with 
or without interaction), n-fold hierarchical design models, split plot 
models, as well as hierarchical designs with unequal numbers in the sub­
classes. For example, consider a 2 x 2 factorial with factor A at a 
levels (fixed), factor B at b levels (random), and interaction de­
noted AB . The AOV, using the above notation, is given in Table $.1 
below. 
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Table 5.1. Analysis of variance for a 2 x 2 factorial (a fixed, b random) 
Source fj^  8^  
A % = a-1 4^ cT  ^ + nUg + 
B 
3^ 
= b-1 
3^ M3 + naOg 
AB 2^ 
= (a-l)(b-l) 
2^ 
Error 1^ 
= ab(n-l) 
"l "î 
In this case 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
n 
0 
n 
0 
0 
na 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
and 
b = 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
nb 
0 
n 
0 
0 
0 
na 
which is non-singular. 
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The desideratum is to estimate the variance components , 
i = 1, ..•, . The standard procedure is to equate the expected 
mean squares to the mean squares and solve for the variance components, 
as in (5*82) and (5-83)* This method is commonly referred to as the 
analysis of variance (AOV) method. Estimates obtained by this method are 
obviously inadmissible, since negative estimates can occur with positive 
probability. Moreover, estimates obtained by taking the positive part of 
the AOV estimates are shown to be inadmissible by exhibiting dominating 
estimators (which are based on repeated tests of significance). 
Proposition 5.9. In the above model defined in (5.78) through (5.83) 
consider an arbitrary s [1, j,, ..., j,} and suppose that E < J- ± "C ^1 ~ 
E < ... < E. , where 1 < r < k . Then 
2^ ~ ~ 
2 f + 2 
1=1 ^1 
uniformly dominates 
j-1 
2",^  = mln ( ^  
J-1 
Z f + 2 
1=1 ^1 
j=2 
which, in turn, uniformly dominates 
2Ck 
\ 
Proof. The proof is simply a matter of applying Proposition 5.6 
(and (5.28)) to the problem of estimating the smallest variance of r 
normal populations as was done in the preceding section for r = 2 . The 
details are omitted. 
It is convenient to state the following lemma due to Klotz, Milton, 
and Zacks (1969). 
Lemma. (Klotz, Milton, and Zacks). If T < U and E [T - < 
E [U -  ^ then E [T^  - o^ ]^ < E [u"^  - , where = max {x, 0} . 
The following proposition provides for improved estimation of vari­
ance components in the model under consideration. 
Proposition $.10. In the above model defined in (5.78) through 
(5.83), consider an arbitrary mean square Hp > e [1, , 
whose expectation is given by 
Pi 
E_ = E a . a? 
1^ i=l ^ 1^   ^
Moreover, define the following estimators of : 
^1 
S /f - U T 
_ Pi Pi Pl-1 
1 Pi a. 
PlPl 
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A w - v- i i -
PiPi 
A 
3I, 
4°; 
[M„ t ]"_ 
S f  ^^  
1=1 
Pl^l 
[min [ 
A 
5"?, 
J 
E S 
1=1 9l 
Z fL + 2 
1=1 ^1 
Vi 
p^-1 
where U - is an unbiased estimator of E a . CT? and E < E < 
Pi-i 1.1 Pi^ 1 fi - % -
• • •  ^E • Tlisn 
- l'a 
( i i )  3 . ;^  ^  2»;^  .  
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("1) ^ 2*0, ' 
( iv )  ^  3°;^  
1=1 
Proof• Since each a| is assumed to be estimable (by the AOV method), 
r 
one can find a linear combination of r (< t) mean squares } 
namely 
such that 
Pi-i 
where  ^ t^^  ' max^ jg^  < , and c^  e R , 
X — 1 ,  r  • 
A A 
Now, if ,E and are estimators of E based on one or 
^ ^ Pi . *1 
more^ of 8^ ,^ • • •. . such that , E - E^ ]^^  < 
E [-.E - E , and U  ^ is an unbiased estimator of 
Pi Pi Pi" J-
\ ' Vi"pi ' 
, , s . )  
PlPl 1 PiPi ^ 
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The above result follows directly from the above lemma and the fact that 
A A 
,E and _E are independent of U , • 1 p^ 2 p^ p^-1 
Result (i) then follows since 
-  I "  " P l - l  "  V p i ' P I '  
For estimation of E , the following preference relations obtain: 
^1 
Pi _ Pi 
& f + 2  ^f 
Pi Pi 
(cp. Goodman, 1953) and 
J 
Z SI n 8 
i=l Pi .9- _ Pi 
min { — }  ^
3 
Z f„ 
i=l Pi 
j= l  P i  
(cp. Proposition 5.5). Results (ii) and (iii) follow upon application of 
(5.8^ 4-), where S /(f + 2) and 
Pi Pi 
' fr 
i=l Pi 
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A 
are substituted for , and S /f is substituted for 
Pi Pi Pi ^ Pi 
For estimation of E ; the following preference relation obtains ; 
^1 
D 
S S 
min {  ^
Z f + 2 V ^ ^  
i=l Pi 
(cp. Proposition $.6). Result (iv) follows upon application of (5'8^ ), 
where 
j 
= G 
E f + 2 
i=l ^ i 
A A 
is substituted for „E , and S /(f +2) is substituted for E 
^ Pi Pi Pi -L Pi 
This completes the proof. 
Remarks. The above propositions imply that (i) the AOV (unbiased) 
A A 
estimator of error variance E^  (= a^ ) , namely, E^^  (= , is inad-
A A ^ 
missible and is dominated by the FT estimator E^^  (= , and (11) the 
usual estimators of an arbitrary , namely, and , are 
P A P P 
inadmissible since they are dominated by , which in turn is dominated 
A 
by the FT estimator . 
It should be noted that in general there wil3. be several (perhaps 
many) possible orderings E, < E, < ... < E^  and E < E < ... <E , 
1 - ig - - /Sj, Pi - Pa - - Pq 
and indeed several possible values of r and q , from which to select. 
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Based on previous results (Propositions 5*5 and ^ •6)j it would seem wise 
to select the orderings "maximally," i.e., so that r and q are as 
large as possible. In addition, certain insights from standard AOV pro­
cedures might be incorporated in the selection of the E 's and the 
i 
E 's • For example, it may be deemed more sensible to consider pooling 
^i 
error with higher order interactions, than to "by-pass" the higher order 
interactions and consider pooling error with lower order interactions 
and/or main effects. 
This selection should be done prior to analyzing the data, since any 
data dependent selection would introduce disturbances in the distribution 
of the estimators. Alternatively, one could randomly select an ordering 
using a table of random numbers, but in light of the previous paragraph, 
this may not be wise. 
As an example of the use of Propositions 5*9 and $.10, consider the 
2x2 factorial mixed model described in Table 5.I (p. 202). The above 
propositions (5-9 and 5.10) imply that the estimators 
 ^ A S, S, + 8 S, + + S_ 
3®1 3*1^ " ^ f^ + 2 ' fi + fg + 2 ' + 2  ^' 
A -, S„ + S|. S 
-a? 1 r„. r ^2 ^2 " % , °1 + Lmin  I  f +  o ;  f j. -p.  j-oj ~  -p  J  ;  
and 
52 n L I + 2 ' fg + f^  + 2 J f^  
si ° M [ 
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uniformly dominate the estimators 
A A 8^ 8^ + Sg 
2^1 2^1^ " ^ f^ + 2 ' f^ + fg + 2 
A 
3*2 
i [ _ 
n L fr + 2 
and 
A 
2^3 
which, in turn, uniformly dominate the unbiased AOV estimators 
and 
A A 8 .  
i"! = ] 
A 1 8_ SL 
li = ss: ] 
respectively. 
Some numerical examples are now presented in order to illustrate the 
use of the above procedures and to compare them with standard procedures. 
The procedures used in the following examples are (i) AOV method, 
(ii) Thompson's "restricted maximum likelihood estimators," 
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(ill) an iterative procedure (Hartley and Vaughn, 1972) for obtaining 
A A A 
m.l.e.'s, and (iv) the PT estimators of type (= and , 
p > 2 , defined in Propositions 5*9 and $.10. 
Snedecor and Cochran (1967, p. 289) cite data on pig breeding. Five 
sires are to be evaluated where each sire is mated to a random group of 
dams, and each mating produces a litter of pigs. The variable being 
measured is average daily weight gain of two pigs selected at random from 
each litter. The data are summarized in the analysis of variance given in 
Table $.2 below. Following Hartley and Vaughn, "sires" will be regarded 
as a random effect for purposes of illustrating the estimation techniques. 
Table 5•2* Analysis of variance for pig data 
Source f. S. M. E. 
I l l  1  
Sires 1+ 
.09973 .02^ 93 1^ ^^ 2 ^^ 3 
Dams/same sire 5 •56355 .11271 of + 2cr| 
Pairs/same dam 10 .38700 .03870 
-
Using the estimator of Proposition 5.9, an improved estimate 
of is 
3^ = = Mn t ^ ,^ hsm ) 
= .03225 . 
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Using the estimator of type , an improved estimate of is 
A 
1 ^ .66328 
11 } - .03870] 
.01080 , 
and an improved estimate of is 
A 
5I 
1 
IT .11271] 
= 0 • 
(Snedecor assumed "sires" to be a fixed effect, in which case the above 
estimates of and a| remain the same.) The above FT estimates, 
along with (i) AOV estimates, (ii) Thompson's "restricted m.I.e.'s" 
(r. m . l . e . ' s ) ,  a n d  ( i i i )  H a r t l e y ' s  m . l . e . ' s ,  a r e  p r e s e n t e d  i n  T a b l e  5 - 3  
below. 
Table 5-3« Comparison for two-fold hierarchical design 
Estimates 
AOV 
r.m.l.e. 
ffl.l.e. 
FT 
.03870 
.03870 
.03870 
.03225 
.03701 
.01750 
.01381 
.01080 
-.02195 
0 
0 
0 
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Brownlee (I96O, p. 44l) cites data on the can-making properties of 
tin plate. Two methods of annealing were studied. Three coils were 
randomly selected from a supposedly infinite population of coils made by 
each of these two methods. From each coil, samples were taken from two 
locations, the head and tail of each coil. From each sample, two sets of 
cans were made up independently, and an estimate of the can life was ob­
tained from each set. The model is a "partially hierarchical" or "crossed 
nested" classification. The data are summarized in the analysis of vari­
ance given in Table 5.U below. 
Table 5.U. Analysis of variance for can data 
Source i^ Si "1 i^ 
Annealing methods 1  2646.000 2646.000 + 12a| 
Coils vithin 
annealing methods 
k 9701.333 2425.333 af + 1 5 
Locations 1 1872.667 1872.667 oj + 2a| + 120^  
Locations x 
annealing methods 
1 16.667 16.667 + 
W
O
J 
to (M + 
C\l 
H
 
to 6a| 
Locations x coils 
within annealing 
methods 
211.667 52.917 + 20| 
Error 12 1269.000 105.750 
The estimators of type 3"! (= 3^ 1) 
A 
and 
5 P 
given in Proposition 
5 .9  and 5.10 yield the following improved estimates: 
2lU 
3^ 
f 1269.000 1480.66? 114-97.33!^  1 
= min I jjj , TR , To J IF 19 
= 78.807 , 
A 
5"i . itmi. ! Sii#I , ) . 1^.T50] 
= 0 > 
A 
5^ 
(5 .85)  
. - 52.91Yf 
= 0 , 
5^ 
= ^ [18^ _ 
= 47.609 , 
A 
si 
1^,3^7.333 ) 
377.785 , 
105.750]+ 
5% 
If 26^ - 2425.333]' 
12 
0 . 
To each PT estimate given above there corresponds an ordering of 
A 
E^ 's , e.g., the estimate corresponds to the ordering < Eg < , 
A 
while the estimate corresponds to the ordering E^  < Eg . There 
are a number of other possible orderings, e.g., to estimate cr^  , instead 
of the ordering < E^  < , one may select E^  < Eg < . The 
corresponding PT estimate is given by 
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3"î 
, f 1269.000 11+80.667 3353.33k 1 
= min [ ,^ =75— , — TQ 1 W 19 
= 82.259 
Another possible ordering for the estimation of is < Eg , 
to which corresponds the PT estimate 
«2 , r 1269.000 10,970.333 13,616.333 1 
3'" l  =  ^  —ï ï ï  '  Ï8  '  ^19  ^ 
= 90.61+3 • 
In this problem, prior knowledge concerning this type of data and/or 
general insights into AOV situations might have led one to select the 
ordering E^  < Eg < E^  in preference to the others, e.g., one may feel 
that the interaction components are likely to be small, perhaps negligible. 
The PT estimates given in (5.85) are presented in Table 5*5 along with 
the AOV estimates and Thompson's r.m.l.e.'s. (The m.l.e.'s are not included 
in this comparison due to the complexity of the computations involved.) 
Table 5•5* Comparisons for the "partially hierarchical" model 
Estimates a| a| 
AOV 105.750 -26.1+17 -6.01+2 151.61+6 579.896 18.389 
r.m.l.e. 88.078 0 0 1I+8.716 58I+. 31^  ^ I8.389 
PT 78.807 0 0 1+7.609 377.785 0 
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It may be noted that the PT estimates of 0^  are always less than 
the AOV estimate. Thus, in estimating the standard error of a treatment 
mean or contrast, a PT procedure (^ 2^) yields a smaller (as well as a 
more precise) estimate of the standard error. Moreover, when the AOV 
estimates are positive, they are always greater than the corresponding 
PT estimates, Rome times considerably greater as may be seen in Table 5 * 5 *  
The results of this section may be considered to be a generalization 
of seme of the results of Klotz, Milton, and Zacks (1969)* These authors 
considered efficient estimation of variance components in the balanced 
one-way classification. In this case k = 2, , and ~ ^ 1 ^  
OggOg . The estimator of , given by (^ 0^  ^, reduces to their 
estimator (3»2) in the case of the one-way layout. The authors show that 
the above estimator yields large gains in efficiency relative to the AOV 
(unbiased) estimators and compares favorably with the m.l.e. and most of 
the formal Bayes estimators considered. Portnoy (1971) has derived ad­
missible (formal Bayes) estimators for in the one-way layout. However, 
A 
they do not dominate the estimator . In addition, in the parametric 
region in which they have smaller m.s.e., the improvement is slight. 
A 
The estimator reduces to the estimator ( 8.1) given in Klotz, 
Milton, and Zacks (1969)- This estimator of yields impressive gains 
in efficiency over the AOV (unbiased) estimator, dominates the m.l.e., and 
compares favorably with most of the formal Bayes estimators considered. 
Portnoy's admissible estimators of perform better (m.s.e.) than does 
A 
0^® over a fairly large region. However, they do not dominate either 
Ag 
0^| or the m.l.e. 
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VI. COMPLEMEIïTS AND UNANSWERED QUESTIONS 
The problem of estimating the expected life in an exponential life 
testing model where one c'oservation may be spurious (unidentified case) 
has been considered by Kale (19^ 9), Kale and Sinha (1971), and Joshi 
(1972). The estimator 
, m-1 
^ X(i)  +  ,  
sometimes referred to as a "Winsorized" mean, has been proposed and its 
properties investigated. The model used by the above authors is the one 
given by (3.2). The apparently more general model, (3.4), was used (by 
this author) to derive properties of the test statistic 
+ 2X(n_i )  •  
A reparametrization of this model is described by the joint density 
- Z Xj^ /cr - kXg/a 
(6.1) f^ (x; k, a, s) = e , 
— 0" 
> 0, i = 1, ..., n , 
where cr>0, 0 < k < 1 , and s is the serial number of the spurious 
observation. 
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The maximum likelihood estimator of (k, cr, s) may be obtained by 
the following two-stage process: 
1) For each fixed pair (k, cr) , find the corresponding value of 
s , 0" which the likelihood function (6.2) attains 
a meixiraum; 
2) Search along the surface c = {(k, cr, s^  ^ ) : 0 < k < 1, cr > O} 
for the point at which the likelihood assumes a maximum. This 
point, by definition, is the m.l.e. 
It is straightforward to verify that, for (k, cr) fixed, the value 
of s which yields a maximum likelihood is the serial number of the 
largest observation, (^n) ' investigating the derivatives of the 
likelihood function with respect to cr and k , one finds that 
(6.2) 
A 
cr 
n-1 
n-1 
A 
k 
A 
cr 
Xn)  
The above m.l.e. of cr is of a type sometimes referred to as a 
"trimmed mean" (cp., e.g., Tukey and Dixon, 1$6Q). Preliminary con%)uta-
tions for n = 3 indicate that there is little difference in the m. s.e.'s 
A . 
of the estimators cr and  ^. Further comparisons for larger sample 
sizes may be merited as well as an investigation of the performance of 
n-1 
the "trimmed" statistic, L , for testing HQC A = CTQ VS. 
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In the identified case, for estimating the larger variance (t )^ of 
two normal populations (unknown means), it was proven (Ch. IV, Part D, 
Section 3) that the sometimes pool estimator (t^ ) dominates the invari­
ant never pool estimator (tJ) when the number of observations drawn from 
N(^ I, t^ ) is odd, and the number drawn from N(|ig, t|) is three. Surely, 
this result must hold for other sauiple sizes, but the proof appears diffi­
cult. This problem merits further investigation since it is related to 
the problem of pooling "sangpling error" with "experimental error" in AOV 
situations. 
The example (Ch. IV, Part E) giving uniformly smaller power (for the 
parameter points considered) to a test incorporating a PTS warrants fur­
ther investigation into the advisability of routinely using such proce­
dures. In AOV situations, if prior information about the nuisance 
parameters (ratios of expected mean squares) is available, the criteria 
and recommendations of Bozivich, Bancroft, and Hartley (195^ ) niay be appro­
priate. In the absence of such information, a Neyman-Pearson approach 
(as was used in the aforementioned example) should be given careful con­
sideration. Since testing procedures incorporating preliminary tests of 
significance axe now used more or less routinely in practice (often with­
out prior knowledge concerning the nuisance parameters) further research 
along these lines is highly desirable. 
It may be conjectured that results of the type presented in Proposi­
tions 5.1, 5.2, 5.5, and 5.6, which give uniform in^ rovement (m.s.e.) to 
PT estimators, hold for a more general class of statistical models. That 
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such an extension may be possible is illustrated by the following results 
involving the discrete analogue of the exponential distribution, namely, 
the geometric distribution. Before stating the results, it is convenient 
to state the following 
Definition 6.1. A r.v. X is said to have a negative binomial dis­
tribution with parameters y and p if its m.g.f. is of the form 
The following lemmas are analogous to Lemma $.2. 
Lemma 6.1. Suppose that M TNB('y, pg) and that given M = m , Z 
has a TNB(m, p^ ) distribution. Then Z ~ TIIB(y, p^ pg) . 
Lemma 6.2. Suppose that M TMB(y, Pg) and that given M = m , Z 
has a MB (m, p^ )^ distribution. Then Z ~ NB(y, p*) , where 
P* = P]_P2 [l - Pi - PiPg]"^  ^• 
The proofs of the above lemmas utilize standard techniques, are similar in 
form to the proof of Lemma 5-2, and thus are omitted. 
The above lemmas show that (i) a translated negative binomial sum of 
translated negative binomial r.v.'s is a translated negative binomial r.v., 
and (ii) a translated negative binomial sum of negative binomial r.v.'s is 
a negative binomial r.v. (The result for geometric r.v.'s, i.e., when 
y = 1 , is a well known result in the theory of branching processes.) In 
the light of the above results, one might hope that the type of argument 
used to prove Propositions 5.2 and 5.6 could be utilized in the negative 
( —, t < log (l/q) , 
1 - qe 
where 0 < p < 1 and y e . In this case one writes X ~ MB(y, p) . 
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binomial case. The argument fails, however, since the r.v.'s X + Y and 
X/(X + Y) , where X and Y are independent negative binomial r.v.'s, 
are not independent. However, some results are obtainable by a more 
direct approach. 
Consider the following statistical model: X^  ^~ MB(l, p^ ) , Xg 
IŒ(l, Pg) , where and Xg are independent and Pj^  > Pg • An esti­
mate of E(X^ ) , i.e., 2^./P]_ } is desired. Since the geometric is a 
member of the exponential family of distributions, the statistic X^  is 
conçlete and sufficient. Thus X^  is the (unique) best unbiased estima­
tor of • Such an estimator is inadmissible, however, since it is 
dominated by Xj^ /2 . (in fact X^  is dominated by X^ /c , for any 
c > 1.) Thus, it is not unreasonable to use 
(6.2) T. 1 Xi/2 
as the "never pool" estimator, and 
(6.3) T, 2 
X. 1 
2 if X^  < 2Xg 
as the "sometimes pool" or PT estimator. 
Consider the following quantity; 
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Q.-1 2 g.-, 2 
m.s.e. T - %u8.e. IL = E [T^  - -= ] - E [T, - — ] 
c, X c ± 
00 00 
4o (- îs %î » I XlXg + 9 3# + 39^^ *1 
-, *1 ^2 
After some tedious computations, this is shown to be equal to 
The above quantity, (6.4), is now shown to be negative for all (q^ , q^ ) 
where 0 < q^  < q^  < 1 . 
First note that the factor 
P2<li 
3^f(l - q^Qg)' 
is positive, and hence one may focus attention on the factor in brackets. 
Fixing q^  ^(< q^ ) the factor (in brackets) becomes a linear function of 
qg , and may be denoted by g(q2) , i.e.. 
g(qg) = (5q^ - Tqf)q2 + Tq^^ - 5 
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Differentiating, one obtains 
g'COg)  =  ,  
•which is negative and hence the function g is decreasing in l] . 
The maximum value of g(qg) occurs at the point for which 
= 5qJ - 7q^ + - 5 
= (<li - l)(5qj - 2qJ - 2q^^ + 5) . 
Since 0 < q^  < 1 , it follows that g(q^ ) <0 by a single application of 
Lemma U.l to the second factor. Thus 
m.s.e. Tg - m.s.e. T^  < 0 , 
i.e., the "sometimes pool" estimator dominates the "never pool" estimator 
in the case of ordered geometric distributions (with samples of size one). 
The above example provides a basis for conjectures relating to larger 
samples and possible extensions of Proposition $.6 to more general classes 
of statistical models. One might expect similar uniformity results in two 
sanqple problems in which each observation from the second population has 
the same distribution as a random sum of observations from the first popu­
lation. For exan^ jle, the following proposition may be stated. 
Proposition 6.1. Consider the following collection of independent 
random variables; 
22k 
{{X. : i = 1, 2, n} , {X. i = 1, 2, .m; j = 1, 2, ... } 
1 X J 
(ML: i = 1, 2, m}} , 
where the X^ 's and the X^ '^s are r(% o") random variables and the 
N^ 's are positive integer valued random variables satisfying 
P >0^ ] = 1 , for some known set of integers . Define 
^i 
Y .  =  S X . . ,  i  = 1, 2 ,  . . . ,  m  .  
j=l 
Then, as an estimator of a 
n m 
Z  X .  +  E  Y. 
i=l i=l I 
m 
y(n + 2 a. ) +1 
i=l 
uniformly dominates the estimator 
n 
Z X. 
i=l  ^
ya + 1 
The proof is a straightforward modification of that used in Proposition 5*2, 
conditioning in this case on N , rather than on L . An analogous general­
ization of Proposition ^ .6 is possible. 
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It should perhaps be emphasized that the PT estimators considered in 
this dissertation have not been shown to be admissible. In light of the 
results of Sacks (19^ 3) and Cohen (1965), it is doubtful that these esti­
mators (which are non-differentiable functions of the observations) will 
be proven to be admissible. 
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DC. APPENDIX 
A. Demonstration that Models (3*2) and (3»^ ) 
Yield Equivalent Distributions 
for Symmetric Statistics 
For the demonstration that follows, without loss of generality, one 
may set a = 1 . Let 
n 
k) . 5 e Se 
i=l 
and 
n-1 
- 2 X. - kx_ 
/ \ i=l 
2^ 1' '* *'  ^ = k e 
The density f^  represents model (3'2). The density fg represents 
model (3'k), where for specificity in deriving the distribution for a 
symmetric statistic T(x^ , •••, x^ ) , say, it is assumed that a specific 
Xj , say X^  , is the spurious observation. 
Now T(x^ , ..., x^ ) is a symmetric statistic if and only if 
T(xj^, ..., x^) - T(x .  ,  • . • ,  x .  )  
^1 ^n 
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for any permutation (i^ , •••, 1^ ) of (l, n) . Then, for any 
Borel set I , 
i n 
J f^ (t) dt = J f^  (x^ , x^ ; k) TT dx^ . , 
I S 
where f^ (t) is the p.d.f. of T (i = 1 or 2 depending on the model 
assumed). It is clear that S is a symmetric set since S = [(x^ , 
•••, x^ ) e 1} . 
Now 
n 
P {8 I f^ ) = J f^ fx^ y x^ ; k) TT dx^  
<-i .i —1 
n 
- Z x_. 
 ^r . ' n 
q i=l j=l ^ 
I S J . 
1=1 s 3=1 ^ 
It is convenient to make the following transformation: 
J — > X~l^ • • • J ^ 9 
^i = ^n ' 
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the Jacobian of which is unity. Then since S is invariant under any 
permutation of (x^ , x^ ) , in particular (u^  ^ u^ ) , it 
follows that 
n-1 
P [s I fi) . ; E J- e 3=1 - IT du 
1=1 s j=l 
n-1 
k r e TT du 
S j=l ' 
= P [8 I f„} 
Therefore, in particular if one sets I = [t: t < a, a e F^ } , one 
obtains 
F^ Ct) = F^ (t) , 
where 
= J 4^^(t) dt , 
for any a e • This completes the demonstration. 
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B. Indication of Proof of Equation (3-32a) 
The identity 
1 ^ 1 1 
^^3 ( 2 ^ *"2^3 ) 
1 
(given on p. is easily proven, and may be rewritten in terms of the 
b^ 's as follows: 
1 1 1  
" (bi-bgXb2-b^)(b^-bi^) " (b^-bgXb2-b^)(bg-b^^) 
(A.l) 
, 1 
(b^-b2)(b]^-b^Xb^-bi^) ' 
For the next iteration of the integral, given on pp. 4^ -46, it will be 
shown that 
J. 
(Ci+Cg+Cg+c^)(Cg+cg+c^)(Cg+c^;c^ 
= 1 _ 1 
Tcp-C^+ôpTcP^Pc^ " (c^+CgJCgCgfCg+C^) 
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or, in terms of the b^ 's, 
(b^-b^ J (bg-b^ ) (b^-b^ ) (bi^ -b^ ) 
(A.2) (b^ -bj^ )(bg-bi^ Xbg-b^ )(bi^ -b^ ) • (b^ -b^ )(bg-b^ )(b^ -b^ )(b^ -b^ ) 
, 1 1 
To see this, replace b^  ^ with b^ ^^  , i = 1, 2, 3, in (A.l), 
obtaining 
1 _ 1 
(b2-b^Kb3-b5)(b^-b^; -
1 . 1 
• (bg-bg)(bg-bi^)(bg-b^) (bg-b^;(bg-bj^)(bg-b^) ' 
which, upon dividing both sides by (b^ -b^ ), becomes 
(A.3) (b^-b^;(bg-b^}(b^-b^)(b^-b^) ~ (b^-b^)(bg-b^)(b^-bi^)(b^-b^) 
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_ 1 . 1 
(b2-b^)(b2-b^)(b^-b2^)(b^-b^) (b^-b^) (b^-bs ) Cbg-bj^ ) (bg-b^ ) 
The RHS's of (A.2) and (A.3) are found to be equal, since by subtracting 
the RHS of (A.3) from the RHS of (A.2), one obtains 
( 1 1 \ 1 
I 1 1 \ 1 
• ^ b^-b^ - b^-b^ ^ 
1 
" (b^-bg){h^ -h^ )(b^-b^;(b^-b^) 
=  ^ r 1 1 
bi-b^ ^ (b^-b^Xbg-b^Xb^-b^^j " (b^-b^Xbg-b^)(b^.b^) 
"" (b^-bg)(bg-b^)(bg-b^) - T^bg)(b^-b^)(b^-b^) ^ 
= 0 , 
by assumption (A.l). At this point it is evident that induction can be 
used to show that 
2k0 
k 
S 
Ji=2 k-je 
TT 
1=1 
^k-4+l) 
JL-l 
ÏÏ 
m=l 
(t k-4+1 k^-m+1^  
The verification is straightforward but tedious, and is omitted. 
The above method indicates the proof of the only non-trivial part of 
formula (3-32a), namely, the first term of the integrand. 
2l+l 
C. Tables for the Premium-Protection Analysis 
of the Test Procedure Based on T  ^
n-1 
Table 9.1. Values of cr) for a = .01 
cr 
k 1 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 2 .0  3.0 5.0 10.0 
0 .0  n 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 .1  3 .5324 .5744 .6118 .6452 .6750 .7018 .8oo4 .8998 .9651 .9935 
k .5020 .5496 .5925 .6310 .6656 .6967 .8107 .9189 .9789 .9977 
5 .4771 .5297 .5775 .6207 .6598 .6948 .8222 .9352 .9875 .9992. 
0 .2  3 .2903 .3377 .3828 .4253 .4651 .5022 .6500 .8155 .9334 .9873 
k .2611 .3127 .3628 .4io8 .4563 .4990 . 6696 .8508 .9598 .9955 
5 .2386 .2936 .3482 .4013 .4521 .5000 .6907 .8808 .9762 .9984 
0.3 3 .1629 .2041 .2459 .2874 .3280 .3672 .5359 .7445 .9046 .9814 
h .1417 .1852 .2307 .2771 .3231 .3682 .5635 .7935 .9424 .9933 
5 .1262 .1715 .2204 .2712 .3225 .3730 .5923 .8350 .9658 .9977 
0.4 3 .0946 .1274 .1627 .1997 .2373 .2749 .4486 .6844 .8783 .9758 
4 .0809 .1148 .1530 .1941 .2368 .2802 .4828 .7450 .9265 .9913 
5 .0713 .1062 .1470 .1920 .2397 .2886 .5177 .7961 .9564 .9970 
0.5 3 .0573 .0825 .1114 .1430 .1765 .2111 .3814 .6333 .8544 .9704 
k .0489 .0750 .1062 .1415 .1798 .2200 .4208 .7037 .9119 .9894 
5 .0432 .0701 .1035 .1425 .1855 .2312 .4605 .7630 .9477 .9963 
0 .6  3 .0363 .0557 .0791 .1059 .1351 .1663 .3292 .5898 .8326 .9652 
k .0315 .0517 .0772 .1074 .l4i4 .1780 .3728 .6684 .8986 .9875 
5 .0283 .0492 .0769 .1106 .1492 .1914 .4i6o .7347 .9397 .9956 
0.7 3 .0243 .0394 .0584 .0810 .1066 .1344 .2884 .5525 .8126 .9602 
h .0216 .0376 .0588 .0848 .1149 .1483 .3351 .6381 .8865 .9857 
5 .0199 .0367 .0600 .0894 .1242 .1631 .3810 .7102 .9324 .9950 
0 .8  3 .0171 .0291 .0449 .0642 .0865 .1115 .2561 .5205 .7943 .9555 
k .0158 .0288 .0467 .0694 .0963 .1268 .3052 .6120 .8753 .9840 
5 .0150 .0289 .0489 .0750 .1065 .1425 .3531 .6891 .9257 .9944 
0.9 3 ,0128 .0225 .0358 .0524 .0722 .0947 .2305 .4929 .7776 .9509 
k .0123 .0231 .0386 .0586 .0829 .1109 .2813 .5894 .8650 .9823 
5 .0120 .0239 .04l4 .0648 .0937 .1273 .3307 .6707 .9196 .9937 
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Table 9.1. (Continued) 
CJ 
k n 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 2.0 3.0 5'0 10.0 
0.0 n 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0.1 10 
.3937 .4656 .5340 .5976 .6556 .7074 .8799 .9812 '9992 '9999 
15 .3420 .4286 .5141 .5942 .6689 •7337 .9244 '9952 .9999 • 9999 
20 •3050 .4037 .5047 .6014 .6888 .7634 .9544 .9989 '9999 • 9999 
0.2 10 .1721 .2391 .3118 .3868 .4607 •5311 •7923 .9654 .9986 '9999 
15 .1373 .2125 .3004 •3946 .4887 .5774 .8692 '9911 '9999 '9999 
20 .1152 •1971 .2988 .4110 .5230 .6262 .9209 •9979 '9999 • 9999 
0.3 10 .0847 .1364 .1995 .2705 •3455 .4207 .7271 .9520 '9979 '9999 
15 .0656 .1221 .1979 .2877 .3844 .4807 .8280 •9877 •9999 .9999 
20 .0545 •1153 .2033 .3114 .4280 .5416 .8958 '9971 •9999 '9999 
0.4 10 .0473 .0865 .1392 .2030 .2742 .3489 .6776 '9405 '9973 • 9999 
15 .0372 .0803 .1445 .2267 .3204 .4179 •7964 .9847 '9999 •9999 
20 .0316 .0784 .1542 .2548 •3696 .4865 .8764 .9964 '9999 • 9999 
0.5 10 .0298 .0604 .1048 .1618 .2283 .3005 •6393 .9306 .9968 •9999 
15 .0245 .0588 .1143 .1895 .2790 •3753 •7717 .9821 •9999 •9999 
20 .0216 
.0597 .1264 .2201 .3316 .4489 .8611 '9958 •9999 •9999 
0.6 10 .0210 .0458 .0841 •135^ .1974 .2667 .6091 .9220 '9963 .9999 
15 .0181 .0469 .0960 .1655 .2509 •3453 .7521 '9799 •9999 •9999 
20 .0166 .0492 .1094 .1974 •3056 .4220 .8490 .9947 '9999 • 9999 
0.7 10 .0160 .0371 .0709 .1177 •1759 .2423 .5850 • 9145 '9962 • 9999 
15 .0146 .0396 .0841 .1491 .2310 '3233 •7362 '9789 •9999 •9999 
20 •0137 .0427 .0982 .1819 .2870 .4023 .8524 
0.8 10 .0131 •0315 .0620 .1054 .l6o4 .2242 •5655 .9078 .9966 • 9999 
15 .0124 .0349 .0760 .1376 .2165 .3073 .7278 
20 .0120 •0385 .0913 .1722 .2736 .3804 
2U3 
Table 9.2. Values of cr) for a = .05 
a 
k n 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 2.0 3.0 5.0 10.0 
0.0 n 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0.1 3 .6561 .6937 .7263 .7546 .7793 .8009 .8761 .9^ 35 .9822 .9970 
4 .6294 .6737 .7123 .7459 .7751 .8006 .8871 .9576 .9904 .9991 
5 .6073 .6577 .7019 .7403 .7736 .8025 .8980 .9684 .9948 .9997 
0.2 3 .4396 .4909 .5373 .5792 .6169 .6507 .7746 .8936 .9656 .9941 
k .4087 .4673 .5211 .5700 .6i4l .6537 .7956 .9292 .9814 .9981 
5 .3844 .4494 .5098 .5650 .6149 .6596 .8161 .9406 .9900 .9994 
0.3 3 .3018 .3551 .4056 .4528 .4965 .5367 .6911 .8495 .9501 .9912 
4 .2750 .3345 .3921 .4467 .4975 .5443 .7212 .8873 .9730 .9973 
5 .2547 .3197 .3836 .4448 .5020 .5547 .7498 .9162 .9856 .9992 
0.4 3 .2129 .2632 .3129 .3608 .4065 .4495 .6221 .8103 .9356 .9885 
k .1921 .2477 .3038 .3590 .4120 .4620 .6601 .8582 .9652 .9964 
5 .1771 .2371 .2991 .3608 .4204 .4768 .6957 .8946 .9814 .9989 
0.5 3 .1546 .2002 .2468 .2933 .3387 .3823 .5649 .7755 .9221 .9859 
k .1398 .1897 .2424 .2958 .3485 .3994 .6098 .8324 .9579 .9956 
5 .1294 .1831 .2412 .3011 .3605 .4180 .6513 .8755 .9775 .9986 
0.6 3 .1159 .1564 .1993 .2433 .2871 .3301 .5172 .7445 .9095 .9833 
k .1060 .1503 .1989 .2496 .3008 .3512 .5680 .8094 .9511 .9948 
5 .0913 .1470 .2007 .2578 .3158 .3730 .6145 .8585 .9738 .9984 
0.7 3 .0897 .1255 .1646 .2057 .2476 .2892 .4772 .7169 .8976 .9808 
4 .0835 .1230 .1676 .2153 .2645 .3138 .5331 .7889 .9^ 47 .9940 
5 .0793 .1221 .1718 .2259 .2820 .3382 .5839 .8433 .9704 .9981 
0.8 3 .0717 .1034 .1390 .1773 .2169 .2570 .4435 .6921 .8866 .9784 
k .0683 .1036 .1446 .1895 .2366 .2843 .5038 .7706 .9387 .9933 
5 .0660 .1047 .1507 .2019 .2559 .3109 1581 .8298 .9672 .9979 
0.9 3 .0590 .0874 .1199 .1554 .1929 .2313 .4151 .6699 .8762 .9761 
4 .0576 .0896 .1275 .1697 .2147 .2609 .4790 .75^ 1 .9331 .9925 
5 .0567 .9020 .1350 .1835 .2356 .2891 .5362 .8176 .9642 .9975 
2hk 
Table 9-2. (Continued) 
or 
k n 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 2.0 3.0 5.0 10.0 
0.0 n 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0.1 10 .5313 .6070 .6745 .7332 .7831 .8248 .9424 .9933 .9998 .9999 
15 .4892 .5786 .6656 .7405 .8024 .8519 .9691 .9986 .9999 .9999 
20 .4465 .5602 .6644 .7530 .8238 .8774 .9839 .9998 .9999 .9999 
0.2 10 .3088 .3984 .4860 .5676 .6407 .7045 .8970 .9874 .9996 .9999 
15 .2665 .3745 .4826 .5870 .6773 .7527 .9449 • 9975 .9999 .9999 
20 .2382 .3616 .4908 .6115 .7145 .7966 .9713 .9995 .9999 .9999 
0.3 10 .1968 .2820 .3721 .4610 .5444 .6196 .8607 .9822 .9994 .9999 
15 .1676 .2680 .3797 .4914 .59^6 .6841 .SB56 .9965 .9999 .9999 
20 .1495 .2626 .3937 .5251 .6432 .7410 .9613 .9994 .9999 .9999 
0.4 10 .1368 .2137 .3003 .3900 .4773 .5583 .8314 .9777 .9993 .9999 
15 .1181 .2081 .3157 .4290 .5377 .6349 .9101 .9956 .9999 .9999 
20 .1070 .2085 
.3353 .4692 .5945 .7013 .9532 .9991 .9999 .9999 
0.5 10 .1028 .1716 .2532 .3411 .4292 .5129 .8074 .9736 .9991 .9999 
15 .0911 .1722 .2744 .3865 .4972 .5861 .8973 .9948 .9999 .9999 
20 .0843 .1765 .2978 .4313 .5599 .6721 .9466 .9993 .9999 .9999 
0.6 10 .0823 .1444 .2212 .3063 .3938 .4786 .7876 .9700 .9990 .9999 
15 .0751 .1493 .2465 .3563 .4674 .5711 .8867 .9939 .9999 .9999 
20 .0710 .1560 .2725 .4o44 .5343 .6498 .9411 .9999 .9999 .9999 
0.7 10 .0692 .1261 .1985 .2809 .3671 .4520 .7710 .9667 .9989 .9999 
15 .0650 .1338 .2268 .3342 .4449 .5498 .8781 .9975 .9999 .9999 
20 .0626 .1423 .2546 .3845 .5151 .6326 .9750 .9999 .9999 .9999 
0.8 10 .0605 .1133 .1820 .2617 .3465 .4311 .7570 .9649 .9999 .9999 
15 .0583 .1230 .2124 .3179 .4279 .5305 .8439 .9824 .9999 .9999 
0.9 10 .0544 .104l .1703 .2481 .3312 .4222 .7655 .9155 .9949 .9998 
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Table 9.3. Values of cr) for a = .01 
cr 
k n 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 2.0 3.0 5.0 10.0 
0.0 3 .1088 .1420 .1766 .2116 .2465 .2806 .4327 .6368 .8215 .9^30 
4 .1092 .1493 .1921 .2361 .2802 .3235 .5128 .7^29 .9093 .9834 
5 .1079 .1538 .2038 .3558 .3079 .3590 .5760 .8130 .9512 .9945 
0.1 3 .0833 .1118 .1422 .1739 .2059 .2379 .3857 .5956 .7959 .9333 
4 .0817 .1155 .1528 .1923 .2328 .2734 .4595 .7026 .8907 .9792 
5 .0792 .1173 .1605 .2070 .2550 .3032 .5197 .7773 .9393 .9930 
0.2 3 .o64o .0883 .1150 .1.434 .1726 .2023 .3446 .5580 .7716 .9239 
4 .0617 .0901 .1224 
.1.577 .1946 .2324 .4134 .6659 .8730 .9752 
5 .0589 .0906 .1278 .1692 .2130 .2581 .4714 .7446 .9280 .9984 
0.3 3 .0494 .0701 .0934 .1187 .1453 .1727 .3088 .5236 .7486 .9147 
4 .0469 .0708 .0989 .1302 .1638 .1989 .3737 .7765 .8564 .9712 
5 .0444 .0708 .1030 .1397 .1797 .2217 .4299 .7149 .9172 .9901 
0.4 3 .0384 .0559 .0763 .0987 .1228 .l480 .2774 .4921 .7267 .9058 
4 .0361 .0562 .0806 .1084 .1390 .1713 .3393 .6022 . 84o6 .9674 
5 .0340 .0561 .o84o .1167 .1531 .1921 .3942 .6879 .9069 .9887 
0.5 3 .0300 .0449 .0626 .0825 .1043 .1274 .2500 .4632 .7060 .8970 
4 .0281 .0451 .0663 .0911 .1188 .1487 .3095 .5746 .8257 .9637 
5 .0265 .0452 .0694 .0986 .1318 .1681 .3634 .6633 .8972 .9873 
0.6 3 .0236 .0363 .0517 .0694 .0890 .1101 .2260 .4368 .6863 .8885 
4 .0222 .0366 .0551 .0772 .1024 .1300 .2837 .5494 .8116 .9601 
5 .0210 .0369 .0581 .0843 .1147 .1484 .3369 .6409 .8879 .9859 
0.7 3 .0188 .0296 .0429 .0587 .0764 .0957 .2050 .4126 .6676 .8803 
4 .0177 .0301 .0463 .0661 .0890 .1145 .2612 .5265 .7982 .9566 
5 .0169 .0306 .0494 .0730 .1009 .1323 .3139 .6206 .8792 .9846 
0.8 3 .0150 .0243 .0360 .0499 .0659 .0836 .1866 .3904 .6499 .8722 
4 .0144 
.0251 .0394 .0572 .0781 .1017 .2417 .5056 .7855 .9531 
5 .0139 .0259 .0426 .064-0 .0897 .1191 .2940 .6020 .8709 .9833 
0.9 3 .0122 .0201 .0304 .0428 .0573 .0734 .1705 .3701 .6330 .8643 
4 .0119 .0212 .0339 .0500 .0691 .0910 .2247 .4864 .7735 .9498 
5 .0117 .0222 .0372 .0567 .0806 .1081 .2769 .5851 .8630 .9820 
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Table 9.3. (Continued) 
cr 
k n 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 2.0 3.0 5.0 10.0 
0.0 10 .0930 .1565 .2322 .31^ 3 .3973 .4772 .7710 .9602 .9979 .9999 
15 .0815 .1564 .2519 .3580 .4646 .5639 .8738 .9916 .9999 .9999 
20 
.0733 .1571 .2701 .3772 .5228 .6353 .9310 .9983 • 9999 .9999 
0.1 10 .0658 .1169 .1813 .2547 .3323 .4099 .7198 .9463 .9970 .9999 
15 .0570 .1165 .1978 .2937 .3953 .4945 .(%63 .9875 .9999 .9999 
20 .0510 .1174 .2140 .3304 .4524 .5678 .9060 .9972 .9999 .9999 
0.2 10 .OU78 .0894 .1446 .2104 .2825 .3571 .6765 .SG38 .9961 .9999 
15 .0413 .0896 .1596 .2466 .3429 .44o8 .8048 .9839 .9998 .9999 
20 .0370 .0910 .1748 .2818 .3996 .5159 .8851 .9963 .9999 .9999 
0.3 10 .0357 .0701 .1178 .1770 .2442 .3155 .6398 .9224 .9953 .9999 
15 .0310 .0710 .1322 .2117 .3030 .3988 .7782 .9805 .9998 .9999 
20 .0280 .0730 .1470 .2461 .3597 .4755 .8674 .9955 .9999 .9999 
0.4 10 .0275 .0563 .0981 .1517 .2143 .2825 .6086 .9120 .9945 .9999 
15 .0241 .0580 .1123 .1855 .2723 .3658 .7556 .9775 .9997 .9999 
20 .0220 .0605 .1270 .2195 .3290 .4438 .8525 .9947 .9999 .9999 
0.5 10 .0217 .0463 .0834 .1323 .1910 .2562 .5820 .9026 .9937 .9999 
15 .0194 .0487 .0976 .1656 .2485 .3396 .7365 .9748 .9997 .9999 
20 .0180 .0517 .1123 .1994 .3052 .4188 .8397 .9940 .9999 .9999 
0.6 10 .0177 .0391 .0723 .1174 .1725 .2350 .5592 .8941 .9930 .9999 
15 .0161 .0420 . 0866 .1504 .2297 .3186 .7201 .9723 .9996 .9999 
20 .0152 .0453 .1013 .1839 .2866 .3987 .8289 .9934 .9999 .9999 
0.7 10 .0148 .0337 .0639 .1057 .1579 .2178 .5397 .8864 .9923 .9999 
15 .0138 .0371 .0783 .1385 .2148 .3016 .7060 .9701 .9996 .9999 
20 .0132 .0407 .0930 .1720 .2719 .3825 .8195 .9928 .9999 .9999 
0.8 10 .0127 .0297 .0574 .0965 .l46i .2039 .5228 .8793 .9917 .9999 
15 .0122 .0334 .0719 .1292 .2029 .2878 .6938 .9680 .9996 .9999 
20 .0118 .0372 .0866 .1626 .2600 .3693 .8115 .9922 .9999 .9999 
0.9 10 .0112 .0266 .0523 .0892 .1366 .1924 .5083 .8729 .9910 .9999 
15 .0109 .0306 .0670 .1218 
.1933 .2764 .6833 .9661 .9995 .9999 
20 .0108 .0345 .0817 .1551 .2504 .3584 .8045 .9918 .9999 .9999 
2k-J 
Table 9.^ . Values of (^k, cr) for a = ,05 
cr 
k n 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 2.0 3.0 5.0 10.0 
0.0 3 .2463 .2938 .3391 .3818 .4216 .4585 .6047 .7688 .8953 .9687 
k .2517 .3101 .3663 .4193 .4685 .5137 .6851 .8534 .S539 .9923 
5 .2516 .3209 .3861 .4474 .5039 .5552 .7412 .9018 .9776 .9977 
0.1 3 .2057 .2503 .2937 .3353 .3746 .4il6 .5618 .7378 .8788 .9632 
k .2065 .2607 .31^ 3 .3659 .4147 .4603 .6397 .8262 .9434 .9903 
5 .2049 .2671 .3292 .3892 .4457 .4981 .6968 .8801 .9718 .9971 
0.2 3 .1724 .2140 .2552 .2952 .3337 .3703 .5228 .7086 .8628 .9577 
h .1705 .2206 .2712 .3210 .3689 .4l44 .5991 .8007 .9334 .9883 
5 .1673 .2243 .2829 .3^ 09 .3967 .4494 .6571 .8598 .9661 .9965 
0.3 3 .1451 .1836 .2224 .2608 .2981 .33^ 0 .4874 .6813 .8475 .9523 
h .l4i8 .1878 .2354 .2830 .3297 .3746 .5625 .7770 .9238 .9864 
5 .1380 .1901 .2451 .3007 .3553 .4078 .6215 .8407 .9607 .9959 
O.k 3 .1226 .1581 .1945 .2311 .2671 .3021 .4553 .6556 .8327 .9471 
k .1189 .1610 .2056 .2510 .2962 .3402 .5297 .7549 .9145 .9845 
5 .1151 .1627 .2142 .2673 .3204 .3722 .5897 .8231 .9554 .9953 
0.5 3 .104i .1367 .1708 .2054 .2400 .2740 .4260 .6315 .8184 .9419 
k .1005 .1391 .1807 .2239 .2674 .3104 .5001 .7343 .9057 .9826 
5 .0972 .1407 .1888 .2394 .2909 .3416 .5613 .8066 .9504 .9947 
0.6 3 .0889 .1187 .1505 .1833 .2164 .2492 .3994 .6088 .8047 .9368 
h .0858 .1211 .1600 .2009 .2428 .2845 .4736 .7151 .8972 .9808 
5 .0831 .1229 .1679 .2161 .2658 .3154 .5359 .7912 .9455 .9941 
0.7 3 .0762 .1037 .1333 .1642 .1958 .2274 .3751 .5875 .7915 .9319 
4 .7384 .1063 .1426 .I8l4 .2216 .2621 .4496 .6971 .8890 .9790 
5 .7184 .1085 .1507 .1966 .2444 .2929 .5131 .7768 .9408 .9935 
0.8 3 .0658 .0909 .1185 .1477 .1778 .2082 .3530 .5675 .7787 .9270 
k .0642 .0940 .1280 .1648 .2033 .2425 .4280 .6803 .8812 .9773 
5 .0629 .0967 .1364 .1801 .2263 .2734 .4927 .7634 .9363 .9930 
0.9 3 .0571 .0802 .1059 .1334 .1630 .1912 .3329 .5487 .7664 .9222 
k .0564 .0839 .1157 .1506 .1875 .2255 .4085 .6647 .8736 .9755 
5 .0558 .0871 .1245 .1662 .2107 .2566 .4744 .7510 .9320 .9924 
2k8 
Table 9-^. (Continued) 
cr 
k n 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 2.0 3.0 5.0 10.0 
0.0 10 .2367 .3361 .4353 .5278 .6102 .6811 .8895 .9854 .9994 .9999 
15 .2196 .3415 .4661 .5809 .6791 .7589 .9494 .9977 .9999 .9999 
20 .2059 .3461 .4921 .6242 .7325 .8150 .9765 .9996 .9999 .9999 
0.1 10 .1853 .2748 .3688 .46o4 .5451 .6206 .8581 .979S .9991 .9999 
15 .1698 .2785 .3968 .5119 .6154 .7030 .9306 .9964 .9999 .9999 
20 .1583 .2827 .4219 .5562 .6726 .7659 .9660 .9994 .9999 .9999 
0.2 10 .1481 .2288 .3173 .4069 .4923 .5706 .8305 .9743 .9989 .9999 
15 .1350 .2325 .3444 .4583 .5646 .6:576 .9142 .9953 .9999 .9999 20 .1258 .2373 .3697 .504O .(253 .7262 .5569 .9991 • 9999 .9999 
0.3 10 .1209 .1940 .2772 .3641 .4493 .5291 .8063 .9693 .9986 .9999 
15 .1103 .1986 .3045 .4163 .5238 .6204 .9000 .9942 .9999 .9999 20 .1032 .2044 .3304 .4635 .5878 .6941 .9490 .9989 .9999 .9999 
0.4 10 .1008 .1674 .2457 .3298 .4142 .4946 .7850 .9647 .9983 .9999 15 .0926 .1733 .2737 .3830 .4909 .5899 .8876 .9932 .9999 .9999 20 .0873 .1801 .3005 .4318 .5578 .6678 .9422 .9987 .9999 .9999 
0.5 10 .0858 .1469 .2208 .3021 .3852 .4658 .7662 .9605 .9981 .9999 15 .0811 .1541 .2498 .3566 .4642 .5646 . 8767 .9923 .9999 • 9999 20 .0758 .1620 .2775 .4067 .5335 .6463 .9362 .9986 .9999 .9999 
0.6 10 .0745 .1309 .2010 .2796 .3613 .4417 .7497 .9565 .9979 .9999 15 .0702 .1395 .2310 .3353 .4423 .5436 .8672 .9915 .9999 .9999 20 .0675 .1482 .2595 .3867 .5138 .6284 .9309 .9984 .9999 .9999 
0.7 10 .0659 .1184 .1851 .2611 .3414 .4213 .7351 .9529 .9976 .9999 15 .0630 .1282 .2161 .3181 .4243 .5261 .8587 .9907 .9999 .9999 20 .0612 .1377 .2453 .3706 .4976 .6135 .9263 .9982 .9999 .9999 
0.8 10 .Q593 .1086 .1722 .2460 .3248 .4o4o .7221 .9495 .9974 .9999 15 .0575 .1193 .2041 .3040 .4093 .5113 .8513 .9900 .9999 .9999 20 .0565 .1294 .2340 .3575 .4841 .6010 .9223 .9981 .9999 .9999 
0.9 10 .0541 .1007 .1617 .2333 .3108 .3894 .7106 .9464 .9972 .9999 15 .0533 .1123 .1944 .2924 .3968 .4987 .8447 .9893 .9999 .9999 20 .0528 .1229 .2249 .3467 .4729 .5905 .9187 .9980 .9999 • 9999 
Table 9.5. Premium 
cr 
n a 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 10.0 
3 .05 
.01 
.0043 
.0013 
.0103 
.0037 
.0176 
.0071 
.0258 
.0117 
.0345 
.0172 
.0763 
.0536 
.1190 
.1175 
.1224 
.1433 
.1118 
.1451 
.0564 
.8999 
k .05 
.01 
.0037 
.0012 
.0092 
.0034 
.0159 
.0068 
.0235 
.0113 
.0315 
.0169 
.0670 
.0520 
.0893 
.1007 
.0780 
.1059 
.06i4 
.0933 
.0180 
.0342 
5 .05 
.01 
.0034 
.0011 
.0085 
.0032 
.0149 
.0066 
.0220 
.0112 
.0295 
.0167 
ON 
0^ 
0
 0^ .0672 
.0849 
.0495 
.0764 
.0335 
.C583 
.0056 
.0125 
10 .05 
.01 
.0026 
.0009 
.0070 
.0030 
.0125 
.0065 
.0184 
.0112 
.0238 
.0169 
.0344 
.0403 
.0153 
.0298 
.0046 
.0116 
.0014 
.0042 
0+ 
0+ 
15 .05 
.01 
.0023 
.0008 
.0063 
.0029 
.0113 
.0066 
.0162 
.0114 
.0200 
.0167 
.0192 
.0289 
.0032 
.0086 
.0004 
.0014 
0+ 
.0002 
0+ 
0+ 
20 .05 
.01 
.0021 
.0008 
.0060 
.0030 
.0105 
.0067 
.0144 
.0114 
.0168 
.0161 
.0104 
.0192 
.0006 
.0022 
0+ 
.0001 
0+ 
0+ 
0+ 
0+ 
Table 9.6. Protection " (Pt) 
k 
n a 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
3 .05 
.01 
.7537 
.8912 
.4504 
.4491 
.2672 
.2263 
.1567 
.1135 
.0902 
.0562 
.0505 
.0273 
.0270 
.0127 
.0135 
.0055 
.0059 
.0021 
.0019 
.0006 
it-
.05 
.01 
.7483 
.8909 
.4229 
.4203 
.2382 
.1995 
.1331 
.0948 
.0733 
.0448 
.0393 
.0208 
.0202 
.0093 
.0097 
.0039 
.004l 
.0012 
.0012 
.0004 
5 .05 
.01 
.7484 
.8928 
.4024 
.3979 
.2172 
.1797 
.1167 
.0818 
.0620 
.0372 
.0322 
.0167 
.0161 
.0073 
.0075 
.0030 
.0030 
.0011 
.0009 
.0003 
10 .05 
.01 
.7649 
.9073 
.3461 
.3279 
.1607 
.1242 
.0759 
.0489 
.0360 
.0198 
.0170 
.0081 
.0078 
.0033 
.0033 
.0012 
.0013 
.0004 
.0003 
.0001 
15 .05 
.01 
.7804 
.9185 
.3128 
.2850 
.1315 
.0960 
.0573 
.0346 
.0255 
.0131 
.0114 
.0051 
.0050 
.0020 
.0020 
.0007 
.0007 
.0002 
.0001 
.0001 
20 .05 
.01 
.7941 
.9267 
.2882 
.2540 
.1123 
.0782 
.0462 
.0265 
.0197 
.0096 
.0085 
.0036 
.0036 
.0014 
.0014 
.0005 
.0005 
.0002 
.0001 
.0001 
T^he values for n = 3, 4 (ail k) and n = 5, 10 (k = O) are exact; the 
others were obtained using the approximation explained in Chapter III, 
Section F. 
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Table 9-7.  Difference in power (p^ ) for a = .05 
cr 
k n 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 10.0 
0.0 3 .7062 .6609 .6182 .5784 .5415 .3953 .2312 .1500 .1047 .0313 
k .6899 .6337 .5807 .5315 .4863 .3149 .1465 .0781 .046i .0077 
5 .6791 .6137 .5526 .4961 .4448 .2588 .0982 .o44o .0224 .0023 
0.1 3 .4434 .4326 .4193 .4047 .3893 .3143 .2057 .1422 .1034 .0338 
h .4130 .3980 .3800 .3604 .3^02 .2473 .1314 .0756 .0470 .0088 
5 .3906 .3726 .3511 .3279 .3044 .2012 .0883 .0430 .0231 .0026 
0.2 3 .2769 .2821 .2839 .2831 .2804 .2517 .1850 .1360 .1028 .0364 
k .2467 .2499 .2490 .2452 .2393 .1966 .1195 .0739 .0480 .0099 
5 .2251 .2269 .2242 .2183 .2102 .1590 .0809 .0425 .0239 .0029 
0.3 3 .1715 .1832 .1920 .1984 .2027 .2036 .1682 .1311 .1026 .0389 
4 .1467 .1568 .1636 .1678 .1697 .1587 .1103 .0729 .0493 .0109 
5 .1296 .1386 .l44l .1467 .1469 .1283 .0754 .0425 .0249 .0033 
0.4 3 .1051 .1183 .1298 .1394 .1474 .1669 .1547 .1274 .1030 .o4o4 
4 .0866 .0983 .1080 .1158 .1218 .1305 .1032 .0725 .0507 .0120 
5 .0744 .0849 .0935 .1000 .1046 .1060 .0716 .0429 .0259 .0036 
0.5 3 .0635 .0761 .0879 .0987 .1083 .1389 .l44o .1248 .1037 .o44o 
4 .0506 .0617 .0719 .0811 .0890 .1097 .0980 .0726 .0522 .0130 
5 .0424 .0524 .0616 .0697 .0763 .0900 .0690 .0435 .0271 .0039 
0.6 3 .0376 .0488 .0599 .0707 .0809 .1178 .1357 .1230 .1048 .0465 
4 .0292 .0389 .0487 .0581 .0667 .0945 .0943 .0731 .0539 .Ol4o 
5 .0241 .0328 .0417 .0501 .0576 .0787 .0674 .0444 .0283 .0043 
0.7 3 .0219 .0314 .0415 .0518 .0618 .1021 .1293 .1219 .1062 .0490 
4 .0167 .0250 .0339 .0430 .0517 .0835 .0918 .0739 .0557 .0150 
5 .0137 .0212 .0293 .0375 .0454 .0708 .0665 .0455 .0296 .0046 
0.8 3 .0125 .0205 .0296 .0391 .0488 .0905 ,1246 .1216 .1078 .0515 
4 .0096 .0166 .0247 .0333 .04l8 .0758 .0902 .0751 .0576 .0160 
5 .0079 .0143 .0218 .0297 .0375 .0654 .0663 .0468 .0309 .0050 
0.9 3 .0071 .oi4o .0221 .0309 .o4oi .0821 .1213 .1217 .1097 .0539 
4 .0057 .0118 .0191 .0271 .0354 .0705 .0895 .0765 .0595 .0170 
5 .0049 .0105 .0173 .0248 .0325 .0619 .0666 .0481 .0322 .0051 
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Table 9.8. Comparison of exact (E) and approximate (A) values of p^ for 
Q: = .05 and various values of n and k 
k 
n 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 O .9 
3 E .7537 .^504 .2672 .1567 .0902 .0505 .0270 .0135 .0059 .0019 
A .7526 .4496 .2667 .1564 .0900 .0504 .0270 .0135 .0059 .0019 
4 E .7483 .4229 .2382 .1331 .0733 .0393 .0202 .0097 .004l .0012 
A .7467 .4219 .2376 .1329 .0731 .0392 .0202 .0097 .0040 .0012 
Table 9.9. Exact (E) and approximate (A) p^ for k = 0 
n 
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
. E .7484 .7507 .7539 .7575 .7612 .7649 .7685 .7720 
A .7^66 .7488 .7521 .7557 .7595 .7633 .7670 .7706 
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D. Proof that , Uniformly Dominates , 
n-1,1 •' n-1,1 
Recall that (cp. (4.53)) 
m.s.e. i  ^' [1-k] 
n-1,1 n 
ih') Th© oAncna/l r\f ' mean squared error o  ^, given in (U. 51 ) ,  may be written 
(4) = + 2(l-k)2 
Tn-i,l = + 
k2(n+l)2 
The claim that 
(A.4) m(4) a 7(3) 
n-1,1  ^ n-1,1 
is true if and only if 
for all k G (0 ,  1] , with strict inequality for at least one k . Now 
(A.4) holds since 
1 1 1 ^ ^ 
n • ïïTï = :;rs0T > ° ' 
and 
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_2_ [i_k] _ _ 2(l-k)— [n2k+2n+l] > 0 . 
k^  (n+1 ) ^ k^  ^( n+1 ) ^ 
E. Proof that D^ c^, l) is a Monotonically 
Decreasing Function of c 
By (4.19a) 
D**(c, 1) 
•where (cp. (4.19b)) 
n+3 
(A.5) D**(c, 1) = 2 a, , 
i=3 
and the a^ '^s are defined in (4.l8). The denominator of D^ (c^  1) is 
monotonically increasing (m.i.) in c, so that if one can show that the 
nvimerator, Dj^ (c, 1) is monotonically decreasing (m.d.), then it will 
follow that D^ (c, 1) is also m.d. 
Now, using (4.18) and (A.5) , 
D**(c, 1) = (n^ -1) [ 2^  - c] 
. [ ( „ - ! ) (  . 2 n {  ) c ' . M  ) / - h  
r=4-
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Regrouping and simplifying, one establishes 
D**(c, 1) = (n^ -l) ( ^  _ c) + C(n-1)( )]c2 
+ [(-3n-l)( )]c3 + [(_n-l)( )]c^  
+ ... + [(-n-l)( )]c^  + [(-n-l)( 
n n+1 
To establish that D**(c, 1) is m.d., it is sufficient to verify-
that 
(A.g) aE**(c, 1) ^ 
for all c e (O, /n] . Now 
ôD^(c, 1) 
-2-^  = (n^ -l) [n=c=-l] + 2[(n-l)( )]o 
+ 3C(-3n-l)( 2 )]c2 + 4[(-n-l)( "J"" )]c-
+ ... + n[(-n-l)( )]o°"^  
+ (n+l) [(-n-l)( )]c" 
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All terms of the third and higher powers are negative. The c® term is 
given by 
[(n=.l)n= - 9n( )]c2 + 3[(-l)( )]o= , 
which is less than 
[(n^-l)n^ - 9n( )] . 
Combining the above expression with the constant and c terms, one 
obtains 
[(n^ -l)n^  - 9n( )]c^  + 2(n-l)( ) - (nf-l) , 
i.e., 
(n^ -l) [- •— c^  + nc-l] . 
The above quantity is negative, since it has a maximum at c = l/n , 
which yields a value of 
n^-l 
Therefore, (A. 6) holds, which implies that D^ (c, 1) is monotonically 
decreasing. 
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F. Proof that , Uniformly Dominates , 
n-x^ ± n-j.^ ± 
One may easily show that 
m.s.e. + — ST-—- + 2(l-k-nk) 
n-1,1 n-1 (n+1) k(l + ^  ) (n+l)^ k^ (k + ^  )"' 
It is claimed that 
(l) (2) 
m.s.e. T , - m.s.e. ; , 
n-1,1 n-1,1 
 ^ n(n-l) (n+i) k(l + -^  )^  
 ^  ^ n-1 ' 
2(l-k-nk) 
(n+l)2 k^(l + 
> 0 
To see this, multiply both sides of the above inequality by 
n(n-l)(n+l)^  k^ (l + , obtaining, after a few manipulations , 
2n(n-l) + 4nk - (3n^ +2n-l)k^  +  ^2n(n+l)^  
n-».L n—X 
+ (n+l)2 k2 2 ( * )( > 0 . 
1=3 
The above inequality, and hence (A.?), holds since 
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(i) The constant term azid. the k term are both positive, 
g h 
(ii) The sum of the coefficients of the k^ , k^ , and k terms is 
positive, i.e.. 
•3n2 - 2n + 1 + = [n3 + 9n^  + 7n - l]/n-l > 0 , 
(ill) The coefficients of the k^  terms, 1=5, ..., n+2 , are 
all positive. 
G. Derivation of UMP Similar Test of 
k = 1 vs. 0 < k < 1 
Recall that the p.d.f.'s under and are given by 
n 
- S x^/a 
f^ (x; 1, a) = 4 e 
— cr 
and 
n-1 
- S x./o- - kx /cr 
f^ (x; k, 0-) = 4 e ^ =1 
— a 
n-1 
respectively. By the Fisher factorization theorem, ( E X^ ., X^ ) is a 
1=1 
sufficient statistic under . Mbreover, the statistic 
^ ^ 
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n 
U 
is complete and sufficient for the measures under . 
Now consider the particular alternative 0 < k = < 1 , cr = cr^ . 
Since U is complete, it is boundedly complete, and thus every similar 
test has Neyman structure (with respect to U) and the UMP similar size 
test of vs. may he obtained by applying the Neyman-Pearson lemma 
on each conditional surface U = u . 
Setting 
n-1 
V = X 
n 
one may obtain 
' u 
0 < V < U < 00 
and 
e 
e 
0 
0 < V < U < 00 
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the conditional densities under and , respectively. Optimizing 
on each conditional surface separately, by the Neyman-Peaxson lemma, one 
finds that the optimal size critical region is given by 
V > U(1 - ) , 
or, in terms of the original variables. 
1 - n-1 
( -1 ) Z %! < X* 
«1 
(n-1)"^  i=l 
•which is equivalent to (4.78) and (4.79)• Since this test does not depend 
on the particular choices of and cr^  , it is UMP similar for 
k = 1 vs. 0 < k < 1 
H. A Power Comparison: PTS Procedure 
vs. the Likelihood Ratio Test 
Table 9.10. Values of (-l)D(k, cr), for = .25, Og = oy = .05 
o 
k 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1-5 2.0 3.0 5.0 10.0 
0.00 .OJ4-67 .0539 .0604 .0660 .0708 .0750 .0874 .0906 .0775 .0505 
0.05 .0226 .029% .0358 .0416 ..0470 .0517 .0680 .0779 .0712 .0486 
0.10 .0089 .0146 .0203 .0258 .0310 •0357 •0535 .0674 .0656 .0467 
0.15 .0021 .0067 .0115 .0163 .0210 .0254 .0428 .0588 .0607 .0449 
0.20 0+ .0036 .0075 .0115 .0154 .0193 .035k .0520 .0563 .0433 
0.25 .0010 .0037 .0068 .0100 .0133 .0165 .0306 .o466 .0525 .0417 
0.30 .0039 .0060 .0084 .0109 .0135 .0161 .0280 .0425 .0492 .0403 
0.35 .0080 .0098 .012.6 .0136 .0156 .0176 .0271 .0396 .0464 .0389 
o.ko .0127 .0143 .0159 .0174 .0189 .0204 .0275 •0377 .0439 •0376 
0.^5 .0177 .0193 .0207 .0220 .0231 .0242 .0291 .0366 .0419 .0364 
0.50 .0227 .02U5 .0259 .0270 .0279 .0286 .0315 .0363 .0403 .0353 
0.55 .0276 .0297 .0313 .0323 .0330 •0335 .0346 .0365 .0389 .0343 
0.60 .0323 .0348 .0366 •0377 .0383 .0387 .0383 .037% •0379 .0333 
0.65 •0367 •0397 .04l8 .0430 .0437 .0439 .0423 .0387 .0372 .0325 
0.70 .Oko8 .0443 .0468 .0482 .0490 .0492 .0466 .o4o4 .0367 .0317 
0.75 .Ckk6 .0487 .0515 .0533 .0542 .0545 .0511 .0425 .0364 .0309 
0.80 .Cb8l .0528 .0560 .0581 •0593 .0596 .0557 .0448 .0364 .0303 
0.85 •0513 .0565 .0603 .0627 .0641 •Oô^i 6 .0604 .0474 .0366 .0296 
0.90 .0542 .0600 .0643 .0671 .0687 .0694 .0651 .0502 .0369 .0291 
0.95 .0568 .0632 .0680 .0712 .0732 .0741 .0698 .0531 .0374 .0286 
1.00 •0592 .0662 .0714 .0751 .077% .0785 .0744 .0562 .0381 .0282 
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Table 9.12. Values of (-l)D(k^  cr), for = .66, - .05 
a 
k 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.1+ 1.5 2.0 3.0 5.0 10.0 
0.00 0+ 0+ 0+ 0+ 0+ 0+ 0+ 0+ 0+ 0+ 
0.05 .0022 .0025 .0027 .0029 .0030 .0031 .0032 .0025 .0015 .0005 
0.10 .00i^2 .001+8 .0053 .0056 .0059 .0061 .0062 .0050 .0029 .0010 
0.15 .0062 .0070 .0077 .0083 .0087 .0090 .0092 .007I+ .00W+ .0016 
0.20 .0080 .0091 .0101 .0108 .0113 .0117 .0121 .0098 .0058 .0021 
0.25 .0097 .OUI .0123 .0132 .0139 .01# .011+9 .0122 .0072 .0026 
0.30 .0113 .0130 .011+1+ .0155 .0163 .0169 .0176 .011+5 .0086 .0031 
0.35 .0128 .011+7 .0163 .0176 .0186 .0194 .0202 .0167 .0099 .0036 
0.1+0 .0142 .0161+ .0182 .0197 .0209 .0217 .0228 .0189 .0113 .ooi+i 
0.45 .0155 .0180 .0200 .0217 .0230 .0239 .0252 .0211 .0126 .OOI+6 
0.50 .0168 .0195 .0218 .0236 .0250 .0261 .0276 .0232 .0139 .0051 
0,55 .0179 .0209 .0234 .0251+ .0270 .0282 .0300 .0253 .0152 .0056 
0.60 .0190 .0222 .0249 .0271 .0289 .0302 .0323 .0273 .0165 .0061 
0.65 .0201 .0235 .0261+ .0288 .0307 .0321 .031+5 .0293 .0178 .0066 
0.70 .0211 .021+7 .0278 .0301+ .0321+ .031+0 .0366 .0313 .0191 .0071 
0,75 .0220 .0258 .0291 .0319 .031+1 •0357 .0387 .0332 .0203 .0076 
0.80 .0229 .0269 .0301+ .0333 .0356 •0375 .01+07 .0351 .0216 .0081 
0.85 .0237 .0279 .0316 .031+7 .0372 •0391 .01+27 .0370 .0228 .0085 
0.90 .021+5 .0289 .0328 .0360 .0386 .01+07 .01+1+6 .0388 .021+0 .0090 
0.95 .0252 .0298 .0339 .0373 .01+00 .01+22 .01+64 .01+06 .0252 .0095 
1.00 .0259 .0307 .031+9 .0385 .01+11+ .01+37 .01+82 .01+23 .0261+ .0100 
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I. Proof that Uniformly Dominates 
1' 2'^ 
It is easily shown that (writing k instead of kg) 
(A.8) 
( I - 1)^ 
y^(% + Ng)^ 
and 
' Cr(N, + V + 1]= 
(A.9) 
[y«2( ^ - 1) - 1]^ 
[y(Nj_ + Ng) + 1]2 
(Note that these formulas reduce to (iv.51) and (4.$3)^ in the case 
y = 1, = n-1, Ng = 1.) 
Consider the quantity 
D = [y(N^ + Ng) + 1]2 {m.s.e. 
(A.IO) 
- = (4^! Ng, y" • 
26h 
Substituting (A.8) and (A.9) into (A.10), one obtains 
yN yW 
D = ± + + • • , , r^ 
^1 ^2 (N] + + Hg)2 (N^ + Ng)%2 
The quantity D is evidently strictly positive, since 
2y^Ng 
^1 ^2 (N^ + Ng)k^ ~  ^
and 0 < k < 1 . 
